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INTRODUCTION

Fourier transformation is used nowadays in many areas of chemistry

[1]. In the study of resonant systems this mathematical operation

usually provides a simple spectral representation (the frequency

domain signal or "spectrum") of the system's temporal response to

one or other form of excitation (the transient time domain sig-

nal), from which useful information can he derived.

The primary advantage of Fourier transform spectrometry is the

fact that a spectrum can he recorded in 1/N of the time required

hy a scanning spectrometer, where N is the numher of spectral

channels. This so-called Felgett or multiplex advantage [2,5] per-

mits a \/if increase in signal-to-noise ratio in the same total time

of measurement, provided that the noise is detector- rather than

source-limited.

It is, therefore, not surprising that Fourier transformation has

heen applied to ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) spectrometry as

well. Indeed, the introduction of Fourier transform data proces-
r T

sing in ICR spectrometry hy Comisarow and Marshall L̂ —G J has high-

ly improved this method. Whereas conventional ICR spectrometry

suffered from slow scanning speeds, low resolution and a limited

mass range [7,8], FT-ICR has overcome these problems.

This should not be taken to imply that FT-ICR does not have limi-

tations. However, the capabilities of this method are interesting

and promising for chemical analysis, as has been stated several

times [9-11]- Further instrumental developments of FT-ICR in the

forthcpming years such as its refined coupling to a gas chromato-

graph, increase of sensitivity and dynamic range, and so on may

occur and may broaden its analytical applications.

Another field in which FT-ICR has useful applications is that of

gas-phase ion chemistry. This is an area of main research interest

of the mass spectrometry group at the laboratory of organic chem-

istry of the University of Amsterdam. Since 1972 many projects

have been performed by the group with a drift cell ICR spectrome-

ter and a number of theses on this field have appeared [12-15].

However, the rapid development of electronics and minicomputer

technology in the past years has made it possible to convert the

existing drift cell ICR spectrometer (a Varian V59O3 instrument)

into an FT-ICR instrument, which became operational in April 1980

[16]. Chapter 1 of this thesis will describe its basic features.
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The other chapters will deal with studies in the field of gas ''jj

phase ion chemistry. Chapter 2 discusses the general picture of -J

ion/molecule reactions in the gas phase which has been developed Si"

in the past years. Chapters 3 and 4 describe some positive ion/ 'i

molecule reactions, whereas the remaining chapters deal with nega- ?).

tive ion/molecule reactions. Most of these studies have been per- \J

formed using the FT-ICR method. The experiments described in chap- ",

ter 5 have been performed using the former drift cell ICR spectro-

meter, but have been included in this thesis to give an introduc- ';

tion to chapters 6 and 7- :-J
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CHAPTER 1 ^

SCOPE OF FOURIER TRANSFORM ION >l
CYCLOTRON RESONANCE MASS SPECTROMETRY Jj

V: i

An ion with mass m, charge q and non-zero velocity, which is /')
placed in a static magnetic field B, will start to describe a cir- j|
cular motion in a plane perpendicular to B with radial or cyclo- _;'-?
tron frequency: ;(j_

This is the basic equation in ICR spectrometry. It provides a way
of determining the mass of the ion by measuring its resonance fre-
quency:

The method known as Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance
(FT-ICR) mass spectrometry provides a way of performing such an
experiment.
In an FT-ICR spectrometer ions are generated in a cell (16.4 cm
(= 1 in-0; technical details given in this thesis refer to the Am-
sterdam FT-ICR instrument). This cell (shown in Figures 1-3) is
kept under high vacuum (typically 1-100 pJ?a) and is placed between
the polecaps of an electromagnet (typical field strength 1.4- T ) .
The ions are trapped in the cell by the combined effects of the
magnetic field -which limits the motion in a plane perpendicular
to B- and a small electrostatic field (~ 1 T) applied to the trap-
ping plates -which limits the motion along the magnetic field
lines. At some time after ion formation a fast frequency-swept
radio frequency (RF) pulse is applied to the excitation plates.
This pulse is normally scanning through a large frequency range,
such as 0.075-1-5 MHz (i.e. mass range 300-15 daltons at 1.4 T) in
1.5 ms at an amplitude of 1-10 V peak to peak. If a frequency com-
ponent of this pulse matches the cyclotron frequency of ions
present in the cell, then these ions -having low translational
energies and random phases in their cyclotron motion at their
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Figure 1. Photograph of the Amsterdam FT-ICR cell. This cell is

made out of gold-plated stainless steel plates. The

various parts are assigned in Figures 2 and 3. The bel-

lows (filled with air, pressure inside slightly below

atmospheric pressure) left from the middle of the photo-

graph supports some copper plates which touch the walls

of the vacuum can (if evacuated) to carry off the excess

heat from the filament.
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doorsnede A-A

3 CM '•'I

Figure 2. Part of the design of the FT-ICR cel l .

a- View on top of the trapping plate at the side of the
filament.

b. Cross-section along the line A-A (see a). The re-

ceiver plates are not shown. 2 = control grid, 5 =

cage, 4 = filament, 5 = trapping plate, 6 = excita-

tion plate, 7 = collector, 8 = trapping plate, 9 =

excitation plate, 10 = Pt grids.

--I
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Figure 3. Schematic drawing of the FT-ICR cell.

formation- are excited to larger orbits. This excitation or accel-

eration process forces the ions to move coherently in phase. The

coherent motion of the excited ions induces detectable image cur-

rents in the circuit shunting the two receiver plates. These cur-

rents are amplified, digitized by an analog-to-digital converter

(typical digitization rate 1-4 MHz) and, via a fast buffer store,

transmitted to a computer. This can be repeated several times to

increase the signal-to-noise ratio.

The timing of sequential pulses in a typical cycle is shown in

Figure 4. Each cycle is started with a quench pulse, i.e. a pulse

Q
U

I
HC7

e"
B
E
A
M

ÏÖN| I
EJECTION
PULSE(S)

Trapping time

Figure 4-. Typical FT-ICR trapped ion cell timing sequence.
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which, applies a 20 V difference to the trapping plates in order to

remove previously stored ions- Then new ions are generated and

trapped. After a certain time -referred to as trapping time- the

ions are translationally excited and the transient time domain

response signal -in short transient- is recorded and added into

the computer memory- This whole cycle can be repeated for signal

averaging- The effects of DC offset voltages and second harmonic

distortions are reduced by inverting the phase of ion excitation

on alternate cycles and hence subtracting rather than adding the , j/.

translent into computer memory. ;j

When the desired number of transients has been accumulated, the 'Jj

summed signal is Fourier transformed, which results in an inter- A

pretable mass spectrum. > ? *

Figure 4 also shows ion ejection pulses. These represent a power- ^5

ful capability of the ICE method in gas phase ion chemistry and 'i

will be discussed in a subsequent section of this chapter. \ni

The trapping time can be varied up to 6-5 s in our instrument. ' 0,

During this time the ions will have many collisions with neutral 'i

molecules present in the cell which may result in ion/molecule .̂J

reactions. The charged products of these reactions are trapped too y

and will show up in the spectrum. ii

Another valuable feature of the ICR method is the fact that nega- f\

tive ions are trapped and detected as easily as positive ions, the J

only differences being the opposite polarity of the applied trap- y

ping voltage, some changes in ionizing energy and, perhaps, the ;•

lesser ease with which negative ions are formed. It follows, that ;;"

the ICR method is very well suited to studies of the gas phase ^

chemistry of both types of ions. Examples of the use of FT-ICR in ;;

this field will be given throughout this thesis.. ,;|

1.1 THEORY ' %
' 1

Most of the theoretical background of FT-ICR has been developed by f

Comisarow and Marshall. Here, only a brief overview of the theore- '%

tical aspects will be given which are most relevant to the use of ii

FT-ICR in gas phase ion chemistry. |

In their first paper on the theory of FT-ICR spectrometry [1] Co- 1

misarow and Marshall discussed the fundamental relationships be- |

tween linewidth and resolution. They showed, 'that frequency reso- i

lution (u.-/Au>) is numerically identical to mass resolution (m/Am): |
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In the same paper [1] the theoretical spectral line shape in the

zero-pressure limit (i.e. no ion/molecule collisions during the

data acquisition period) has been derived. The theoretical resolu-

tion, defined as the full width at half-maximum height (FWHH) of a

peak in magnitude spectra (vide infra), is given by

where q is the ionic charge, m is the ionic mass, B is the magnet-

ic field strength, T is the acquisition time of the tjime domain

signal, IT is the number of acquired data points and m . is the

mmin = 3T? = ̂bsr (6)

•'t

minimum ionic mass in the spectrum, which can be calculated from

the maximum frequency (f___) to be analyzed, i.e. half the sam-

pling frequency (f ) (vide infra):

M
f s = f = 2 f m a x '

Substitution of f into eq 2 yields as an expression for m„,- :

An illustration of the resolution of our instrument is given in • „,

Figure 5- The theoretical resolution in this particular case, J

where B is 1.4 T, m is 195 daltons, T is 65-5 ms, N is 16384 and )%
mmin "̂s ̂ ^ ̂ a^-^ons (fs is 0.25 MHz), can be calculated to be ^

~ 5950. It should be noted, that eq 4 predicts a decrease in re- -h

solution at increasing mass as is observed [2], Expressions for 1

other definitions of the resolution can also be derived, which -'if

only differ in the numerical constant [1], ^

In a later paper [3] the theoretical spectral line shape in the 4

high-pressure limit (i.e. many ion/molecule collisions during the '-•}

data acquisition period) was derived. The resolution now becomes |

dependent on the relaxation time of the time domain signal, T. For !|

example, for magnitude spectra the resolution, FWHH, is given by

8
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>=N=<
C6H5

m/z 195

d a l t o n

(-L»*'200

Figure 5. Spectrum of C6H,-CI>=N-CH(C2H,-)C6H:i- at a pressure of ~ 9

uPa showing the mass region around m/z 195, (M-C2H,-)+,

to demonstrate the mass resolution of the Amsterdam

FT-ICR instrument.

Recently, Comisarow [4] has discussed the factors influencing T

and has shown that at pressures normally used (> 1 |J.Pa) colli-

sional damping is the most important factor.

Eq 4 and 7 are, as mentioned, derived for the limits T « T (the

zero-pressure limit) and T » T (the high-pressure limit), respec-

tively. The line shape and hence resolution as a function of T and
T (i.e. for any pressure) has been given by Comisarow et al. [5].

It has been shown, that at constant T the resolution increases at

increasing T, reaching the (constant) high-pressure limit (eq 7)

within 5% for T = 5T- The sensitivity or signal-to-noise ratio

(STTR), however, decreases at increasing T as shown by Marshall

[5]. A reasonable compromise between resolution and SITE is ob-

tained for T « 3 ^ this optimum fortunately being rather flat.

Gross et al. [6] have further discussed this matter. They pointed

out that the sensitivity increases at increasing T, i.e. at de-

creasing pressure, provided that the number of ions is kept con-

stant (either by increasing the electron beam current or by in-

creasing the electron beam pulse-length). Furthermore, the resolu-

tion increases at increasing T as well (compare eq 7). Thus, un-

i

•I
4
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like otlier forms of mass spec tr ome try, both, resolution and sensi- %

tivity increase together by reducing the pressure in the spectro- -|

meter. , ^f

It should he noted, that for ion/molecule reaction studies there -|

is a third parameter which, is dependent on pressure, i.e. the ',j

reaction rate, For such studies it is generally desired that the 'J*

rates are not too small (note the upper trapping time limit of

6.5 s in our instrument). Thus, a compromise between resolution, S

sensitivity and reaction rate has to be found by varying the par- .'.;

tial pressures of the reactants. "jS

Comisarow has given the signal-to-noise ratio as a function of "•/•<

frequency [4-]. He has shown, that for capacitive circuits the

noise increases at lower frequencies (i.e. higher masses), as is

also observed in our instrument.

In another theoretical paper on FT-ICR [7] the rotating electric

monopole concept has been developed. In this concept the motion of

the ensemble of coherently excited ions, each of charge q and mass

m, is described by a rotating electric monopole of charge nq and

mass nm, where n is the total number of ions of equal mass-to-

-charge ratio. The motion of this rotating monopole will induce

fluctuating charge densities on the cell plates, which can be de-

tected by an electric circuit, resulting in the image current

mentioned in the previous section of this chapter. For capacitive

circuits, such as in our instrument, the root mean square value of

the corresponding ICR voltage signal is given by [7]:

C8>

where r is the radius of the ion orbit, d is the distance between

the cell plates and C is the capacitance of the circuit. Thus, V
s

is proportional to the number of ions present in the cell and in-

dependent of the mass of the ions.

The theory, associated with the coherent motion of translationally

excited ions, given so far has been based on the ICR time domain

response to pulsed fixed-frequency excitation. In practice, how-

ever, ions are excited by a frequency-swept pulse. This has in-

fluence on both the phase and the amplitude of the signals in the

frequency spectrum [8,9]- Experimental phase correction has been

reported by Wilkins et al. [10]. A procedure to correct the ampli-

10
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tude will be discussed in the next section of this chapter- "•:•«

In this respect it should be noted, that there are several ways of re-

displaying the FT-ICR spectrum. The Fourier transform process gen- ;̂;

erates a real and an imaginary part of the spectrum, denoted here :;

as Re(ai) and Im(a)), respectively. Re(u)) is called the absorption • yl

spectrum and Im(u>) the dispersion spectrum. It is also possible to j

display the absolute value or magnitude spectrum, M((o), given by r

M(cu) = VRe^O) + Im2(o) (9) [%

Absorption spectra give highest resolution at the expense of sen- I

sitivity, whereas in magnitude spectra phase distortions are eli- \-i

minated. In our instrument it has become common practice to dis- ;,•>

play the magnitude spectrum. ;;

Fourier transformation has been the subject of many monographs ..;

[11] and therefore no theoretical treatment will be given here. ;i'|

Some errors in processing Fourier transform data have been discus- *0

sed recently by Cooper [12] and one of them should be discussed -i|

here. As mentioned earlier, the maximum frequency to be analyzed £]

equals half the sampling frequency (see eq 5, f „, is called the j
max • j.

Nyquist frequency [13])- Frequencies higher than the Nyquist f re- '. \

quency, however, are still sampled and peaks will appear in the 'i

frequency spectrum, but at erroneous frequencies. This phenomenon l

is called fold-back or aliasing. Thus, care should be taken not to

excite ions with resonance frequencies higher than the Nyquist .;

frequency, i.e. with masses less than m m i n (see eq 6). It should I

be noted, that even side-bands of the excitation pulse might ex- i

cite ions having too high frequencies. Marshall and Roe [8] there- •:*

fore suggested to use a sampling frequency at least at about 2.1 v

times the maximum frequency to be analyzed, i.e. not to excite 1"\

below 1.05 times m - . . ;\"i

1.2 INTENSITIES £;

As mentioned before, the time domain response signal is digitized, Vi

i.e. sampled at a finite number of time intervals. The resulting :4

discrete signal is then numerically transformed to produce a dis- :j

crete frequency spectrum. This spectrum is defined at N specific -:]

frequencies, f , given by -

11
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fn = 5 n = O, 1, 2 W-1 (10) ;.|

where TÏis the acquisition time of the time domain signal -and IT is' "J '"'fi2

ilthe total number of data points in the spectrum (note that N "is~rüi;-- £ h
half the number of acquired data points). Generally, the ion reso- ||
nance frequency will not equal one ;,of^t he discrete .frequencies J' }f
given by eq 10,:; so „that the maximum intensity in the discrete-; £
frequency spectrum will not correspond to the maximum intensity: in ^f
the^ontinuous ̂ frequency^spectrum which would have Jaeen obtained :.4
byïthe analytical transformation of the continuous time domain^ •!
response. Thisittan^^cause^serioüs^errorssJJilïhe yjitensitiesy in the
worsticase ̂ 56.3% for;the;magnitude -spectrum iand even'"A00%7fpr^the1

absorption spectrum'I [14] Iwhich; is "generally; fnot ̂ acceptable.:. Often
the intensities_ (i.e. ion abundances) need to be known as accura-
tely as possible: in most cases only for small mass ranges, such
as in isotopic analysis, rate constant- and isotope^effect_measu-
rements, but in some applications the intensities in the entire
mass range are of importance, such as for comparison of spectra
(library search).

Recently, Noest and Kort [15] have proposed the use of time domain
weighting to reduce intensity errors. This method concerns multi-
plying the transient time domain signal by a weight function given

M(t) = 0.450 + 0.845 cos(itt/T) - 0.259 cos(27tt/T)
+ 0.045 cos(5-rct/T) - 0.602 ti(t) (11) V;

i -7

where 0 5 t < T and y(t) is given by /i

s
li(t) = J\ - 4t/T for 0 = t < 0.25 T f

= 5 - 4t/T for 0.75 T < t < T (12) |
= 0 elsewhere. -i

i-3

This function causes the line shape of the peak(s) in the frequen- '3
'M

cy spectrum to change into one with a top which is flat _+ 0.6% |
over the sampling interval (1/T, see eq 10). Of course, spectral J
noise will increase the quoted error. f
This time domain weighting procedure (also called "trimming") is 1

12



adequate if intensity changes are of interest, such as in rate

constant measurements and ion ejection experiments. The finite

length of the excitation pulse, however, causes errors in the rel-

ative ion abundances. This can be solved by applying deconvolu-

tion, i.e. dividing the frequency spectrum by the excitation spec-

trum [8]. The latter is obtained by digitizing and transforming

the excitation pulse. This differs somewhat from the method des-

cribed by Noest and Kort [9]» who proposed the use of a mathemati-

cal approximation of the excitation spectrum. We rather use the

actual excitation spectrum to correct also for instrumental in-

fluences, such as frequency characteristics.

The correction procedure described here has been tested in both

positive and negative ion mode on the isotopes of chlorine, bro-

mine and the five major isotopes of xenon. All chlorine containing

ions have been generated from CFoClCFClo. Br~ has been generated

from CHBr,. In all cases mentioned here, the weight function as

derived for non-decaying signals has been used, because T « T

where T is the decaying constant of the time domain signal.

The results are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Results of intensity measurements.

Isotopes Expected Experimental Error

abundance abundance (%)

ratio ratioa

CF2^C1
+/CF2^C1

+ 3.127 3.091 .+ 0.048 1.2

™Br~/ 1Br~ 1.028 1.030 +_ 0.007 0.2

Average of seven determinations made on seven successive mass

spectra. Tolerances shown represent single standard deviations

over seven trials.

The literature values of the isotopic abundances of chlorine and

bromine have been taken from ref. 16 and those of xenon from ref.

17.



Table 2. Results of intensity measurements.

I so topes

CF5 5C12
+

CF55C157C1+

C F 3 7 C 1 2 +

G 2F 3
5 5G1 2

+

G2F3
55G157C

C 2 F 3 57 C i 2
+

1 2 9 X e + .

1 3 1 X e + .

1 3 2 X e + .

1 3 4 X e + .

1 56x e + .

(m/z

(m/z

(m/z

(m/z

1+ (m/z

(m/z

101)

103)

105)

15D

153)

155)

Expected

abundance3

57.41

36.72

5.37

57.41

36.72

5.87

28.18

22.58

28.66

11.13

9-45

Experimental
a babundance '

57-76 j

36.43 H

5.81 H

56.89 H

37.11 H

6.00 H

28.73 H

22.67 H

28.30 i

11.01 J

9.29 :

: 0.07

: 0.04

: 0.06

: 0.13°

I 0.48°

: 0.45°

I 0.05

I 0.03

I 0.03

h 0.02

h 0.02

Error -j

0.6 Ï

0.8 ;

1.0 :]

0.9 ';-_,

1.1 . -

2.2 1

2.0 f;

0 . 4 I

1.5 ^

1.1 . r

"1.7 f

Abundances expressed in percent of the sum of the abundances of

ions of interest.

Average of seven determinations made on seven successive mass

spectra. Tolerances shown represent single standard deviations

over seven trials, unless stated otherwise.

Average of fourteen determinations.

1.3 IOMIZATION METHODS

In order to investigate the chemistry of ions in the gas-phase,

they first have to be generated. In our instrument this can only

be achieved by electron impact (El) ionization. To this end a

Rhenium filament has been mounted to the cell. When applying a ~ 4

A current, electrons start to come off, which enter the cell via a

I'ulsed grid. The energies of the electrons can be varied between 0

and 50 eV. The electrons will ionize the neutral compounds, each

of which has been introduced via a separate leak valve to a con-

stant partial pressure. Only volatile compounds can be introduced,

14



because no solid probe or other facilities are available at pre-

sent.

A conventional El spectrum can be obtained by detecting the ions

directly after the electron beam pulse. Delaying the time between

ion formation and detection will give rise to ion/molecule reac-

tions. This offers the possibility of performing low-pressure

chemical ionization (GI) experiments, as has been demonstrated by

Gross et al. [18]. In this type of experiments a reagent gas is

introduced which readily forms reactant ions (either by El or via

ion/molecule reactions) of relatively low proton affinity, such as

CH[-+ from methane, ïfH/,+ from ammonia and CJBQ from isobutane.

Subsequent proton transfer to the compound to be analyzed yields

the CI mass spectrum. Fragmentation can be minimized by a proper

choice of the reagent gas, so that the (M+H) ion will be abun-

dant, providing molecular weight information.

It is also possible to perform "self-CI", which involves the use

of fragment ions of the compound itself as CI reagents [18].

Low-pressure negative ion CI (NCI) operates similarly to positive !'

ion CI [18]: proton abstraction by a suitable base yields the '*

(W-H)~ ions of the compound of interest. In this thesis most of

the attention will be paid to other channels than proton abstrac- y:
tion, i.e. channels interfering with NCI, but of interest to the |j

field of gas phase ion chemistry. f

Recently, the laser desorption [1952O] and fast atom bombardment K

[20] ionization methods have been shown to be applicable to ICE.

They may provide a major step forward in the analysis of non-vol- -̂

atile compounds by ICE. %

Metal cations such as Ti+, Rh+ and Cu+ have been generated by i;

laser ionization [21-23]. H
%

1.4 ION EJECTION "f
"4

One of the very powerful features of the ICR method is the possi- 'i

bility to eject mass selected ions from the cell. This technique, '•%

applied to FT-ICR by Parisod and Comisarow [24], enables to iden- f

tify ion/molecule reaction pathways unequivocally. For example, f:
assume that distinction has to be made between two possible routes =•

of formation of an ion P+: ?



A+ + N - P+ + H, (13)

Ejection of the ions A+ and B+ in separate experiments will show

which one is the precursor of P+, because elimination of the pre-

cursor ion will influence the abundance of the product ion(s).

Many examples of the use of this technique will be shown through-

out this thesis. Here, some of its background will be described.

An ion, which has been accelerated by an KB1 pulse -a so-called ir-

radiation pulse applied to the excitation plates- of peak to peak

amplitude V^, duration t and with a frequency equal to the cyclo-

tron frequency of the' ion, will describe in the absence of colli-

sions a circular motion with radius [7,8]:

* = ™ - (15)

where B is the magnetic field strength and d is the distance be-

tween the cell plates. Because r cannot be larger than the cell

radius (r - d/2) the maximum irradiation time (t ) can easily
H 1 3 J € TD.ËLX

2rm Bd Bd2

be calculated:

Thus, if the ion is irradiated for a time larger than or equal to

t , it will be swept out of the cell. For example, an ion placed

in a cell with distance 0.0254 m between the cell plates and in a

magnetic field of 1.4 1 will be ejected in 90.3 v-s when it is ir-

radiated by an RF pulse of 10 V peak to peak amplitude. This time

is independent of the mass of the ion. It should be noted, that in

practice lower amplitudes, such as 0.1-0.5 V peak to peak, and

longer irradiation times are chosen in order to reduce side-bands

of the ejection pulse. On the other hand, the amplitude should be

chosen sufficiently high to allow ejection of the ions without

collisions during the irradiation time.

It is always wise to detect the ions still present in the cell di-

rectly after the ejection pulse(s) and to inspect the resulting

mass spectrum on the success of ion ejection. However, even after

16
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§
an improper ejection pulse, the ions might have been irradiated to

such large orbits that the subsequent excitation (i.e. detection)

pulse will sweep them out of the cell. Delaying the excitation ;ï|

pulse will then allow the ion to react. Some care, therefore, has ;sJf

to be taken in selecting the right ejection parameters. ,:|

There are several ways in which ion ejection can be achieved and •'-?,

used. *;•£

The ions can be ejected by applying a pulse of constant frequency, j

the latter being equal to the ion cyclotron frequency. This can be ;:-"I

a short pulse with a duration as calculated from eq. 16 -prefera- f I

bly somewhat longer- or such a pulse that the ions are ejected '^A

during the entire trapping period, which is especially useful when

they are formed slowly, i.e. during a long period of time. It

should be noted here, that the hardware of our instrument does not

limit the length of the ejection pulse, except that it has to fin-

ish before the excitation pulse starts. Thus, it is possible to

begin the ejection pulse before the electron beam pulse is started

and to finish it just before the excitation pulse. In this way all

ions of one particular mass-to-charge ratio are ejected directly

after their formation -either by the electron beam pulse or later

in time via an ion/molecule reaction- and their reactions prohi-

bited.

Ejection can also be achieved by applying a pulse which is scan-

ning through a region around the cyclotron frequency of the ion to

be ejected. This is particularly useful during long-running expe-

riments, when magnetic field drift and hence frequency shift might

be a complicating factor. Note, that the relationship between ir-

radiation time and radius of the ion orbit is now also dependent

on the frequency scan-rate.

These methods can be used when the influence of ejection of a

single ion on the FT-ICE spectrum has to be investigated in what

has been called [24,25] a double resonance (ejection) experiment

in analogy to the conventional drift cell ICR. double resonance ex-

periment.

To examine the influence of the ejection pulse, at best the peak

height corrected [15] spectra with an without the pulse can be

compared either visually or by asking the computer for the inten-

sities of the peaks of interest. It has been tried to perform this

experiment in one run by applying the ejection pulse on alternate

17



cycles and subtracting the transients with and without the ejec-

tion pulse from each other. This should give the difference spec-

trum and thus the product ions of reactions of the ejected ions.

The ejection of part of the ions present in the cell, however, ap-

peared to influence the space charge so much that all resonance

frequencies were shifted a little [26] thereby disturbing the dif-

ference spectrum.

Often all ions in a specific frequency range have to be removed.

This is easily achieved by applying a pulse scanning through the

entire frequency range to be ejected. An example of this will be

given in chapter 7 on the ejection of the primary negative ions of

phenyl trifluoroacetate. Chapter 3 will demonstrate the use of ion

ejection to overcome dynamic range problems: the CH, OH2 ions

generated from normal methanol only become visible after ejection "S;

of other ions.

Often a product ion is formed from more than one precursor ion.

This might introduce a difficulty in probing a specific reaction

pathway, especially if the abundance of the precursor ion of in-

terest is low or its reaction to products slow. In that case, its

ejection might only influence the abundance of the product ion by

less than the reproducibility of the peak height. In order to be

able to examine this reaction pathway more clearly it is desired

to eject all ions with the exception of the precursor ion of in-

terest. In that way the chemistry of this single ion can be in-

vestigated. As such this experiment is analogous to the flowing

afterglow SIFT method [27,23].

For example, consider the reactions of CH^O~ with some substrate.

CH,O~ can readily be generated from CHRONO by dissociative elec-

tron attachment. However, also HNO~" ions are generated, which

have the same nominal mass. Thus, it might become impossible to

assign an observed product ion to a reaction of either of the two

ions. CH^O" can also be generated by proton abstraction from meth-

anol:

B" + CHjOH » BH + CH,O~ (17)

B" = OH", MH2~

After a certain trapping time in an ICR cell, long enough for suf-

18



ficient CH^O' to be formed, the primary base and its reaction

products are ejected allowing a clear study of the chemistry of

CHzO" [29]. Of course, this method can also be used to study the

chemistry of ions which cannot be generated by electron impact of

a suitable molecule, but are readily formed via an ion/molecule

reaction.

In some of the chapters of this thesis ejection of all but one ion

with a particular mass is achieved by a series of pulses each

ejecting a particular mass region. Another and faster way of doing

this is the creation of a notch in the ejection pulse by phase in-

version. This method, first demonstrated by Dawson [50] and mathe-

matically formulated by Roest and Kort [9], operates in the fol-

lowing way. A pulse of sufficient amplitude and scan-rate is ap-

plied to eject all ions. The phase of the pulse, however, is

shifted by 180° at the cyclotron frequency of the ion of interest.

This creates a notch in the wave-form of the ejection pulse at

that particular frequency (see Figures 6 and 7).

a)
> -1

Figure 6. a. Part of an ejection pulse showing the region around

the 180° phase shift.

b. The frequency spectrum of a pulse with phase inver-

sion at frequency fn.
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a)

b)

.li
110 120 130 140 150 160 170

Figure 7« Experimental example of the use of selected ion ejection

by creation of a notch in the wave-form of the ejection

pulse. Trace b shows the original spectrum. Trace a

shows the spectrum after application of an ejection

pulse with phase inversion at the resonance frequency of

the ions m/z 150.

It should be kept in mind that often secondary or higher order

reactions occur. For example, consider the following reaction se-

quence:

N M1 (18)

(19)

It can be seen that ejection of A+ will influence the abundance of

P2+, which might lead to the erroneous interpretation that P~+ is

a product of a direct reaction of A+. Subsequent ejection of P̂ ,+

and recording the ion abundances as a function of reaction time

(to be discussed in a later section) will provide a better insight

in the actual reaction sequence.

The ion ejection technique discussed so far accelerates the ion to

an orbit with a larger radius and perpendicular to the direction

of the magnetic field. It is also possible to eject an ion by ex-

20
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citing its. oscillation along the magnetic field lines. This oscil-

lation is caused by the applied trapping potential and the cor-

responding frequency is given by [31]

md2
(20)

(21)

Substitution of r from eq 15 in eq 21 yields:

where V™ is the trapping potential and YQ is the potential applied

to the other plates of the cell. Note that f^ is independent of

the magnetic field. Although the resolution of this method is very

low, it is particularly useful to eject low mass species, such as

electrons or H~ ions having in a 1.4 T magnetic field frequencies

of 39-1 GHz and 21.4 MHz, respectively (too high for our frequency

synthesizer to generate), but in a trapping potential of 1 Y os-

cillation frequencies of only 5-25 MHz and 123 kHz, respectively.

For example, the ejection of electrons is applied during negative

ion formation to avoid spurious signals which might arise from

the presence of thermalized electrons and to minimize space charge

effects.

Finally, it should be noted that the ion ejection technique does

not provide any information on the neutral reactans and products.

Normally, however, the introduced neutral compounds are known

(although pyrolysis might be a complicating factor [32,33])» Neu-

tral products have been detected with special methods in a few

instances [34-36], but this is not possible in our instrument.

1.5 COLLISION INDUCED DISSOCIATION

The previous section discussed the irradiation of ions for such a

long time that they are ejected from the cell. Of course, the ir-

radiation pulse can be applied for a time less than t (see eq

16). Then, the ion will be excited to an orbit with radius r. The

ion kinetic energy can now be calculated to be:

u-
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Por example, an ion m/z 100 which, has been irradiated for 5 ms by

an RF pulse of amplitude 0.1 V peak to peak in a cell with distan-

ce 0.0254 m between the plates, will have obtained a kinetic ener-

gy of 47 eV.

The maximum attainable kinetic energy, K „,__, can be derived by
A. f III El A

substitution of the maximum ion orbital radius (rm__ = d/2) into

eq 21:

•Te,max " fSm

Thus, the ion from the previous example can be accelerated to a

maximum kinetic energy of 152 eV, when placed in a magnetic field

of 1.4 T. Eq 25 shows that the maximum kinetic energy is indepen-

dent of the amplitude used. Of course, the amplitude should be

chosen sufficiently high to avoid collisions during the accelera-

ted period.

The ability to excite ions to larger kinetic energies offers the

possibility of inducing endothermic reactions. An application is

collision induced dissociation (OID) [37,58], which has recently

been demonstrated to be applicable to FT-ICR [23,39]. In this type

of experiments, a given ion is accelerated to collide with an

inert collision gas, such as He, Ar or Wp. The energy imparted to

the ion induces fragmentation. The ionic fragments are detected,

yielding a "mass spectrum" of the precursor ion, from which infor-

mation concerning its structure can be derived.

From the example given at eq 23 it can be concluded, that at pre-

sent FT-ICR should be considered to be a low-energy CID method.

Eq 23, however, shows a quadratic increase of IL with both the

cell spacing and the magnetic field strength. For example, an ion

m/z 100 can be accelerated to a maximum kinetic energy of 7.5 keY

in a cell with spacing 0.05 m between the plates and in a magnetic

field of 5 T. Still, it will be easy to switch from low- to high-

-energy CID by adjusting the amplitude or duration of the irradia-

tion pulse.

The ability to vary the ion kinetic energy by simple adjustment of

computer-controlled parameters offers the possibility to monitor

fragmentation as a function of energy, as has been demonstrated

recently [23,40]. Furthermore, the high resolution capabilities of

FT-ICR in CID experiments can be retained by proper choice of ex-
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perimental parameters [41,42]. In particular, the pulsed valve ad-

dition of collision gas sounds promising [43]. GID fragment ion

resolution of greater than 30000 has been reported recently [43],

so that the CID method may become another valuable feature of

FT-ICR.

Unlike in other types of instruments suited for GID experiments,

in a trapped ion cell ICE spectrometer the ions are generated, ac-

celerated, fragmented and detected in the same physical space,

i.e. the cell. The large amounts of collision gas present in the

cell might cause problems, as is illustrated in Figure 8. It can

I
*3

30 40

electron energy (eV)

50

Figure 8. a. Ionization efficiency curve of the molecular ion of

acetophenone at a pressure of ~ 15 p.Pa.

b. Same conditions as for a, with the exception that

helium is introduced to a pressure of ~ 1.5 mPa.

È

•'t

'4

i
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be seen, that at electron energies larger than the ionization '}.

energy of helium (24.6 eY [44]) the ion abundance drops sharply ,.-

due to the space charge induced by large amounts of He+". Similar \i

observations have been made for negative ion formation, where the ;?

abundance of the selected primary precursor ion may decrease to •

zero if the collision gas is introduced. This is most likely due ',.'.'

to the fact that the electrons undergo many non-reactive colli- -

sions with collision gas molecules, thereby losing energy. Note

that most primary negative ions are only formed efficiently at f

specific electron energies (such as 0H~ via H~ from HpO at 6 eV, _'ii.

NHP~ from NH, at 5 eY, F~ from CIV at 6 eY, 0~' from N?0 at 1.2 '4i

eY, etc.). These problems might be overcome by pulsed valve addi- =

tion of the collision gas, which is not yet possible in our in- y

strument. v:';

Consecutive CID reactions have been reported by Freiser et al. Ij

[45]. In one of their examples they fragmented the m/z 105 ion, !;'•

which itself was a fragment of the molecular ion of acetophenone: .]•;

H CH,- (24) ;H

'1?
CO (25) ^

As shown in Figure 9, our instrument can reproduce this and is

also capable of going at least two steps further. The CgH[-+ ions

can be fragmented to Ĉ Hx"1" ions, which in turn can be induced to

lose a hydrogen atom (eq 26 and 27, respectively).

C 6 H 5

m/z

C 6 H 5

m/z

COCH,+*

120

C0+

105

CIDw

CID^

• ° 6 H !
m/z

.C 6 H,

m/z

105

+

77

m/z 77 m/z 51

. + H. (27)

m/z 51 m/z 50

One might wonder why the length of the CID irradiation pulses has

been chosen to be 100 ms in this case, whereas it can be calcula-
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ted from eq 16 that the ion will be ejected in 11.6 ms at the am-

plitude (78 mV peak to peak) and magnetic field strength (1.4 T)

used. Basically, this is done to overcome a limitation of the fre-

quency synthesizer. The number of pulses actually needed in the

experiment described here is not simply the sum of two pulses to

eject all ions with the exception of the m/z 120 ions, four CID

irradiation pulses and the detection pulse. Additionally, a

waiting period should be included after each CID pulse to allow j

the CID fragment ions to move towards the centre of the cell. This '4

is necessary, because -as Freiser et al. have pointed out already ;.i

[45]- the fragment ions of the CID process are not formed in the -:r

cell centre so that the subsequent pulse to accelerate these ions :•;

will eject most of them from the cell. The extra waiting periods «

could have been generated by the frequency synthesizer -by pro- :

gramming it to generate pulses of 0 Hz frequency, no amplitude and

of a certain length- but the total number of pulses would have ex- ;:;

ceeded eight, i.e. the maximum possible number of pulses that can .».,

be generated. The amplitude of the CID pulses as applied in the i?s

experiment shown in Figure 9 has been chosen, therefore, low

enough to allow collision with the neutral gas during the irradia-

tion period and prior to ejection of the ion. The additional

length of the pulse then serves as the waiting period mentioned

above. This is illustrated in Figure 10, which shows the abundance

of the Ĉ -Hj- ions formed from Ĉ -Ht-CO4" via the reaction shown in eq

25. It can be seen clearly, that at pulse-lengths larger than 11.6

ms the abundance does not decrease, showing that the fragment ions

are formed before the precursors have reached the cell plates.

Figure 10 also shows that the CgHi-CO+ ions only dissociate above a

certain threshold energy. The dissociation of these ions into

CgH,-+ ions requires an energy of ~ 3.5 eV [44]. The threshold

energy as derived from Figure 10 equals ~ 40 eV, indicating that

in this case ~ 9% of the ion kinetic energy is converted into in-

ternal energy of the ion upon collision.

The CID process of course is not limited to positive ions. An

example of CID of a negative ion is given in Chapter 6.
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Figure 10. Ti>s abundance of the CgH,-+ ions as function of the time

that the ions CgH,-CO+, generated by electron impact

ionization of acetophenone, are irradiated. Pressure

conditions: pCCgHj-COCTU) = 7 M^a, p(He) =1.3 mPa. The

amplitude of the irradiation pulse equals 78 mV peak to

peak.

Figure 9 (see opposite page).

a. Base spectrum of the acetophenone CID experiment.

Pressure conditions: pCCL-Ht-COCEU) = 1 ? uPa, p(He) =

1.3 mPa. Ion ejection has been applied so that mainly

the molecular ion (m/z 120) is present in the cell.

b. As a, with a pulse applied to irradiate the ions m/z

120.

c. As b, now also irradiating the ions m/z 105-

d. As c, irradiating the ions m/z 77 too. Gain has been

multiplied by 2 with respect to c.

e. As d, with an extra pulse to irradiate the ions m/z

51. Gain has been multiplied by 4- with respect to d.

All irradiation pulses had an amplitude of 78 mV peak

to peak and lasted for 100 ms.
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1.6 REACTIONS AS A FUNCTION OP TIME

As mentioned before, the ion trapping time is variable. This en-

ables to study the time-dependence of ion/molecule reactions,

which can provide useful addition insight into the mechanisms of

these reactions.

For example, the time-dependenee of the ion/molecule reactions of

0H~ with methyl phenyl ether clearly shows the sequential steps in

this system (see Figure 11). 0H~ is formed by proton abstraction

from water by H" (eq 29), which is formed by dissociative electron

attachment from water (eq 28):

(28)

H~ (29)

m/z 17

intensity

(m/z 93)

OH" (m/z 17)

(M-H)-(m/z107)

0.5 1.0 1.5
•trapping time (s)

Figure 11. Abundances of the ions m/z 17, 93 and 107 in the system

OH~/H2O/C6Hc0CHz as a function of trapping time. Both

compounds are introduced to a partial pressure of 40
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The OH" ions react with methyl phenyl ether to yield mainly (M-H)~ ||

ions: -£j

/\TT™" , ft 'TT f\(~*TT ^^__—m-^m TT n -I- fl^T—TT^""" ( ~2\C\\ ' ' 1?

rn/z 107 r|

The (M-H)~ ions then react with water yielding phenoxide .anions: ^

(M-H)" + H20 » CHjOH + 0 ^ 0 " (3D 'J

m/z 93 :""i|

In this way, the experiment has provided valuable information,

which -together with ion ejection experiments and hydrogen/deute-

rium exchange reactions- has given much more insight into the
— r • i

reactions in the OH /HoO/Cc-Hc-OCH, system (for a detailed discus- ,f.';ision of these reactions see Chapter 6).

Another interesting example is seen in the positive ion chemistry

of diphenylmethane. The Cr7Hr?
+ ions (m/z 91) -generated by electron

impact ionization of this compound- react with diphenylme thane

molecules yielding ions m/z 179 and m/z 181- However, the time-

-dependence of the abundance of the m/z 91 ions clearly shows that

not all of them are reactive: the abundance decreases to a con-

stant level (see Figure 12). This can be explained by assuming

that there are at least two structures of the CnHr/̂  ions, most li-

kely the tropylium and benzyl cation, structures zi and b_, respec-

tively [46]. It is quite likely that the benzyl cation (b_) is the

reactive structure. By extrapolating the curve shown in Figure 12

to t = 0 ms, it can be calculated that ~ 9 2 % of the ions is reac-

tive. No change of this figure is observed in the range of ioni-

zing energies from ̂ 12 to 50 eV.

The reaction of the ions Cr,Hr7+ probably proceeds as given in eq

29
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Figure 12. The abundance of the CnHr,"*" ions (m/z 91) generated from

diphenylmethane at a pressure of 80 ^Pa as a function

of trapping time. The lower trace has been recorded

under the same conditions with the exception that the

electron beam pulse has been switched off to show the

base-line.

32, which resembles the reaction between the benzyl cation and

toluene [4-7].

PhCHj* + PhCH2Ph •

m/z 91

CH2Ph

PhCHj (321

m/z 181

'~-'y

Although the site of attack is not known, the formation of ions

m/z 179 can be explained on the basis of an attack on the ortho-

-position of diphenylmethane. The ion formed in this way (c) can

undergo ring closure and subsequent loss of a hydrogen molecule

leading to a stable, delocalized protonated anthracene structure

(d):



c. m/z 181

i
•33) ' ?fj

I

'ii,

Cyclization reactions in ortho-substituted diphenylmethane radical

cations have been reported [48].

The reaction of the ions m/z 181 with diphenylmethane yields ions

m/z 271, which react further yielding ions m/z 361, an example of

gas phase polymerization.

1.7 RATE CONSTANTS

The possibility of varying the trapping time enables to determine

the rate constant of ion/molecule reactions, from which important

conclusions concerning the potential energy surface of such reac-

tions have been drawn already in the recent literature [49-52]. ''•• §

Rate constants have also been used to distinguish between substi-

tution and elimination mechanisms [53i54].

In low-pressure ion/molecule reaction studies most reactions are

of the following type:

A+ + B £ — C+ + D (34)

where the charge is arbitrarily chosen to be positive. Because of

the large concentration of neutral molecules compared to the num-

ber of ions, this reaction can be considered to be of pseudo

first-order kinetics. The rate equation for the reaction of A+ is

given by

(35)

where n is the number density of compound B -which is proportional

to its partial pressure-, k is the bimolecular rate constant and t

is the reaction time. Eq 35 can be integrated to give

-nkt[A+]t = [A
+] Q e-

nkt (36)



where [A +] n is the initial number density of A
+. A similar treat-

ment for the product ion C+ gives

[C+]t = [C
+] m (1-e-

nkt) (37)

where [C+]ro is the final number density of C
+. Thus k can be de-

rived from measuring the intensity of A+ and/or G+ as a function

of time. In our instrument this is done by fitting a function of

the form

y(t) = ae"t/T + b (38)

to the experimental values [55]i from which k is easily calculated j

k = 1/nT (39) -i

It can be seen, that eq 38 treats reactant and product ion curves ~%

in the same way, the only difference being in a and b. It should -3

be noted, that the presently used analysis method [55] gives best

results, i.e. smallest errors, for a trapping time difference be- ; .;

tween the first and last experimental data points equal to 5.2 T. )

In practice, this means that first a quick experiment is performed :•'

(most conveniently by using rapid single ion monitoring, which ?i.

will be discussed in a later section of this chapter) to get an •:.'•.

estimate of the value of T. Then, a more serious experiment is ]$.

started with the trapping times set according to the requirement i

mentioned to obtain the most accurate value for k. ,i

It should be noted, that the main source of errors in rate con- f:
stant measurements generally is the uncertainty in measuring the >:

pressure of the neutral reactant. 7

Often a product ion is formed by reactions of several precursor ".;

ions. In that case, the rate constant of only one of these reac- :|

tions can be measured by ejection of all ions with the exception >|

of the precursor ion of interest. |

In a similar way the rate constant of two-step reactions can be ;|

determined. Assume that the product ion C+ from eq 34 reacts with $

another neutral molecule. i
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C+ + B £-• E + + F (40) |'

To measure kp all ions with the exception of C have 'to be ejected :*

from the cell, especially the precursor ion(s) of C+. This ejec- ,]

tion should be performed at a trapping time long enough for suffi- v;,

cient C+ to be formed. In this way reaction 40 can be studied and ?-.

kp can be determined. 'jl

1.8 EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS ' :q

In addition to other methods ICR spectrometry has been used to 'g

study equilibria [56,57] in order to obtain quantitative thermo- :j

dynamic data of the species involved. An example of the use of

FT-ICE in this area will be presented here on the determination of

the proton affinity of imidazole.

The gas phase basicity (GB) is defined as the negative of the ';:-i

free-energy change for the protonation reaction shown in eq 41, vi

while the proton affinity (PA) is defined as the negative of the . ::,§

enthalpy change for this reaction. y

A + H + - * AH+ (41) |

GB(A) = -AG° (42) £

PA(A) = -AH0 (43) f

From this it follows that r4

PA(A) = AH°(A) + AH°(H+) - AH°(AH+) (44) *

If AH°(A) is known (AH°.(H+) = 1537-5 kJ mol~1, from ref. 58), de- 'ÏI

termination of the proton affinity of A gives the heat of forma- ji

tion of AH+. Trapped ion cell ICE (such as FT-ICR) provides a way 3

of measuring this quantity. This is achieved by measuring the ,5

equilibrium constant (K) for the proton transfer reaction ]i

Kf 'i
AH+ + B - *" A + BH+ (45) I

kr ., 1

[AH+][B] ^ ° ;
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From t h i s the difference in gas phase b a s i c i t i e s of A and B can be
obtained.

SAG0 = -ED ln(K) = GB(B) - GB(A) (47)

Thus, if GB(B) is known, a determination of the equilibrium con-

stant yields the gas phase basicity and hence the proton affinity

of A, The equilibrium between imidazole (ĵ ) and 3-methylpyridine

(f) (see eq 48)mwill be used to exemplify the equilibrium constant

measurements in FT-ICR.

A method to determine the equilibrium constant is to measure the

rate constants of the forward and reverse reactions while continu-

ously ejecting the protonated product ion, e.g. k™ is measured

while ejecting the ions m/z 94:

r H

m/z 94

kf = 1.0 x 10~10 cm3 molecule-1 s - '

lcr = 1.6 x 10"10 cm3 molecule-1 s - 1

From these rate constant K and 5AG° can be calculated to be K =
o 1

0.65 and 6AG = +1.1 kJ mol . The known gas phase basicity of

3-methylpyridine (900.2 kJ mol , from ref. 56) now permits to de-

rive the gas phase basicity of imidazole, being 901.3 kJ mol .

Figure 13 shows the abundances of the m/z 69 and 94 ions as a

function of trapping time. The time-scale starts at 1000 ms, at

which time the system has reached already equilibrium. At 1450 ms

a pulse is applied to eject the m/z 69 ions. After 50 ms this

pulse is ended and the system equilibrates again, i.e. the abun-

dance ratio of the two protonated molecules becomes constant (see

Figure 13):

0.40 R9)
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O m/z 94
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Figure 1?. Abundances of the ions m/z 69 and 9^ in a system com-

posed of 68 p.Pa imidazole and 40 p.Pa 3-methylpyridine

as a function of trapping time. At 1450 ms a pulse of

amplitude 0,63 V peak to peak and duration 50 ms is ap-

plied to remove the ions m/z 69»

The ratio of the partial pressures of the neutral molecules is

also known:

-I!

•i

(50)

This enables to calculate that K = 0.68 and that the gas phase ba-

sicity of imidazole equals 901.1 kJ mol , which are in good



agreement with the values derived from the rate constant measure- •!
ments. ~}|
The proton affinity of imidazole can now be derived from the expe- \\
rimental value of its gas phase basicity: 3

AG° = AH° - TAS° (51) ?i

The TAS° term, however, cannot be measured directly in our instru- -̂
ment, because the temperature cannot be varied. The entropy, ''"(
therefore, has to be calculated, which for proton transfer reac- v|
tions usually is done by only taking symmetry changes into account
[56]. Thus, the gas phase basicity and proton affinity differ by
the entropy of a free proton (AS°(H+) = 108.91 J mol"1 K~1, from
ref. 58) and the entropy due to symmetry changes

AS° m = R ln(a +/oA) (52)
symm Ail A f§

where o is the external symmetry number of the ion or molecule ft
[59]- For imidazole ayg+ = 2 and a. = 1. From this the proton af-
finity of imidazole can be calculated to be approximately 955
kJ mol"1 at 298 K. f
This value and the literature value of the heat of formation of -fï
imidazole (128.1 kJ rnol" , from ref. 60) permit to calculate (see .Ï
eq 44) the heat of formation of protonated imidazole as being ap- ?;
proximately 750 kJ mol . ;|
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1.9 BA.PID SINGLE ION MONITORING M

The previous sections have shown that it is often desired to have Stj,

a picture of the variation of ion abundances with some parameter, Qf

such as trapping time or electron energy. In general this is ob- ;_J

tained by changing the relevant parameter in steps, thereby ac- ;.•?-

cumulating transients, Fourier transforming the data and storing v

the spectrum (e.g. in a reduced form on disk) at each step. Final- f:

ly, the data have to be recovered and plotted. Por example, Pig- %

ures 11 and 13 have been recorded in this way, the parameter be- t<p

ing the trapping time. This procedure is rather time consuming, ~?~

but necessary if a complete analysis of the system's behaviour has fj

to be made. This process, however, -in particular the repeated

Fourier transformation- can be very slow if the abundance of only

one ion has to be monitored, such as in the tuning up of the in-

strument and the recording of ionization efficienty curves, i.e.

ion abundances as a function of electron energy. Another example

can be found in some forms of ion ejection. This method, as dis- K^

cussed earlier, provides direct information on all product ions of

one precursor ion. In order to obtain information on all precursor

ions of one product ion, the abundance of this ion has to be moni-

tored while step by step ejecting all other ions. Por this type of

experiments a simple method, known as rapid single ion monitoring

is available [30,61] which will be described here.

Figure 14- shows a sine-wave f (t) , given by

f(t) = A sin(u:t + 6) (53)

Figure 14. Part of a sine-wave (see text).
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This sine-wave can be regarded as the (undamped) signal generated ;|

by an ensemble of rotating ions of equal mass-to-charge ratio, so &')

that A is a constant proportional to the number of ions, iu is the i

cyclotron frequency of the ions and 6 is a phase angle. If this •;

sine-wave is digitized at a frequency exactly equal to four times

u), it can easily be shown that it is reproduced every fourth sam- "

pled data point. The data points are then given by /i

X/,„ 2 = A sin(wty, + 6) (54) •-'"'•

x 4 n - 2 = A sin(tt-t/| + 6 + TI/2) = A cos(u)t,j + 6) (55) .?\

+ 6 + it) = -A sin(«t^. + 6) (56) -I

x 4 n = A sin(«t1 + 5 + 3n/2) = -A coaCcot,, + 6) (57)

where 1 = n = N/4, ÏT is the total number of data points acquired

and t. is the time at which sampling is started. Basic trigono-

metrical relationships can now be used to show that I r m s given by

N/4 >̂  , Nil. Nil,

) ( I 4 n 2 J_H\ ,58,
n=1

, Nil.

( I
\ n=1

i s equal t o 4-NA. In other words, by performi r^ the operat ion as i

shown in eq 58, which by the computer i s executed very much f a s t e r !
than a Fourier t ransformat ion, information concerning A and hence f
the number of ions of one p a r t i c u l a r mass p r e s e n t i n the c e l l can r

;i
be obtained. Note t h a t the phase angle i s e l imina ted . The process ;!

described here has some s i m i l a r i t y t o a rad io frequency br idge '%
detector [62]. rl
By combining the data acquisition time of the rapid single ion *J
monitoring process V:

ïï (59)
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and eq 4, the resolution of this process can be calculated to be

= °-066 *& '
in the zero-pressure limit (i.e. no significant decay of the sig-

nal during the data acquisition period). For ÏJ = 16384-, the reso-

lution thus equals ~ 3400. Note, that this resolution is indepen-

dent of mass.

The inherent high resolution may be a disadvantage, but if so the

accumulation may be sectioned so that only smaller groups of

points are treated coherently, I r m s for each group being calcula-

ted separately and then summed. If the signal decays during the

data acquisition period, A and hence J-Vms become dependent on
 T,

the relaxation time constant of the time domain signal [61]. This

normally is not a particular problem, because T is mainly depen-

dent on the pressure [4], If the signal dies, however, before the

end of the data acquisition period, the accumulation process can

best be terminated prematurely rather than continued, because this

would only add noise.

Using the method described here, it is possible to monitor the

abundance of an ion as a function of virtually any parameter. In

fact, some examples of its use have been shown in this chapter al-

ready (see Figures 8, 10 and 12). The method is also very useful

in tuning up the instrument. In order to perform a rapid single

ion monitoring experiment, however, the ion cyclotron frequency

has to be known. For this the instrument is tuned in a rough way

-by watching the transient as displayed on the oscilloscope- to

obtain a reasonable spectrum from which the cyclotron frequency of

the ion of interest can be derived. Fine tuning can then be per-

formed by rapid single ion monitoring. It should be noted, that

tuning the cell plate potentials influences the ion cyclotron fre-

quency (see subsequent section). This can be compensated by ad-

justing the magnetic field. In that case it might be helpful to

lower the resolution of the detection process (vide supra).

As far as the hardware is concerned: the digitization rate of our

instrument can be controlled by the frequency synthesizer. To this

. - 'it
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end the frequency synthesizer is programmed to generate a frequen-

cy equal to four times the cyclotron frequency of the ion to be

monitored. Because the maximum frequency which can be generated by

the frequency synthesizer is 3 MHz in our instrument, it follows

that the maximum frequency which can be monitored is 0.75 MHz,

corresponding to a minimum observable mass m/z 28.7 in a 1.4 T .";

magnetic field. Lower mass ions could be detected by using a fre-

quency multiplier (which is not available at our instrument) or by )'•

simply lowering^ the magnetic field. , •;

1.10 ACCURATE MASS MEASUREMENT, FIELD CALIBRATION ;.:

It is well known that high mass resolution is not necessarily :!

needed for accurate mass measurements, as long as mass spectral

peaks are not composed of isobaric ion species. It should be pos- ,;

sible, therefore, to perform accurate mass measurements, although

the high resolution capability of our instrument is as yet lim-

ited. The two crucial points in this type of experiments by FT- ;>

-ICR are: ' Ï

i) the accurate determination of the centre frequencies of the ;,

peaks in the discrete Fourier transform spectrum, and

ii) the mathematical relationship between ion mass and ion reso- >

nace frequency.

Both will be discussed here. \

The actual resonance frequency in the ICR cell differs from the ••;

simple equation f = qB/2itm, because of radial electrostatic fields JZ:

originating from the applied trappiag voltage and from any space ;;?

charge due to the presence of ions. The relationship between the ;

ion resonance frequency f and the mass of an ion in a magnetic s

field in the presence of electrostatic fields is given by .;

• B ( 6 1> f

where q/m is the ion charge-to-mass ratio, B is the magnetic field

strength, V^ is the trapping potential (note that space charge is

hidden in y_) , V_ is the potential applied to the other plates of

the cell and G„ is a constant which depends on the dimensions of

the cell. Eq 61 can be derived from the work of Beauchamp and

Armstrong [51]. Mclver et al. [63] have shown recently that this
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equation is true for an elongated trapped ion cell. The same equa-

tion can be derived from the work of Alleman et al. [64] on a cu-

bic cell. -

It follows from eq 61 that the values of the magnetic field

strength and the differential trapping voltage (VQ,-VQ) can be ca-

librated, if the resonance frequencies of two ions of known masses

are measured. Once these values are known, other unknown masses

can be computed from measurement of their resonance frequencies.

m = (

Gross et al. [26] recently have derived a mass calibration equa-

tion of the form

m2f2 = a - bm + cm2 (63)

where a, b and c are constants which may be expressed in terms of

the magnetic field strength and the trapping voltage. It follows,

that after calibration of the values of a, b and c by measuring

the resonance frequencies of three ions of known masses, the un-

known masses of other ions can be computed.

-b 1 4a(f2-c)

The two mass calibration equations have been tested against some

major ions in the spectrum of 1 ,1,2-trichlorotrifluoroethane,

which provides intense peaks in a useful region of the mass spec-

trum. The results are listed in Table 5.

Both methods of mass calibration have been implemented in the

software, leaving the choice to the operator which one to use. Eq

62, however, has some advantages over eq 64: it requires calibra-

tion on only two ions with known masses and its calculation by the

computer takes less time (which is especially useful if many con-

versions from frequency to mass have to be made).

Therefore, eq 62 is used, if speed is the primary requirement.

As mentioned before, the accurate determination of centre fre-

quencies of the peaks in the discrete Fourier transform spectrum

is of key importance in accurate mass measurement. Gross et al.

[26] and Giancaspro and Comisarow [65] have shown that the inverse
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Table 3. Results of accurate mass measurement of some major ions

in the mass spectrum of 1 ,1,2-trichloro-trifluoroethane.

A. Mass calibration using eq 61a.

accurate mass0 calculated mass ' dalton ppm

86.9627 86.9617 ± 0.0012 0.0010 12
100.9361 100.9339 ± 0.0012 0.0022 22
102.9332 102.9318 ± 0.0014 0.0014 13
152.9300 152.9261 + 0.0029 0.0039 25

B. Mass calibration
. baccurate mass

86.9627
102.9332
152.9300

using eq 6 3 .
calculated

86.9620 i
102.9343 +.
152.9255 +

mass ' c

0.0011
0.0005
0.0032

error
dalton
0.0007
0.0011
0.0045

ppm

8
11
29

a Equation calibrated on the basis of the ions m/z 84.9657
5 5 5

q

(CF~55C1+) and m/z 150.9329 (a>F,55C:Lj+).
b
All entries in dalton.

c

Average of seven determinations made on seven successive mass

spectra. Tolerances shown represent single standard deviations

over seven trials.

Equation calibrated on the basis of the ions m/z 84.9657

(CT2
55C1+), m/z 100-9361 (CF55C12

+) and m/z 150.9329
(c2]?3

55ci2
+).

square of a spectral peak in the magnitude spectrum l i e s on a pa
rabola in f:

(65)

where H(f) is the height of the spectral peak at frequency f and

ĉ  , c2 and c, are constants which may be derived in terms of the

amplitude and the relaxation time of the time domain signal. The

centre frequency of the peak can be calculated after having deter-

mined the constants c^, c2 and c^. In wideband high resolution

spectra (the normal situation in our instrument), however, the

number of data points per spectral peak is low, which limits the
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accuracy with which, the centre frequency can be computed.

Yet, the accuracy and the precision must be sufficient to rule out

incorrect elemental compositions, This generally requires measure-

ments with an error of one ppm or less, not attainable so far

in our instrument. On the other hand, the elemental composition of

the reactant ions and molecules are known in ion/molecule reaction

studies such as presented in this thesis. This limits the number

of possible elemental compositions of product ions, which after

being determined by accurate mass measurement may give additional

insight in the reaction route.

Finally, it should be noted that time domain weighting [15]

changes the spectral lineshape. This causes eq 65 to be no longer

applicable.

1.11 HARDWARE

A detailed description of the relevant hardware has been published

by Dawson [66]. Therefore, only some of the major changes made

since then will be described, which all refer to the analog-to-

-digital converter/fast buffer store (ADC/FBS) combination.

As Dawson noted during his discussion of the design of the ADC/FBS

[66], it would have been wise to have incorporated the possibility

to reset the ADC/FBS control logic. This xirould have given the fa-

cility to discard overloaded signals and to start immediately the

next cycle instead of having to read out all 16 I data and to dump

thern in a computer register. The design, therefore, has been modi-

fied so that the computer can set the control logic to the "await-

ing data acquisition" mode as soon as an overload is detected. It

is still possible to accumulate overloaded signals if required.

To avoid data overflow during the accumulation process, an esti-

mate of the number of cycles that could safely be added was done

in the past by inspecting periodically the accumulated signal. Un-

der certain conditions this process can be very slow. A second

modification of the ADC/FBS now offers the possibility to set the

control logic to the "awaiting data transfer" mode if the computer

has detected data overflow during accumulation. The data are then

read-out again to undo this last accumulation.

Another change has been made in the ADC control command, which is

sent from the computer. The option has been included to choose

I



between two clock inputs, one being connected to the 8 MHz fre-

quency standard (the normal situation) and the other to the fre-

quency synthesizer output, which generates the clock frequency

during rapid single ion monitoring (vide supra).

1.12 SOFTWARE

Appropriate software is essential for the operation of an FT-ICR

instrument. This has been developed during the past four years for

our instrument -and some of its basic aspects will be presented

here.

The program for our instrument runs on a DEC LSI-11 computer,

equipped with a dual floppy disk drive, under the RT-11 VJB opera-

ting system. The main routines have been written in FORTRAN-IV,

whereas all peripheral device handling routines and most of the

data manipulation routines have been written in the DEC assembly

language MACRO-11. All programs and data files are stored on

disks.

When the program is loaded into memory, the peripheral devices are

tested to see if they have been switched on. If not, the operator

is warned to do so. This warning can be ignored when the operator

does not want to use the peripheral devices, e.g. when he only

wants to read data files. This serves as an example of how error

and warning messages are handled. The program detects many common

errors, but does not terminate program execution except in cases

of fatal error conditions.

During program loading default values of the experimental parame-

ters are called into memory. These values have been chosen such

that a standard El spectrum (i.e. a spectrum displaying all ions

m/z 15 to m/z 300 at a trapping time of 50 ms) can be recorded.

The "menu" page shown in Figure 15 is displayed at program entry

and after execution of every mainline subroutine. This page serves

as an aid in choosing the next operation to be performed. Input

typed at the menu page is checked for legal order of operations in

order to avoid errors such as transforming twice.

One of the features of the RT-11 operating system used is the pos-

sibility to type ahead, i.e. to type commands before execution of

the previous command has been finished, which is very useful to

the experienced operator if done with care. Use of this has been

made in the FT-ICR software in the sense that prior to displaying
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—XCR HAINLINE PROGRAM.

TO EXIT FROM MAINLINE PROGRAM. -
TO SET UP NEW PARAMETERS.
TO SET UP NEW FS-PAR.'S ONLY.
TO SHOW P A R . ' S .
TO COLLECT NEW TRANSIENTS.
TO PLOT THE TRANSIENT.
TO COLLECT A REFERENCE SPECTRUM.
TO WRITE DATA FILES.
TO READ DATA FILES.
TO RESTORE PAR.'S.
TO TRANSFORM THE TRANSIENT.
TO DECONVOLUTE THE SPECTRUM.
TO ROTATE THE PHASE.
TO PLOT THE SPECTRUM.
TO CALIBRATE FIELD AND CALCULATE MASS,
TO CALCULATE MASS (3-POINT METHOD).
TO DO TRAP EXPERIMENTS.
TO PLOT TRAP EXPERIMENTS.
TO MONITOR A SINGLE ION.
TO PLOT SINGLE ION MONITORING.

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

0
1
1.1
1.2
2
2.1
2.2
3
3*1
3*2
4
4.1
4.2
5
5.1
5.2
6
6.1
7
7.1

4
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Figure 15. The menu page as displayed during execution of the

FT-ICR mainline program (PAR.'S = parameters).

the menu page the program inspects the terminal. If input has been

typed ahead, the menu is not displayed and the required operation

is started immediately, thus saving some time.

Let us now consider the various entries at this menu page consecu-

tively. Section O needs no explanation.

Sections 1 and 1.1 are entered if one or more of the experimental

parameters are to be changed. The video display is paged, so that

only the page(s) containing the relevant parameter(s) need to be

modified. Each page shows a row of actually used parameters. These

have been decoded from the format used by the computer and by the

peripheral devices. Simple commands can be used to move the cursor

to the required position where the new value can be entered. This

is then converted to the internal format and the page is displayed

again to ask for the operator's confirmation. If he does not ap-

prove the way in which approximations have been carried out, he

can try another value.

Section 1.1 only differs from section 1 in that it only shows the

pages containing the frequency synthesizer parameters.
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Section 1.2 displays the experimental parameters on one page with- .̂

lout offering the possibility to change these. The option has been _j|

included to print this page on the line printer.-^u^TliL;:"; '"'" ::|

Section 2 calls into action the routines to acquire new data. ï:r j|

First, "tune-up" cycles are performed. During these cycles the?_ ^

peripheral devices are addressed as normal with the exception that* ;j

nö;data are accumulated, thus allowing the operator to tune up they cl

instrument. Then data accumulation can be started. The accumulated gi

signal Xtransient)-is displayed, which gives a m indication, of the V̂

signal-to-noise ratio of the eventual spectrum.:;-:s:£"'/'̂ _?-v l'rV" f^£

The 'transientièan£belpiottëdjby£entering section'̂ !1.1",;•}which in -||

pra^ticefis Aonlyjused>for£test£and demonstration purposes^- §

Section 2.2~is used.to -collect the reference"spectrum,Jive.. the

spectrum of the excitation pulse which is used later-on for the

deconvolution process described earlier. It should be noted, that

the reference spectrum should be collected before collecting the

transient, because this spectrum will overwrite the transient in

memory. The excitation pulse is digitized by delaying it so that

it falls within the digitization time-window (all other pulses are

suppressed). It is then Fourier transformed and the resulting

spectrum is stored on disk to be used later (vide infra). The

reference spectrum can be used as long as the excitation pulse is

not changed, but has to be renewed otherwise.

Writing and reading of data files is done by sections 5 and 5>1i

respectively. The accumulated transient, the spectrum as well as

rapid single ion monitoring experiments can be stored. In order to

save disk space, the data are reduced. The 16 I transient is re-

duced to 8 K before writing it on disk, whereas the complex FT

spectrum is converted to the magnitude spectrum. In this way ~ 29

data files can be stored on one disk. For rapid single ion moni-

toring experiments data reduction is not required, because the

numter of data points will never be very large. A software para-

meter keeps control of the operations performed, so that the file

writing routine always has information on what is to be written.

All relevant experimental parameters as well as a header contain-

ing information on non-software controlled parameters, such as

sample pressures, are also written on disk. The above-mentioned

header is stored on disk in a permanent file which can easily be

edited using the routines in section 3- During file writing the
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header is copied into the data file. It is displayed or optionally ~|

^printed when reading the file. -.-_•-.•>•---" - . _„,_,,.,r..j::|

Section 5.2 provides a quick way of reloading the experimental §§,

parameters when re-entering the program after ah interruption.;^ j^jh

The Fourier transformation of the transient to obtain the FT-ICRV |1|

inass spectrum is performed by :theLroutines called from section 4;. 1

The fast Fourier transform routine has been purchased from DEC.;It ^

has been modified by Dr. C.W.F. Kort from our laboratory to accept i\

16 Kreal input.-The option has been^included to „transf orm^only ^

parViof;the transient which does save-time at the expense offreso- 1Q

lutiön. PrioritÖjFourier^ïransf ormatioĥ theĵ ^ trainsientTi^s-time- ||

-doma:ijir?K'eighted!\(tr̂  S

supra). The "values ~of ;;the "weight'-_-function;are' stored^in-ail^e-'word

table. Thus, 128 data points of the^16 K transient are multiplied

by one function value, which does not decrease the final accuracy.

In this way there is no need to calculate the function for every ;|

data point, which highly speeds up the whole process. Of course,

if only part of the transient is to be transformed, the number of ;

data points to be multiplied by one function value is decreased

proportionally. The trimming procedure can easily be skipped, such .,.

as when resolution rather than intensity is of interest. %J

The deconvolution of the spectrum as performed by section 4.1 con- ?|

cerns a complex division of the spectrum obtained from section 4 '""|

by the reference spectrum which has been stored on disk during ex- %l

ecution of section 2.2 (vide supra). As mentioned before, this ~',}1

process corrects intensity errors due to the finite length of the i'

excitation pulse. ii

The subsequent section 4.2 controls phase rotation of the deconvo- i?]

luted spectrum. At present this is done manually, i.e. the opera- jj

tor asks for display of a peak of interest and then enters the ,^

angle with which rotation should be performed. The phase of the i|

entire spectrum is rotated by this angle. After phase rotation the ;J

peak is displayed again. This procedure is repeated until the '-%

phase of the peak becomes correct. It follows, that this procedure S

only corrects the phase of a single peak. '-A

Plotting of the spectrum on the pen recorder is performed by sec- jj

tion 5» First, the operator has to enter the mass range to be J

j plotted. The program then calculates the scaling or gain factor |

\ according to the highest peak in this range. By default this peak 'i



is scaled such that about one third of the pen recorder paper is

filled, thus allowing three spectra to be plotted on one side of

the paper. The program always stores the gain of a spectrum so

that it is possible to plot the next spectrum with the same gain,

whereby automatically correction is made for a possibly different

number of accumulated transients or for the scale factor used by

the fast Fourier transform program. In this way two or more spec-

tra can easily be compared visually. On request a mass scale is

plotted. By default the spectrum is plotted linear in mass, but

the option has been included to plot the spectrum linear in fre-

quency.

Sections 5-1 SLD.6. 5 «2 are used for accurate mass measurements. The

basic structure of both sections is equal. They only differ in the

calibration formulae used. Section 5.1 uses eq 61, whereas section

5-2 uses eq 63- The constants in these formulae are calculated

from peaks of known masses or elemental compositions in the spec-

trum. The pen recorder is used as a visual aid during the search

of the maximum intensity of the peak under investigation. Having

calibrated the constants, the program can calculate the accurate §

mass of any required ion present in the spectrum. The option has

been included to convert the calculated masses into possible ele- ;iv

mental compositions. A
' 'i

Section 6 basically combines the various operations discussed so .?!
far. It provides a way of recording spectra as a function of trap- !.'

ping time. Following a page to set up some parameters to be used ;?

by the routines and the opening of a data file, all operations are ;J

performed automatically. Transients are accumulated, trimmed, -;

transformed and, if required, the spectrum is deconvoluted. The •%

spectrum is stored on disk in reduced form. Then, the new trapping ";?l

time is calculated from the parameters which have been set up xj

earlier and the entire process is repeated until finished. Section ^

6.1 then reads the data from disk and plots the intensities of the j,

ion of interest. On request rate constants can b e calculated from Sj

these curves. It is also possible to plot the total ion current .8

(TIC). At present this is calculated by summing all ions present %

per spectrum. The ions to be included in the TIC have to be en- 5

tered manually, so that certain ions can easily be excluded from j

the TIC (which is then no longer the correct name). This offers f

the possibility to plot the quotient of the intensity of a product .1
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-;. ion and the total sum of product ions, resulting in so-called nor- ^S

a.1: z-malized product ion curves, vVU;_w.,—_- -,_--• v , ;i|

The final two sections deal with rapid single ion monitoring.>The; j,̂

-data are collected by section 7. Following some set-up pages tune-i

-up cycles are performed, eventually followed by the actual accu-

mulation of data, thereby' changing ;inrsteps the parameter of con-:. v|.

cern which1 haslbeen"set .upiearlier.^It,is als possible to varyj"; ?j

non-software controlled parameters, rsuch as the electron beam cur- ^

rehti-To thisvend-=;Èhe ̂program,canXbecseti^to.pausei after collecting -'Sif:
each" data point J^ïvingïthe^opportunityitp1 alter-the-parameter; -|

seating. f%

The" sub sequent section 7^1 dëalsewith^^^^ %!

collected"by-section 7» .TÈè̂ twó_vse"c't'ïdhs-haTë--'beeni|:"separaté'di-'=t.o '&H

facilitate - the ̂ plotting of rapid single ion monitoring experiments y|

which have been recovered from disk. Note that writing and reading (|

of rapid single ion monitoring data files is performed by sections p|

3 and 3.1 , respectively. Section 7-1 also offers the possibility ?||

to calculate rate constants from ion intensity curves which have ||

been recorded as a function of trapping time. C!§

1.13 SOME FINAL KEMEKS

This chapter has mainly been focussed on the capabilities of the

Amsterdam FT-ICE spectrometer. This instrument is not unique of

its kind. In fact, another type of a scanning frequency ICE spec-

trometer has been developed a few years ago, its method of opera-

tion being called rapid scan ICE spectrometry [67]. Because of

some similarities it is sometimes regarded as a special type of ;j
_- i

FT-ICR spectrometry. Indeed, rapid scan ICE can easily be per- ;3

formed using a conventional FT-ICE instrument [68], Wilkins and Ja

Gross [69], however, warned not to confuse both methods because ifl

they are different in a number of respects, such as in the timing Ï

of excitation and detection of ions, the duration of measurements -ii

and data analysis. !|

Throughout this chapter many examples of the power of FT-ICE have gf

been given. Among these are the ultra-high mass resolution [70,71] |

and the possibility to acquire spectra very rapidly. These may be J

prime advantages in GC/MS applications. I

It should be noted here, that coupling of a gas chromatograph to il

.'JE _• - * -- --
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an FT-ICR spectrometer has been reported recently [72-74]. GC/FT- <j
-ICR, however, is still in an experimental stage, mainly because -̂5
of the low pressures required to obtain high resolution. This asks •-!
for efficient removal of GO carrier gas which is not one of the ]~i
easiest problems to solve. Furthermore, FT-ICR as yet is several >t
orders of magnitude less sensitive than conventional mass spec- "-}?
trometry. Nevertheless, the present state of FT-ICE -achieved in a •)
relatively short time- permits to be rather optimistic on its fu- K'

ture development. ;/.
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CHAPTER 2

GENERAL PICTURE OP GAS PHASE ION/MOLECULES REACTIONS*

Reactions between ions and molecules occurring under the experi-

mental conditions in an PT-ICR spectrometer are exothermic or

thermoneutral, because of the fact that the ion/molecule collision

complex is isolated in space. No energy therefore can be gained by

collisions with surrounding molecules contrary to what can happen

in solution, i.e. the sum of the heats of formation of the product

species cannot be larger than that of the reactant species.

Gas phase ion/molecule reactions usually proceed at a rate much

faster than in solution. The values of the rate constants are of-
-10 -9 3 -1 —1

ten in the range of 10 - 10 cm molecule s , which is

close to the collision rate constant [1], The high rates are a

consequence of long range attractive ion-dipole/ion-induced dipole

interactions between the approaching reactants. These interactions

are effective before real chemical reaction occurs, so that the

potential energy of the system will decrease initially. The con-

version of potential energy into excess internal energy within the

reactants could lead to the conjecture that all exothermic gas

phase ion/molecule reactions will proceed at the collision rate.

Measurements of rate constants for proton transfer reactions to

delocalized anions [2] and sterically hindered pyridine bases [5]

and for S„2 substitutions [4,5] have shown, however, that the

rates of exothermic reactions can be from almost collision con-

trolled to too slow to be observed. This observation has been ra-

tionalized on the basis of the potential energy diagram shown in

Figure 1 for a hypothetical thermoneutral proton transfer reaction

[2-6].

The loose ion/molecule complex formed initially corresponds to a

minimum in potential energy and is believed to be relatively long

lived. It can either dissociate back to reactants or assume the

Taken in part from: S, Ingemann, J.C. Kleingeld and TT.M.M. Nib-

bering, to be published in the proceedings of the "NATO Advanced

Study Institute on Chemistry of Ions in the Gas Phase", Vimeiro,

Portugal, 6-17 September 1982.
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AH i=r [AH---B]5=?[A"-~HB] = • A" * HB

Reaction coordinate

Figure 1. Schematic potential energy-reaction coordinate diagram

for a thermoneutral proton transfer reaction in the gas

phase.

configuration of the transition state. The transition state cor-

responds to the energy maximum of the central barrier and is of

lower energy than either the separated reactants or products.

Reaction leads to a second loose ion/molecule complex which subse-

quently dissociates. The essential feature of this double-well po-

tential model is that the central barrier is responsible for the

wide variation of rate constants. The height of the barrier will

depend on the type of reaction and on the chemical nature of the

ion and molecule under study.

The double-well potential model can be considered as qualitative

and simple [7]« There is increasing evidence that primary reac-

tions can lead to the formation of loose ion/molecule complexes

which are sufficiently long-lived to allow secondary reactions to

occur [8-11]. These observations indicate that the potential ener-

gy surface can be of a more complicated nature than shown in Fig-

ure 1. In such cases the actual potential energy surface will con-

tain a series of energy barriers each separating minima correspon-

ding to loose ion/molecule complexes.

'H,

*>-">
ii-\.

3 ?-'.--

' -i" •
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CHAPTER 3

A FOURIER TRANSFORM ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE STUDY OF

THE MECHANISM OF FORMATION OF PROTONATED DIMETHYL
-in *

ETHER FROM METHANOL BY USE OF NATURALLY OCCURRING O

INTRODUCTION ^

In various recent publications interesting and important capabili- . •>

ties of the Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) -;|

method -developed by Comisarow and Marshall [1-3]- in chemical -|.

analysis [4-10] have been described. A particularly valuable fea-

ture of this method for ion/molecule reaction studies is the pos-

sibility of ejecting mass selected ions from the cell [11].

Recently we have shown [12] that even the collision complex in-

volved in an ion/molecule reaction can be ejected, with notable

effects upon the product ion yields, although as usual the complex :•£.

did not live long enough to be observed in the FT-ICR spectrum.

In this chapter we wish to present results which show that it is

possible to study specifically reactions of mass selected ions

which are isotopically labelled at the natural abundance level by

ejection of all other ions from the cell. This will be demon-
1 R

strated for the reaction between 0 labelled protonated methanol
1 fi

and neutral methanol- O.

Outline of the problem.

The gas phase ion chemistry of methanol has been investigated by

means of high pressure mass spectrometry and ion cyclotron reso-

nance spectrometry [13-17]- One of the interesting reactions in

this system is the formation of C2H,-,0
+ ions (m/z 4 7 ) . Henis has

shown [16] that these ions have the structure _ protonated di-

methyl ether molecules (a) and that they are formed by reaction of

protonated methanol (CHx0Ho
+) with a neutral methanol molecule.

J . C . Kle inge ld and N.M.M. N i b b e r i n g , Org. Mass Spect rom. , 17 %
(1982) 136. vj
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CH,-O-CH,
3 3

The following mechanism has been proposed [16] to explain the for-

mation of these ions:

m/z 33

H

i

H

*+

CHj-O-CH, + H20 (1)

H

m/z 47
I

Some objections can be made to this mechanism: (i) the proposed

transition state (b_) is anti-aromatic; (ii) the m/z 79 and 97 ions

which are also observed (assigned structures c_ and d. [16]) could

lose water in a similar way to reaction 1. However, this has not

been observed [13-17].

H3O

A
H yy

H CH,

-til

Another mechanism to explain the formation of protonated dimethyl

ether molecules from methanol is an QJ2. displacement reaction as

shown in reaction 2 [18,19]»

•I
1

(2)

m/z 33 H

A possible method of distinguishing between the mechanisms of

reactions 1 and 2 is 0 labelling: in reaction 2 the oxygen atom

of the water molecule should originate exclusively from the pro-

tonated methanol molecule, whereas in reaction 1 it should come

exclusively from the neutral methanol molecule provided that no

rapid proton exchange occurs.between the oxygen atoms in collision
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complex b_ (in that case the two oxygen atoms would become equiva-

lent).
18

The possible distinction, between reactions 1 and 2 by means of 0

labelling has been summarized in reactions 3a and 5b, respective-

ly-

53
•Si

m/z 55

m/z 55 m/z

5-18O+-CH5 + H2
160 (5a)

H

m/z 4-9

(3b)

These reactions indicate that for a straightforward interpretation

of experimental results, all substrate molecules should ideally

contain the same isotopic oxygen atom, but different from that in

all the reactant ions. Such conditions can be met almost fully by
'I Pi

"normal" methanol which contains 0.2% of naturally occurring 0
1 ft +

labelled methanol, if all ions except CH* 0H~ can be ejected from
the cell, especially and The CH 18OH2

+ iions
will then be surrounded by "bath" gas molecules of methanol which

contain at least 99-7% 1 6 0 .

RESULTS AHD DISCUSSION

The sequence of pulses to eject all ions with the exception of the

0 labelled protonated methanol molecules from the cell is dis-

cussed in the Experimental section and is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The resulting spectrum is shown in Pig. 2.

As can be seen, the base peak in this spectrum is due to the sig-
30H.nal from the CH^ 0H2

+ ions (m/z 55). Almost all the C ^

ions (m/z 55) have disappeared, the intensity of the signal from

these ions having been reduced by a factor of over 5000. Some

ions (m/z 51) are still present. Closer examination of the

f
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eject

10-32.5

eject

32 SS

33.15

Eject

3395

34.15

eject

3095

31.15

eject

38.5-150

eject

33.04

E

E

LISTEN

cO 6 36 100 130 140 ISO 160

t in milliseconds

190 206 20a3

Figure 1. Timing sequence to remove ions from the cell.

Por details see the Experimental section.

CHjOH*

20 30 40 50

Figure 2. Spectrum of methanol obtained using the timing sequence

shown in Fig. 1. 256 transients accumulated. Pressure

80 i*Pa.

lower mass range of the spectrum shows that some CHv+ ions (m/z

15) are also present. These ions are known [20] to generate m/z 31

ions by reaction with neutral methanol. Unfortunately, it has not

been possible to eject the m/z 15 ions by an extra radiofrequency

(EF) pulse, because the maximum number of pulses which the fre-

quency synthesizer can generate in one cycle has been reached [22]

bearing in mind that one pulse has to be reserved to eject the m/z

35 ions to probe the reactions (vide infra). However, both the m/z

15 and 31 ions are known not to generate the m/z 4? or 49 ions of

interest. Double resonance (vide infra) supports this.

The product ions of the reaction of CH, 80Hp+ (m/z 35) with un-

labelled methanol are C2Hr7'
l6O+ (m/z 47) and C2Hr7

180+ (m/z 49), as

shown in Figure 3a. Ejection of the m/z 35 ions completely removes

both product ions (Fig. 3b), thus indicating that the m/z 47 and

49 ions are formed by a reaction of the CH5
18OH2

+ ions.

The much higher abundance of the unlabelled protonated dimethyl

ether molecules (m/z 47) points to an S„2 displacement reaction as

I

M
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20 30 SO

Figure 3. a. Spectrum of methanol. The timing sequence resembles

the one shown in Fig- 1, except that the excitation

and listening pulses are started at 506.0 and 508-3

ms, respectively. The pulse to eject the m/z 33 ions

lasts from 190 to about 500 ms. 4096 transients ac-

cumulated. Pressure 80 ivPa.

Spectrum of methanol using the same conditions as in

Fig. 3a, except for a pulse to eject the m/z 35 ions.

This pulse starts at 190 ms and lasts for 10 ms. The

pulse to eject the ions m/z 33 will thus start at 200

ms. 4096 transients accumulated.

discussed in the Introduction (see reactions 2 and 3b). The forma-

tion of some labelled (m/z 49) ions can be explained by reaction 1

(see also reaction 3a), but it is more likely that they are formed

by a relatively slow proton transfer reaction in the collision

complex prior to the SJ2. reaction. It should be noted that very

recently Morton et al. [21] have obtained results from an electron

bombardment flow study on optically active 2-butanol which show

that also in this case the protonated dialkyl ethers are formed

via a backside S„2 displacement reaction.

\ '•:

;"i
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EXPERIMENTAL v">

The experiments described in this chapter were performed using a 'J
home-made FT-ICR spectrometer [22,23]. It is fitted with a cubic r*-
cell [24] with six gold-plated faces, each 1 in (6.45 cm ). The 'i:
magnet originally from our Varian V59O3 ICR spectrometer was oper- ;;;
ated at 1.2 T. To eliminate the danger of gauge pyrolysis products .'*
causing the appearance of spurious signals sample pressures were ^
measured only approximately on an uncalibrated ionization gauge •=••.
placed in a side-arm of the main pumping line near the diffusion |
pump. Ions were trapped in the cell by a differential trapping :~f
voltage of about 1.25 V. . . - :j
Ions were generated by an electron beam pulse of 5 ms to obtain
normal spectra, the emission current being 50 nA and the electron
energy 50 eV. After a certain trapping time (which can be varied
up to 6.5 s in our instrument) the cyclotron motions of the ions
were excited by a fast frequency swept RF pulse with a typical du- jjif
ration of 1.5 ms and an amplitude of 2.5 to 7 V peak to peak. The li*|
coherent motion of all the excited ions induces image currents in /|
the circuit shunting two receiver plates. These currents were ii--:|
transmitted through an amplifier, an analogue to digital converter I'i.-|
(maximum sampling rate 8 MHz) and a fast buffer store (all home- -;.j
-made [22]) to the computer (a MIITC-11). This whole cycle can be £.l
repeated for signal averaging. At the beginning of each cycle a •?
quench pulse was applied to remove previously stored ions from the i;
cell. !

The pressure of the methanol was about 80 uPa. This permitted the ;
study of the ion/molecule reactions within a reasonable time, but :
is certainly too high with respect to maximum resolution [25]. K
Ions were generated by an electron beam pulse of 30 ms and an '4
emission current of 600 nA to study the reaction of CH, 0H? . For f
normal purposes this pulse would generate far too many ions, but |
in this case most of the ions were again ejected. After the elec- :i
tron beam pulse the ions were allowed to react for 64 ms to gener- J
ate protonated molecules. Then the ions m/z 10 to 32.5 were ejec- -!
ted by an RF pulse 7.1 V peak to peak lasting for 30 ms. Subse- 5
quently the m/z 33 ions CHj16OH2

+ and 34 ions 1 ̂ GE-,0E2
+ were ejec- j

ted by two consecutive RF pulses of 10 ms duration, 5 V peak to
peak, scanning from m/z 32-95 to 33.15 and m/z 33-95 to 34.15,
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rf-gs

respectively. Because of their high abundance, the m/z 3"! ions I4

were ejected from the cell by an extra RF pulse of 10 ms duration, ;i

5 V peak to peak, scanning from m/z 30.95 to 31-15* The next pulse _*•

was applied to eject the mass range m/z 38.5 to 150* The amplitude j

of this pulse was 7*1 "V peak to peak, its duration 30 ms. Then the ".']

pulse to examine double resonance [11] from the m/z 35 ions was

applied by ejecting the mass range m/z 34-95 to 35«/'5 at an ampli-

tude of 5 V peak to peak for 10 ms. To prevent interfering reac- ,;\

tions of CH, 0Ho+ ions, formed by proton transfer from CTU 0H2+ |

to neutral methanol or otherwise, the CHz 0IU ions were ejected §

by an RF pulse at a fixed frequency corresponding to the mass-to- |

-charge ratio of these ions. The amplitude of this pulse was 3-5 V ,1

peak to peak. It started directly after the last ion ejection '5

pulse and finished just (about 5 ms) before the excitation pulse. .J

For the sequence of pulses described here, see Figure 1. In parti- ?

cular this figure shows the sequence of pulses used to obtain the [

spectrum shown in Figure 2 (note that in this case no double re- -f:

sonance pulse from the m/z 35 ions is applied). |

'I
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CHAPTER 4

A FOURIER TRANSFORM ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE STUDY OF THE

STRUCTURE OF SOME PHEKYL-SUBSTITUTED 2-AZAALLENIUM IONS*

INTRODUCTION

In previous papers [ia,b] the gas phase chemistry of some meta-

stable phenyl-substituted 2-azaallenium ions 1_-_3 has been des-

H3

cribed. Ion 1_ eliminates H* and HCN, 2_ loses H*, HCN and C^H^ and

_5 expels preferentially H' and CgH^CN (> 97%) but HCN to a very

minor extent only (< 0.5%)-

1
2

I

R1

G6H5
C6H5

°6H5

R2

H
H

°6H5

R5

H

C6H5
H

R^

H
H

H

"1 3D- and C-labelling have shown that the neutral HCN lost from ion

i_, exclusively contains the benzylidene hydrogen and carbon atom.

The same is true for ion 2̂  where exclusively the benzylidene hy-

drogen atoms are retained in the eliminated HCN as proved by D-

-labelling. These observations together with the exclusive loss of

CgHj-CN from ion _3 have ruled out any possible phenyl group or hy-

drogen atom migration in these eliminations. They proceed via an

intramolecular electrophilic substitution reaction at the ortho

position of the phenyl ring (shown for ion 1_ in eq 1), which,

according to MNDO calculations, is energetically more favoured

J.C. Kleingeld, ET.H.M. Nibbering, H. Halim, H. Schwarz and

E.-U. Würthwein, submitted for publication.
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taan all alternative pathways inspected, i.e. a 1,2-phenyl or a

1,2-H shift, or an ipso substitution reaction in the ions 1_ [1b].

C,H; HCN (1)

In this chapter we have addressed ourselves to the question

whether proton/deuteron abstractions from the ions 1_§."~1_£.i 2a-2b

and J5a with suitable bases could give information about their

structures (for example 1_ and/or $) thereby simultaneously yield-

ing an estimate of their gas-phase acidities. To this end we have

used the method of Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance [2,5]

which offers the possibility to selectively eject ions [4,5] from,

the cell, so that interfering reactions of such ions can not occur

anymore. All ions 1_-1_c_, 2_-2b_ and _5-Ja have been generated from the

corresponding benzylidene amines by electron impact induced loss

of an alkyl radical via the well-known a-cleavage as described

before [1].

R1 R2 R5 R4

1a

!£_
19.
2a

2b

C6H5
°6H5

°6H5
G5H5
C6D5

D

H

H

D

H

C6 D5

H

D

H

°6H5
C6H5
H

H

D

H

D

D

H
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Several amines of high basicity [6], such as (CHj^NCCHg^N^ (n =

2, 3) and HgNCCH^^NHg (n = »̂ 5) have been allowed to react with

the ions 1_ and J2 in separate experiments.

After ejection of all ions, with the exception of 1_ or 2_, pro-

tonated amines are formed in high abundance and ejection of 1_ or 2

shows that they are their precursors. However, closer examination

shows that this is not due to proton abstraction from the ions 1_

or 2_, but to a side-reaction shown for 2_ in Scheme 1:

Ph
+ RNHj

Ph

R-N-H
1
H

• P h

N H
<vH «44-

R-lfc^1

H

-Ph

-PhCH=NH
=-*• RN=CHPh • RNHj

H J N ( C H J ) 3 . (CH3)2N(CH2)3 . H2N(CH2 )5

Scheme 1

It can be seen from Scheme 1 that ejection of 2_ will influence the

abundance of the protonated amines, but not because of a direct

proton transfer reaction: ion 5 is the actual proton donor (in the
RN+

reaction of ion 1 both expected product ions 5 and N=CHO are
~ H' d-

formed in a ratio of «1:9). In reactions with oc,<D-bis-(dimethyl-

amino)-alkanes ((CH^^NCCHo) M^CH*^) this channel is absent and

ion 5, is not formed, because the 1,3-H shift is not possible any-

more. Nevertheless, even with 1,4—bis-(dimethylainino)-butane 6^

((CHOgNCCIL-P/ilTCCiT )g), which has the highest gas phase basicity

known [6], it has not been possible to abstract a proton from

either of the ions 1_, 2̂  and _3_.

Instead of proton abstraction a slow formation of ions m/z 100 is



observed in the reactions of 6 with the ions 1_ and 2_; this is

probably due to a formal transfer of a (CH^W-group from 6 to

these ions as shown for 2: in Scheme 2:

C=N=C* • (CH3ljN(CHj)4N(CH3)2 •
» \

1 §.

Ph

H-C-N=<H

CH,

CH3 CH3

[*)
m/z 100

Scheme 2

However, compound 7_, "the synthesis and properties of which have

been discussed by Barton [7], readily abstracts a proton from the

ions 1_, 2_ and _3- Unfortunately, it has not been possible to mea-

sure the gas phase basicity of 7_, because no base, not even £>_, is

able to abstract a proton from the conjugate acid of ̂ 7; this re-

sult precludes both equilibrium measurements [6] and bracketing

studies [8].

JCH3J2N^ ^.NJCH3Jj

II
N

C(CH3I3

The latter, not the former, could have been applied to the present

ions 1_, 2_ and J5 to obtain an estimate of their gas phase acidities

(or basicities of the corresponding deprotonated species) because

these are fragment ions, whereas their deprotonated forms are

chemically too unstable species to introduce them into the mass

spectrometer.

The only statement, which can be made in this respect, is that the

gas phase basicities of the deprotonated species of 1_, 2̂  and J> are

higher than that of 6 (being 970 kJ mol"'1 [6]), but lower than

that of 7. which obviously is not only a very strong base in solu-
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tion [7], but also in the gas phase. The percentages of proton and

deuteron abstractions from ions 1_a-2£» 2a-2b and J5a, which take

place in reaction with base J7, have been compiled in Table 1 -

Table 1. Percentages of proton and deuteron abstractions from ions

1 a-1c,

I o n

1 a

1b

ll
2a
2b

3a

2a-2b_ and j>a_ by base 7.*

H+

abstraction

82

51
100

-

60

100

abstraction

1 8

49
-

1 0 0

40

-

This Table shows that neither of the ions 1_, 2̂  and _3 transfers an

"aromatic ring proton to base 2.» thus excluding a structure such as

4 as an alternative for 1_ (see eq 1) which would be expected to

transfer the encircled proton. Also another structure such as 8̂  is

not very likely, because this would have a much higher acidity

than observed [9].

8

It may be concluded therefore that the ions 1_, 2. and _3 have the

structures as at their formation.

Note the isotope effect of 1.5 in the proton versus deuteron ab-

straction from ion 2b (Table 1). An isotope effect will also be

operative in the proton versus deuteron abstraction from the ions

1a and 1_b, but in these cases the non-aromatic hydrogen/deuterium

atoms are not in equivalent positions such as in ion 2b. Sup-

pose that in addition to an isotope effect i, which favours the

abstraction of a proton over that of a deuteron, a preference p

exists for abstraction of a proton from the terminal methylene
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group over abstraction, of a proton from the benzylidene position
Op -Ï EZwi

of ion 1_. Then the equations 2pi = ̂  for la. and ̂ — = ̂ i for 1b,

hold, from which i and p can be calculated to be 2.2 and 1.0, re-

spectively- Thus, there is no preference for abstraction of a

proton from either the benzylidene or the methylene position of

ion 1_ by base 7_-

Finally, it should be mentioned that the ions 1_ do not transfer a

methyl cation either to base 7. or to base 6 in agreement with

their structure, but interestingly they do in reaction with their

neutral precursor 9,.

Ph

C
H

Reactions of the labelled ions 1_a-1_£ show that the transferred

methyl cation contains hydrogens from the benzylidene and methy-

lene groups, but not any of the phenyl ring hydrogen atoms. The

methyl cation transfer probably proceeds as given in Scheme J.

Ph.

Ph.

Ph -H

X
H NC,H7

10

Ph—C=N-CH3

Ph
\
/ C =N-C,H 7

11

~CH,
PhCN

H X C 3 H 7

3,

Scheme 3



, ;~v««^,g;j-^ja?jg^p^^

The initial proton transfer step, leading to the encounter complex ';f

10, is endothermic and therefore this complex cannot dissociate. ,,;

Reprotonation can either occur on the ylid carbon position leading f

back to the initial reactants, or on the methylene position lead- v;

ing to complex 1_1_ in which a facile methyl cation transfer can now ;'

take place to give ion 1_2. Apparently, the collision partner as- .;

sists in transferring a proton from the benzylidene to the methy- :;

lene position, as long as no exothermic pathway, such as proton L<-':

transfer or a reaction similar to that shown in Scheme 1 or Scheme ',f

2, is available. As such this process bears some resemblance with :'•

hydrogen/deuterium exchange, which is observed both in cationic >

[10,11] as well as in anionic [12,13] gas phase chemistry. \

MNDO Calculations on the gas phase acidity of 2-azaallenium ions. ^

In addition to the experimental ICR-work molecular orbital (MO) X

calculations were performed in order to gain information about the _/

gas-phase acidity [14] of the 2-azaallenium ions 1_, 2_ and the par- '4

ent system 1_3 CH2=N=CHo. The size of the cations 1_ and 2_ precludes •>

the application of higher basis set ab initio calculations; how-

ever UNDO calculations [15] have proved to give gas phase acidity

data which are in good agreement with experimental and ab initio i

data [16].

The experimental results (vide supra) have shown that the super- -J

base 7_ abstracts a proton from the methylene positions of the ions ;>

1_̂ 5, but not from the phenyl ring positions. Therefore we conclude •

that a neutral species of the nitrileylide type [17] is the most 5

likely candidate as the primary deprotonation product. Nitrile- ~~'\

ylides are highly reactive 1,3-dipoles whose cycloaddition chem- '.'";

istry is of great theoretical and experimental interest. i

Structures and energies [18] of the nitrileylides 1^-1^ were eval- I

uated using complete optimization MNDO-calculations. Together with ' .';;

the calculated data for the cations 1_, 2_ and the parent system 1_5 -:.=

it is possible to determine theoretical gas-phase acidity data

from the equation (see Table 2 ) :

! R2 R2

1.2.13 Ik - 11
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'•• Table

1 11

i

2

a mo

2. Calculated
acidities

R1 R2 "

H H

Ph H

H Ph

(H+) = 1536.6

MWDO h e a t s of

(AH0.) (k J

• / R l

2.13

X

888.9

934.9

996.9

k J mol""1.

mol"'1

14

15
16

17

formation (AH°
) a -

*

R1

H

Ph

H

? h

R2

R»_C_N=<

U - 17

R2

H

H

Ph

Ph

) and

1

347.

404.

423.

483

)
• *

9

9

• 3

.6

gas phase

AH

995

1006

1024

1023

0

r

.6

.5

-9

.3

A gas phase acidity of 995-6 kJ mol is calculated for the parent

system 1_3, the 2-azaallenium ion CH2=N=CHo. This figure indicates

that 2-azaallenium ions are very weak cation-acids, compared to

other positively charged systems [6], On the other hand the cor-

responding nitrileylides appear to be extremely strong neutral

bases. In the reverse reaction of their formation, protonation of

nitrileylids is expected to take place at the carbon atom [19] in

contrast to most other strong neutral bases of the amine type,

which are protonated at the nitrogen atom [6].

Introduction of a phenyl substituent into the 2-azaallenium system

lowers the gas phase acidity further (MHDO gives 1006.5 kJ mol"''

for 1_) mainly due to the increased stabilization of the cation;

the stabilxzation of the nitrileylide 1J5 is expected to be less

significant. Ion 1_ loses protons mainly from the benzylidene posi-

tion thus giving nitrileylide 1£; proton loss from the 3-position

is 18.4 kJ mol~ more endothermic thereby leading to nitrileylide

16 (R1 = H; R 2 = Ph).

A second phenyl substituent in 3-position as in ion 2 lowers the

gas phase acidity again (1023-3 kJ mol""1). Favourable interactions

between phenyl-substituent and the C-IT-C-unit lead to high thermo-

dynamic and kinetic stability for both the cation 2_ [20] and the

nitrileylide 17.
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The calculated gas phase acidities in the range of 995-1025 kJ

mol"'' explain the experimental failure to abstract protons from

gaseous 2-azaallenium ions using conventional nitrogen bases of

the amine type. The primary products, the nitrileylides 14-17

themselves are the strongest neutral bases known; only superbase 7_

seems to be competitive, but experimental data for its gas-phase

acidity are not yet available.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments described here have been performed using a home-

-made FT-ICR spectrometer. Details concerning the essential hard-

ware [21], software [22] and general operating procedures [5,25,

24] have been described elsewhere. .

The compounds were introduced via "leak valves" to pressures of

~ 25 jiPa and ionized by electron impact at energies of 12-15 eV.

The ions were trapped in a cubic inch cell by a magnetic field of

1,4 T and a trapping voltage of ~ 1 V. The ions of interest were

selected by ejection of all other ions.' This was achieved by a

pulse (of sufficient amplitude to eject all ions) which, at the

resonance frequency of the ion of interest, was phase shifted by

180°. This created a notch in the waveform of this pulse [25]- In

practice [26], this was done by applying two consecutive pulses of

the same amplitude (typically 3-5 V peak to peak) and scan-rate

(typically 25 kHz/ms). The initial frequency of the frequency

sweep of the second pulse was chosen to be equal to the final fre-

quency of the first pulse, which frequency was made equal to the

resonance frequency of the ion of interest. The second pulse

started with the phase shifted 180° with respect to the first

pulse. This resulted in ejection of all ions except the one with

resonance frequency at the notch. In this way, the chemistry of

this single ion could be investigated.
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CHAPTER 5

GAS PHASE ANIONIC IPSO SUBSTITUTION

REACTIONS OF SOME ALKYL PHENYL ETHERS*

Brauman et al. have recently proposed a double potential well mod-

el for some thermal ion/molecule reactions which occur in the gas

phase [1-5]• The central barrier in this model is assumed to be

lower than the potential energies of either of the separated reac-

tants or products. They have shown that variation of the height of

the central barrier (dependent of course upon the nature of reac-

tants and products) results in a variation of the overall rate

constant. In this way they have been able to account for the

trends observed in the rate constants of some proton transfer

reactions [1,2], S~,2 displacement reactions [5] and nucleophilic

displacement reactions at carbonyl carbon centers [4], One of the

systems studied was the reaction between methyl phenyl ether

(Cc-Hc-OCĤ ) and various anions. These reactions were all assumed to

proceed purely through the £w> mechanism [3] (reaction 1).

BCHj + "OCgHc

B~ = OH", F~, CHjO", CHjS", CN~

The authors did not consider the possibility that some reactant

anions might attack the phenyl ring at the substituted carbon

atom - the ipso position [6]. Phenoxide anions could then be gen-

erated by what would formally be a 1,2-elimination of BOH,. It

should be noted that ion/molecule reactions are known which have

been proved to proceed via nucleophilic attack upon aromatic

rings [7].
We now present results which show that part of the phenoxide an-

ions formed in the reaction of 0H~ with methyl phenyl ether are

formed by a mechanism which involves an initial ipso attack. We

J.C. Kleingeld and N.M.M. Nibbering, Tetrahedron Lett., 21

(1980) 1637.
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have generated 0H~ via H" from Hp 0 by dissociative electron

attachment (6.5 eV) in an ion cyclotron resonance (ICE) drift cell
[8]. These labelled hydroxide anions react with methyl phenyl
ether to yield 85 + 1% CgH^O" and 15 ± 1% CgH^O" [9]- The for-
mation of the CcHc- 0~ ions can be explained by reaction 1, but

^ 18 18p y ,
18— 18 —

for the formation of the CcHc 0 ions an ipso attack of OH

upon methyl phenyl ether is required. This is represented in reac-

tion 2.

H180 OCH3_

(2)

/I Q

Similar results have been obtained for the reaction of OH with
ACL

methyl pentafluorophenyl .ether, the product ions being Ĉ Pt- 0
18 —

84 +_ 1% and C.-IV 0~ 16 +_ 1%. In this system there is an addition-

al reaction (reaction 5) which resembles the loss of alkyl fluori-

des from the collision complexes of alkoxide anions and hexafluo-

robenzene [7a].
+ 180H~ HP (3)

This is another example of a nucleophilic aromatic substitution

reaction, but the site(s) of the attack upon the ring is not

known. Methyl phenyl ether has also been allowed to react with
SI O _

CH, 0~ and UH--, ions [9], because in principle differentiation
1 fii- 0~) and ipso attackbetween £L.2 (reaction 1 ; formation of

(reaction 2; formation of CgH,- 0~ and of CgHcHH", respectively)

might be observed. However, both ions are found to react exclusi-

vely by the S,T2 mechanism and not by ipso attack. It should be
— 1fi -

noted that in the case of NEL, ^he formation of the 0,-H,- 0 ions

is a minor process compared to proton abstraction, presumably from

the aromatic ring [1O],
18

Ipso attack by lo0H~ upon ethyl phenyl ether (CgH^OCHpGH,) is ne-

gligible, the ratio of [G6E^
8O~] : [CgH^S"] being less than

0.01. Moreover, the anions KH2~'
 C2H5°~ a n d n-G4.Hg°~ which hardly82



react or do not react at all with, methyl phenyl ether to give

phenoxide ions, generate CgH,-O~ ions in abundance from ethyl phe-

nyl ether. It may he concluded that the chemistry of ethyl phenyl

ether is being dominated by the occurrence of facile E 2 elimina-

tion reactions [11,12].

(4)

B" = OH", EH2", C2H50", n-

Although reaction 4 is kinetically favoured, it is calculated to

be less exothermic than the ELr2 displacement reaction 5 (see Table

1).

Table 1. Exothermicities [13] (in kJ mol~ ) of reactions 1, 4 and

5-

Reaction Reactant neutral

type NH
Reactant anion

0H~ C2H 0̂~

E.
CD
(*)
(5)

202.5 -147.7a -108.8 - 97.9b

149.4 -112.6 - 51.0 - 38.9

-201.7 -157.7 -120.5 -108.4

a Has been proved to proceed partially via an ipso substitution

reaction; see this chapter.

Reaction has not beer», observed under the present experimental

conditions; see ref. 9«
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CHAPTER 6

HYDROGEN/DEUTERIUM EXCHANGE IN GAS PHASE

REACTIONS OF ANIONS WITH SOME ALKYL PHENYL ETHERS

INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen/deuterium (H/D) exchange reactions between anions and

deuterated reagents have proven to be a useful tool in probing

mechanisms of ion/molecule reactions and structures of ions in the

gas phase [1-6]. As a general rule for exchange between an anion

and a deuterated reagent to be observed, can be given [7,8] that

the basicity of the anion must be less than that of the conjugate

base of the reagent. This difference, however, should generally

not be larger than about 80 kJ mol . The mechanism of an H/D-ex-

change reaction can be visualized as follows:

. - - i *[R2CHD-R'~] « - [R2CD~-R'H] — R2CD~ + S'H (1)

b_ c.

The anion, RpCH", and the deuterated molecule, R'D, attract each

other by ion-dipole and ion-induced dipole interactions. The ener-

gy gained in this way by the ion/molecule complex _a, can be used

to overcome the local energy barrier towards deuteron transfer

leading to complex b_. This complex has insufficient energy to dis-

sociate, because RgCD" is less basic than R'~ (vide supra). Repro-

tonation of the anion leads to complex _c_ which differs from _a only

by the interchange of a hydrogen and a deuterium atom. Complex c_

eventually dissociates into the anion having incorporated one deu-

terium atom. If the anion possesses more hydrogens of (nearly)

Presented at the "NATO Advanced Study Institute on Chemistry of

Ions in the Gas Phase", Vimeiro, Portugal, 6-17 September 1982.

J.C. Kleingeld and H.M.M. Nibbering, Tetrahedron, in press.
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equal acidity, these then can all be exchanged by successive en- "J

counters with deuterated molecules. However, other reactions ;-3

between R'~ and R^CHD may occur in the ion/molecule complex b_. i.

This will give rise to deuterated product ions. In this way addi- ?

tional insight in the mechanisms of ion/molecule reactions can be :|

obtained, such as shown by the examples which will be presented in J

this chapter. '•

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION *w

Methyl phenyl ether. «;

Recently we have shown by °O-labelling [9] that in the gas phase

reaction of 0H~ with methyl phenyl ether (CgHc-OCH^) 15% of the

phenoxide ions (C-.H,-O~) are formed via an ipso substitution reac-

tion (eq 2 ) , whereas the remaining 85% are formed via an SJ2. dis-

placement [10] reaction (eq 3)- The only other detectable reac-

tion product is due to proton abstraction from methyl phenyl ether j.j|p
by 0H~ yie ld ing (M-H)~ ions .

H180 OCH3

1 CH3OH (2) 7

CH31)H * f O l <3)
m/z93

These results have been obtained [9] using a drift cell ion cyclo- S

tron resonance spectrometer and have now been confirmed using our $.

newly constructed Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FT- >;

1'. -ICR) [11,12] mass spectrometer (see Figure 1a, 0H~ generated i|

from Hg 0 in this case). In the presence of DpO the (M-H)~ ions i

incorporate deuterium atoms. However, the phenoxide ions are ob- t "1

served to incorporate deuterium atoms as well. This result is ' ;]

rather unusual because phenoxide ions normally do not exchange 1

with D2O due to the large acidity difference between phenol and
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C6H50"

a)

IM-HP

C 6 H 5
1 8 0-

b)

JLJL

80

Figure 1. a-

90 100 110

FT-ICR spectrum of the ö0H~/H2 O/CgHrOCHj system.

Trapping time 1000 ms, 256 transients accumulated.

Same conditions as for 1a, except for a pulse (ampli-

tude 0.64 V peak to peak) to eject the (M-H)~ ions

during the whole trapping period.

water [13]- The observation can be explained by a reaction of the

(M-H)~ ions with D~0 yielding phenoxide ions. This is supported by

the observation that the abundance of the (M-H)~ ions decreases if

the reaction time is increased, whereas the abundance of the phen-

oxide ions increases at increasing reaction time. Clear evidence

is given by the result of ejection [14] of the (M-H)~ ions (see

Figure 1b). The decrease in abundance of the phenoxide ions is ob-

vious. This indicates that the following reaction is occurring

(the charge in the (M-H)~ ion is arbitrarily placed in the ortho

position):
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OCH,

m/z 107

o r - H2
I8O1

1
?|

IPSO

SN 2 .

CH3OH

18CH3
18OH

Ua)

(4b)

From Figure 1b it can be seen that not all of the phenoxide ions

disappear upon ejection of the (M-H)~ ions. To clearly exclude

reactions with water, OH has also been generated by reaction of

' 1 80~' (from ÏT2
180) with n-hexane [15]. The reaction of the "^OH"

generated in this way with methyl phenyl ether still yields C,-H,-O~
18 —

and CfiHt- 0~ ions, although their abundance has decreased (abun-

dance relative to the (M-H)~ ions « 20%). This shows that part of

the phenoxide ions is formed via the direct mechanisms shown in eq

2 and 35 in addition to the one shown in eq 4. A remarkable obser-

vation is that the ratio between the ipso and &J2. substitution

products does not change.

The incorporation of deuterium atoms can now be explained by

Scheme 1 and 2. Pathway a in Scheme 1 corresponds with the direct

substitution reactions shown in eq 2 and J. Similarly, pathway b

corresponds with a direct proton abstraction reaction. However,

H/D-exchange can occur in the ion/molecule complex before sepa-

rating through these channels into products, which will give rise

to monodeuterated product ions. The actual occurrence of such H/D-

-exchange can be proved by ejection of the unlabelled (M-H)~ ions,

in which case still deuterated product ions are formed, although

their abundance has decreased.

Scheme 2 shows the H/D-exchange in the (M-H)~ ions and is essen-

tially similar to eq 1. The ion/molecule complex ji can undergo not

only proton transfer yielding complex e_, but also a substitution

reaction yielding monodeuterated phenoxide ions. Of course, com-

I
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HDO •

Scheme 1

plex £ can exchange another hydrogen for a deuterium atom resul-

ting in dideuterated product ions [16] (not shown in Scheme 2). If

the reactant (M-H)~ ions have incorporated already deuterium

atoms, higher deuterated product ions will be formed. In fact, in-

corporation of at least 4 deuterium atoms into the phenoxide ions

and up to 6 deuterium atoms in the (M-H)~ ions can be observed.

In order to examine this more clearly (the incorporation of the

fifth and sixth deuterium atom in the (M-H)~ ions is difficult to

observe because of competition of the relatively fast reaction to

form phenoxide ions) CgHcOCD^ has been synthesized. The (M-H)~

ions of this compound undergo H/D-exchange with water resulting in

"unlabelling" of these ions. Clearly the hydrogen atoms origina-

ting from the methoxy substituent are involved in the exchange

process. Furthermore, in that case the phenoxide ions are observed

to incorporate up to 5 deuterium atoms. This indicates that ex-
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OCH3

(or
m/z 107

II
u^n3 *

[ (O)' • D20j

I!
[ " ( Q T • HDOJ

OCH3

( O f * OD
d

IPSO/SN2

Scheme 2

0

(o
m/z 94

OCH,

CH300

[OJ * HD0

m/z 108

change of alkyl deuterium and aryl hydrogen atoms occurs.

Insight into the mechanism of this exchange can be obtained from

the reaction of ïlHp" with methyl phenyl ether. This reaction

yields C-.Hc-~ ions to a minor extent (the major reaction channel is

(M-H)~ formation [17]).

m/z 77

The reaction of HH2~ with O-HcOCD, yields ions m/z 78

/ (""

(5)

and

79 L-HJLj"")- The abundance ratio of the two product ions is

unity within experimental error.
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BH* (6a)

m/z 78

°6H3D2~ + ^ 3 + CHI)0 ^6b^

m/a 79

This observation rules out an elimination mechanism as shown in

eq 7.

(7)

The reaction between ND2~ and CgHcOCH^ yields only CgH,-" ions

[18]- This shows that the hydrogens of NH2~ are not involved in

the exchange process. The observations can best be explained by a

mechanism as shown in Scheme, 5 [6].

H
OCD3

1
NH2 +

0CD3
-NH, H

O]
f

OCDÏH
L è ' 0]

OCD,H OCDH"

CD2O

m/2 78

Scheme 3

aDJ + CHDO

m/z 79

Abstraction of a proton from the ortho position leads to ion £.

Transfer of an alkyl deuteron to the negative charge bearing ortho

position then leads to the primary carbanion g. This ion can lose

either CDpO or rearrange to ion h via an H/D-exchange between the
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methoxy substituent and one of the ortho positions- Ion h can lose

CHDO or rearrange back to ion g_. From the 1 :1 abundance ratio of

the two product ions, CgH^D" and CgH^Dg", respectively, it can be

concluded that there is an equilibration between the three alkyl

deuterium atoms and the ortho-aryl hydrogen atom prior to the loss

of formaldahyde•

The proposed mechanism involves unimolecular decomposition of the

(M-H)~ ions. Indeed, collision induced dissociation of these ions

by translationally exciting them prior to detection [19] results

in an increase of the abundance of the product ions (see Figure

2).

a)

b)

(M-H)-

' IN

II.

70 8G 90 100 110 120 130

Figure 2. a. FT-ICR spectrum of the WH2~/ïIH2/C6Hc0CD,/He system.

Trapping time 250 ms, 512 transients accumulated. At

175 ms all ions except the (M-H)~ ions are ejected

(see Experimental;.

b. Same conditions as for 2a, except for a pulse at 225

ms (amplitude 0.05 V peak to peak, 5 ms duration) to

excite the (M-H)~ ions.



Support for the proposed intramolecular exchange of the ortho-aryl

and alkyl hydrogens is derived from MNDO calculations [20], which

indicate that the energy difference between the unlabelled ions

corresponding to the ions f_ and £ is only about 1.3 kJ mol~ (_f

being the more stable structure). It should be noted, that no ab-

straction of a deuteron from CgHt-OCD, by HH2~ is observed. How-

ever, NHp" is able to abstract a proton from the meta-position -as

is shown by the formation of (M-H)~ ions in the reaction of NH2~

with d,-methyl 2,4,6-d^-phenyl ether (1.)- notwithstanding the fact

that the meta position is calculated [20] to be 23 kJ mol~ less

acidic than the ortho position. The major product ion in the reac-

tion of NHp~ with 1_ results from deuteron abstraction, indicating

that indeed the ortho position is the most acidic one.

The reaction of NH2~ with 1_ also yields CgHgD," (m/z 80) and

CgHD^" (m/z 81) ions ([C6H2D5~]/[C6HD4~] « 3)- The formation of

the former is in line with the mechanism proposed in Scheme 3- It

seems likely that the C^HD^~ ions are formed by H/D-exchange of

(M-H)~ ions with neutral molecules of 1_ via the mechanism shown in

Scheme 4- (see also eq 1), as no H/D-exchange has been shown to oc-

cur with NEE, (vide supra). It can therefore be concluded that ex-

change of the aryl hydrogens occurs via intermolecular reactions

with, for example, D20 (as shown in Scheme 2) or deuterated methyl

phenyl ether (as shown in Scheme 4), whereas exchange of the alkyl

hydrogens occurs with the ortho-aryl hydrogens via an intramolecu-

lar process (as shown in Scheme 3)»

Ethyl phenyl ether.

As reported earlier [9]i the chemistry of ethyl phenyl ether

(Cv-Ht-OCpHc) is dominated by the occurrence of a facile elimination

reaction [21]:

B~ + H-CH2-CH2-0C6H|- -̂"' ̂g + CgH^ + CgH,-O~ (8)

This has now been quantified by measuring the rate constants of

the formation of phenoxide ions in the reactions of some anions

with methyl, ethyl and pentadeuteroethyl phenyl ether (see Table

1).

v*
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Scheme A
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Table 1. Rate constants (in 1O~ cur molecule" s~ ) of the reac-

tion:

B~ + CcHn0R Cc-Hc-O" + neutral product(s).

B"

0.14

0.5

0.05

2.0

1.8

~ 0.02

1

1

.5

.8

The higher rate of the reactions of CH,O~ and F with ethyl phenyl

ether than with the methyl isomer supports our previous conclu-

sions concerning the occurrence of an elimination reaction [9]-

However, the reaction of CIUS" with ethyl phenyl ether appears to

be slower than with the methyl isomer. This indicates that both

reactions proceed via a substitution mechanism (compare eq 3). In-

deed, the calculated heat of reaction [22] of the elimination

reaction (eq 8) for B~ = CH,S~ is +28 kJ mol endothennic.

whereas the substitution reaction is still exothermic by -62 kJ

mol . The change in isotope effect of the elimination reaction

when going from GH,O~ to F~ is remarkable. The isotope effect in '

elimination reactions will be the subject of future investiga-

tions.

The competition between substitution and elimination can also be

seen from the product distribution of the reaction of several an-

ions with 1-ethoxy-4-methoxybenzene (2) (see Table 2).

The large amount of A-CEUOCgH^O" ions formed shows the preference

of elimination (eq 9a) over substitution (eq 9b).

Unfortunately, it has not been possible to measure the product ion

distribution ratio of the reaction of CEUS" with 2_ because of an

interfering product ion at m/z 123. The resolution of our instru-

ment is at present not high enough to separate the two signals,

although the composite nature of the signal at m/z 123 is clearly

visible. However, the relative abundance of the 4-C2H,-0C,-Hz,0~ ions

(m/z 137) is higher than in the cases mentioned in Table 2: at

least ~ 40% of the total abundance of the m/z 123 signal.
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Table 2. Distribution of product ions of the reaction of several

anions with 1-ethoxy-4-methoxybenzene (£).

Reactant anion Product ions

(m/z 123) (m/z 137)

0H~ 100% 0 .

3H5O~ 100% 0

P" 100% 2

100% 0.7% ^

Ï

-££• BH • C2H4 • " 0 — \ Q ) — OCH3 (9a) n

m/z 123 ft
'A,

'A

BCH3 • " 0 — ( 3 ^ - OC2HS (9b) \i

m/z 137 f.

B"= OH'.CH3(r.F

As was the case with methyl phenyl ether, deuterium labelling

shows that the reactions in ethyl phenyl ether can be of a rather

complex nature. Por example, the reaction with 0D~ yields (L-Hc-O"

(m/z 93) and CgH^DO" (m/z 94) ions. The abundance ratio of the two

product ions is approximately unity. Hardly any (M-H)~ ions are

formed, which excludes a reaction equivalent to part of the phen-

oxide formation in methyl phenyl ether (see Scheme 2). Obviously

H/D-exchange occurs in the initial ion/molecule complex, probably

as shown in Scheme 5 (see also Scheme 1).

The initially formed complex 1_ can undergo either an elimination

reaction or proton transfer yielding complex j^. Redeuteration re-

sults in complex k, which can undergo an elimination reaction

yielding a monodeuterated phenoxide ion.

The reaction of U H ^ with d^-ethyl phenyl ether yields exclusively
C6H4r>0~ (ffl/z 94) ions. This shows that also in this case aryl

proton abstraction precedes elimination.(see eq 10).
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OC2H5

(O) ^ = ^ OD-

OC,H2n5

•tol E2

1!
rao ."(o)

1!

[ O ) + HDO • C2H4

m/z93

OC2H5

OC,H2n5

OH"

Scheme 5

E2
( O ) * H20 * C2H4

m/z 9A

NH2

OC2D5

NH,

m/z

(10)

Similar observations have been made for the reactions of 0D~ with
1-ethoxy-4~methoxybenzene and of NH2~ with 1-d,--ethoxy-4-methoxy-
benzene.
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CONCLUSIONS

The reactions of anions with, ethyl phenyl ether show that elimina-

tion is favoured over substitution in many cases. This can be seen

from the higher rate of these reactions compared to reactions

which are known to be substitution reactions as well as from in-

tramolecular competition between the two types of reactions.

Deuterium labelling has shown that the potential energy surface of

the reactions discussed can be very complicated. In the relatively

long-lived ion/molecule complexes various steps -here mainly pro-

ton transfer steps- may precede the final step (such as substitu-

tion or elimination) leading to products.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments described in this chapter have been performed

using a home-made FT-ICR spectrometer. Details concerning the es-

sential hardware [23], software [24] and main operating procedu-

res [25,26] have been described elsewhere.

Collision induced dissociation (CID) involved the excitation of a

selected parent ion [19]« Prior to the CID excitation pulse all

other ions were ejected. In a previous study [25], this was

achieved by a series of pulses each ejecting a separate mass re-

gion. Here we report for the first time the use of another method,

which operates in the following way. A pulse is applied to eject

all ions. However, at the resonance frequency corresponding with

the mass of the ion of interest the phase of this pulse is shifted

by 180°. This causes a notch in the wave-form at that particular

frequency [29]- Hence, all ions are ejected with the exception of

the one with the resonance frequency at the notch. This is illus-

trated in Figure 2a. At 175 ms a pulse is applied of amplitude 3-5

V peak to peak and scan-rate 25 kHz/ms, sweeping a frequency range

corresponding with a mass range from 15 to 110 dalton (the mass of

the (M-H)~ ions of d%-methyl phenyl ether). Directly after this

pulse a second pulse is applied of the same amplitude and scan-

-rate, sweeping from 110 to 200 dalton. This pulse starts with a

phase shift of 180° with respect to the previous pulse. As can be

seen from Figure 2a the only ions present are the (M-H)~ ions, no
13yG isotope peak is detectable (the small signal at m/z 109, is

due to exchange of the (M-H)~ ions with background water after the
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ejection pulse). In this way the chemistry of a single ion could

be examined.

NHp~, 3?~, 0~* and 0H~ have been generated by dissociative electron

attachment from NH^ (~ 5 eV), Ci1^ (~ 6 eV), N 20 (~ 1.2 eV) and H 20

(~ 6 eV), respectively. WDO~ and 0D~ have been generated from N D ,
1 fi

(~ 70 atom% D) and D o0 (~ 94 atom% D) , respectively. 0H~ has
'I ft *1 ft

been generated i) from H2 0 (~ 90 atom% 0) or ii) by reaction

of '180~" (from N2
180 (~ 71 atom% 180) with n-hexane [15].

CEUO" and CEUS" have been generated by proton abstraction from

CH^OH and CH,SH, respectively. To avoid side reactions with water,

0~* has been used as base, in contrast to our previous studies

[26-28].

The total pressure was normally kept below 100 uFa, except for the

CID collision gas (helium), which was introduced at ~ 1mPa.

Rate constants have been measured using the rapid single ion moni-

toring program developed in our laboratory. The abundance of the

ion of interest has been followed as a function of time and from

this the rate constant has been calculated. The quoted figures

should be considered as approximate values, because of difficul-

ties in the pressure measurements. However, the relative values

are more accurate, as can be seen from the ratio between the rate

constants of the reactions of F~ and CH^O" with methyl phenyl

ether (see Table 1) which is in reasonable agreement with the lit-

erature value [10] of 5.3.

All deuterated alkyl phenyl ethers have been prepared by a Wil-

liamson ether synthesis in acetone using CO, as base [30].

2,4,6-d2-Phenol, used to synthesize d,-methyl 2,4,6-d,-phenyl

ether (V), was synthesized by exchange with NaOD in D20 [ 31 ] -

All synthesized compounds were purified by preparative GC before

use (column OV 275, temperature about 125°C).
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CHAPTER 7

A FOURIER TRANSFORM ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE STUDY

OF NEGATIVE ION/MOLECULE REACTIONS OF PHENYL

ACETATE, PHENYL TRIFLUOROACETATE AND ACETANILIDF*

Hi-

INTRODUCTION

Recently we have shown by O-labelling [1 ] that in the gas-phase

reaction of OH" with methyl phenyl ether (CgHcOCHj) 15% of the

phenoxide anions (CgHrO") are formed via an ipso substitution

reaction (1a), whereas the remaining 85% are formed via an

displacement [2] reaction (1b).

OCH3

CH3OH

AH?=-U7.7 kJ/mole

(la) •S3

CH3'
8OH (1b)

These channels are of minor importance in the reaction of 0H~ with

ethyl phenyl ether [1 ] (C6H|-0C2Hc) where the chemistry is domina-

ted by the occurrence of a facile E2 elimination reaction [5]:

H20 (2)

° =-112.6 kJ/mole

J.C. Kleingeld and N.M.M. Nibbering, in H. Hartmann and K.-P.

Wanczek, Lecture Notes in Chemistry, Vol. 31, Springer Verlag,

Berlin, p. 209- For a preliminary publication see ref. 6.
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Another interesting example of a gas-phase anionic ipso substitu-

tion reaction has been published by Fukuda and Mdver [4-]. They

have studied ion/molecule reactions of several bases with phenyl

acetate (CgHcOCOGH^). Surprisingly, they only found the formation

of ions m/z 59 (CH^COO") in the reactions of unclustered bases

with phenylacetate. This has been explained by means of an ipso

substitution reaction:

CH3COO- + C6HSX (3 )

m / z 5 9

X" = OH-.CH3O~. CN", SH" CH3S-. C6Hs0"

Ions m/z 93 (CgHj-0 ) , however, were also observed in the reactions

of clustered bases with phenyl acetate [4-]. It seemed interesting

to study these reactions in more detail with our drift cell ICR

instrument (the FT-ICR instrument was under construction at that

time).

If the reaction of 0H~ with phenyl acetate does proceed via an ip-

so attack of 0H~ on the phenyl ring, ion _a can be written as an

intermediate structure (see also reaction 3).

CH,COO.

This excited species will dissociate into CIUCOO and neutral

CgHcOH rather than into (L-H,-O~ and neutral CHzCOOH, since acetic

acid is more acidic than phenol [5]- If 0H~ reacts with, for in-

stance, para-fluorophenyl acetate, the resulting intermediate

would be ion b.

1 0 6
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This ion would be expected to dissociate into para-fluorophenoxide

anions (FCL-H^O") and neutral acetic acid, since para-fluorophenol

is more acidic than acetic acid [5]. Indeed, the expected forma-

tion of ions m/z 111 (FCfiHnp~) has been confirmed experimentally.

Furthermore, peaks due to ions m/z 59 (CHzCOO") are absent in the

spectrum. However, no label incorporation into the para-fluoro-
18 —phenoxide anions has been observed with 0H~ as nucleophile. This

is not in line with the proposed ipso substitution reaction (see

also reaction 1a). Therefore, phenyl acetate itself was studied

again. To our surprise the published results [4] could not be re-

produced. An abundant peak at m/z 93 (C<-H[-O~) was observed as well

as some small peaks at m/z 135 ((M-H)~)and m/z 111 (CgHcO'.IUO)-

No ions m/z 59 (CH^COO") could be detected. Similar observations

have now been made in Mclver's pulsed ICE. instrument and also in

DePuy's flowing afterglow instrument [6].

The question then arises how the phenoxide anions are formed. In

theory three mechanisms can be suggested: a B.,,2 displacement

reaction at the carbonyl carbon atom (4a), an £L.2 displacement

reaction (4b) and an E2 elimination reaction (4c).

BAr2
0"

CH3-C-OC6H5 CH3COX +

i_ X

s~\ II A SN2
X + CHĵ -C-!-ÖC6H5 - £ — CH3X + CO +

Ua)

Ub)

E2 HX + CH2CO (Ac)

To get further insight into these reactions the phenoxide forma-
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tion lias been studied with our new FT-ICR spectrometer [7,8]. Hot

only phenyl acetate, but also phenyl trifluoroacetate (CgHcOCOCH,)

and acetanilide (C&H(-NHCOCH7) have been included in the present

study.

EESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PHENYL TRIFLUOROACETATE (C^OCOCP^)

This compound has been selected for the present study, because in

this case an E2 elimination reaction (such as reaction 4c) will be

impossible, thus simplifying the problem. Unfortunately, it does

give abundant primary negative ions, which will be discussed

first.

Primary ions.

The various primary negative ions of phenyl trifluoroacetate are

listed in Table 1. The appearance energy curves of some of these

Table 1. Primary negative ions of phenyl trifluoroacetate.

m/z assigned composition

170 (M-HF)"'

142 (M-HF-CO)~

113 C J ~
5

93 C6H5°
69 CF5"
65 C5H5~
19 F

ions have been measured by use of a rapid single ion monitoring

computer program developed in our laboratory [7] and are given in

Figure 1. Fragmentation mechanisms can be suggested to explain the

formation of these ions, but are beyond the scope of this chapter.

Nevertheless, some of these primary ions can be expected to inter-

fere with product ions resulting from ion/molecule reactions with

phenyl trifluoroacetate. These ions are ejected therefore from the

cell directly after the electron beam pulse. This is achieved by

applying a radio frequency pulse of 20 ms duration (amplitude 7 V
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CF,COO | x25)

y v ^ ^"UkN.

10

c C6H5O" d CFf

X)

electron energy (eV)

Appearance energy curves of primary negative ions of

phenyl trifluoroacetate. These curves were taken by

slowly increasing the electron energy (1 eV/min). Each

point of the curves a), c) and d) is an average of two

consecutively measured values, while each point of curve

b) is an average of eight values. The points of curve b)

were multiplied by a factor of 2.5 with respect to the

other curves.

peak to peak) and covering the mass range from m/z 60 to 200 to

the excitation plates of the cell [7a]• Exciting and listening di-

rectly after this pulse shows that the ions have, actually been re-

moved from the cell. Moreover, exciting and listening later in

time indicates that the ions do not reappear. This timing sequence

is illustrated in Figure 2.

Now the appropriate base can be admitted to study its ion/molecule

reactions with phenyl trifluoroacetate without any interfering

primary ions.
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BEAM

eject

m/z60
to
200

E
X
c
I
T
E

LISTEN

3 6 26 J>
t (ms)

Figure 2. Timing sequence to remove primary negative ions of phe-

nyl trifluoroacetate from the cell. See for excitation

parameters the experimental section.

Four major peaks are present in the spectrum of water and phenyl

trifluoroacetate (shown in Figure 3), namely m/z 189, 113, 93 and

69- A small peak is found at m/z 141. Double resonance ejection

[9] shows that OH~ is the.precursor of all these ions.

I
4?'

CF,"

m/z69 m/z93

CF3COO-
m/z 113

m/z 141
J

IM-HP
m/z 189

50 200 250

Figure 3. Spectrum of a 2:1 mixture of water and phenyl trifluoro-

acetate. Total pressure 40 M-Pa. 256 Transients accumula-

ted, 340 ms trapping time. Timing sequence as given in

Figure 2 (At = 300 ms).
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The ions m/z 189 are the (M-H)~ ions, indicating that phenyl tri-
fluoroacetate is more acidic than water.
The ions m/z 69 are probably formed as follows:

OH" + 0 + CO + (5)

m/z69

Of course, also ortho attack would result in CT, formation.
More important, however, are the ions m/z 93 and 113- Use of OH"
instead of 0H~ shows that no O-label is incorporated into the
CgHcO" ions (m/z 93), whereas (90 +_ 10)% of the O-label is in-
corporated into the OP^COO" ions (m/z 113). This proves a B^J?
mechanism in the case of CF^COO" formation:

•"V

0"

CF3-C-OC6H5

OH

CF3COO- + C6H5OH 16)

m/z 113

°= -263kJ/mole

An E2 elimination reaction is impossible in phenyl trifluoroace-
tate, so that for the formation of phenoxide anions two mechanisms
do remain (see also reactions 4a and 4-b):

0~

CF 3 -C -OC 6 H 5

OH

— - C6H5O" + CF3COOH [7a)

AH°*-151 kJ/mole

SN? » CFjOH + CO + C6HSO" (7b)

AH°«-59 kJ/mole
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The same intermediate ion £ is proposed both in reaction 7a and in

reaction 6. It seems unreasonable, however, to assume that this

species will dissociate into the phenoxide anion and neutral tri-

fluoroacetic acid (reaction 7a) because the reaction pathway lead-

ing to neutral phenol and the trifluoroacetate anion via the same

intermediate (reaction 6) is more exothermic by about 112 kJ mol

[5]. Thus, reaction 7b is considered to be correct and attempts

have been made to support this.

Of course, a first check is the heat of reaction, since a highly

endothermic ion/molecule reaction will be too slow to be observed

in the gas phase. Estimating the heat of formation of phenyl tri-

fluoroacetate as 904 kJ mol [10] anci, of trifluoromethanol as 820

kJ mol [10]J the exothermicity of reaction 7b is calculated to
—1

be about 59 kJ mol , so that in principle this reaction is possi- "V

ble.

Further support for this idea is given by the occurrence of a

small peak at m/z 141 in the spectrum (see Figure 5). Double re-

sonance ejection [9] shows that the corresponding ions are genera-

ted from the ions m/z 189 ((M-H)~). A possible mechanism for their

formation is given in reaction 8, in which the first step resem-

bles reaction 7t>.

-CO I ii 'I I - n r „ .. „,— . „ .

m/z 189 m/zUI I.

The mechanism of the loss of HP in the second step is not known. |

However, it should be noted that hydrogen fluoride eliminations >|

are not uncommon in negative ion gas-phase chemistry [11]. f

More evidence for the occurrence of reaction 7b is derived from %

the results of ejection of th3 collision complex from the cell. In

all reactions 5» 6 and 7 a collision complex between 0H~ and

CgHcOCOCF, must be formed before dissociation into products. This

complex will have a nominal mass of 207 daltons. Although no peak

is observed at m/z 207, a radio frequency pulse has been applied

to remove the corresponding ions during the entire reaction peri-

od. This does have a drastic effect on the abundance of all prod-
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uct ions as shown in Figure 4 and Table 2

Figure 4. a.

a)

CF;

b)

. Jj. Juit,

70 90 110

Spectrum of a 2:1 mixture of water and phenyl tri-

fluoroacetate. Total pressure 40 yJ?a. 256 Transients

accumulated. This spectrum is part of the spectrum

shown in Figure 5-

As 4a, but an RE1 pulse of 500 ms duration, 10 F peak

to peak and starting at 46 ms (see timing sequence

given in Figure 2) is applied to the excitation

plates of the cell. The frequency of this pulse cor-

responds with singly charged ions of mass 207- 256

Transients accumulated. The absolute gain factor is

the same as in Figure 4a.

As 4b. 1800 Transients accumulated to increase the

signal-to-noise ratio.
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Table 2. Relative abundances of the product ions from the reaction

of 0H~ and GgH,-OCOCFz upon ejection of the collision com-

plex at m/z 207 at various amplitudesa.

Amplitude

Od

5
7.1

10

[CF5C00-]C

m/z 113

5.1
2 . 3

0.95
0.33

[ C 6 H 5 0 - ] G

m/z 93

1.7
0.95
0.55
0.28

[CF5-]C

m/z 69

1.6

0.75
0.40
0.21

3.0
2 . 4

1.7
1.2

[931
\WJ

1.1

1 . 3
1 .4

1 .3

Conditions: see legend to Figure 4.

In Volts peak to peak.

Arbitrary units.

Pulse absent.

Especially the abundance ratio of the trifluoroacetate and phenox-

ide anions is influenced and decreases from 3 to almost 1 under

the applied experimental conditions (see Figure 4 and Table 2 ) .

This can be explained in terms of the lifetimes of the collision

complexes involved in these reactions, but first other explana-

tions should be considered.

One possible explanation is that the applied RF pulse is so large

that it disturbs the ion mo-cion completely. This explanation is

ruled out by the application of RF pulses, having the same level

as those to eject mass 207, but now to eject the ions m/z 189 and

170: the resulting spectra are hardly influenced and resemble

closely the spectrum obtained without application of the RF pulse.

This observation also rules out the possibility of ion ejection by

a tail of the RF pulse extending to the m/z 115 ions, since an ap-

plication of pulses closer to these ions should increase such an

ejection which is not observed.

Another explanation is that the RF pulse to eject mass 207 will

have a second harmonic peak at mass 103.5 (being twice the fre-

quency corresponding with mass 207). Indeed, this peak can be ob-

served upon listening to the frequency synthesizer output [7a].

Its intensity is small (less than 1% of the main RF pulse), but it

is large enough to eject ions, perhaps even the ions m/z 113, al-
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though, normally the pulses are not that broad. When applying an RF

pulse to "eject" mass 226, it is observed indeed that the second

harmonic peak of this pulse at mass 115 does eject the CE%COO~

ions. However, the original abundance of the m/z 113 ions is re-

covered when this pulse is applied to "eject" mass 220. So, the

pulse to eject mass 207 certainly will not eject the m/z 115 ions.

Having ruled out instrumental artefacts, the explanation for the

observed effect shown in Figure 4 and Table 2 may be as follows:

the formation of CF,COO~ anions proceeds via a B̂ r,2 mechanism as

shown by 0-labelling experiments (vide supra) and must involve

the tetrahedral type of ion jc in reaction 6. Such an ion most

probably corresponds with a minimum in the potential energy sur-

face [12], since a real chemical bond is formed between the reac-

tant ion and the neutral molecule [15]. In other words, the B.,,2

reaction should be described by a triple well potential model,

where the outer minima will correspond with the clustered reactant

and product ions and the central minimum with the tetrahedral in-

termediate ion £.

For an S„2 reaction, however, a double well potential has been

proposed by Brauman et al. [2]. The two minima in this model cor-

respond again with the clustered reactant- and product ions, but

now the species essential for the reaction will lie on a potential

energy maximum. The transient ion corresponding with this maximum

will resemble ion & below in the formation of CL-Hc-O" anions via an

mechanism (reaction 7b).

ï :
HO C C-

A
d

The difference between reactions 6 and 7b is therefore an addi-

tional minimum in the potential energy surface for the former

reaction. On the basis of this additional minimum the tetrahedral

intermediate ion £ in the BjO2 reaction 6 is expected to live

longer than the transient complex ion d. in the S„2 reaction 7b.

Therefore, during the time that the ions are accelerated by the RF

pulse to such large orbits that they will hit the cell plates
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relatively more of the collision complexes leading to phen-

oxide anions will dissociate compared to the complexes leading to

trifluoroacetate anions, as is observed.

ACETANILIDE ( C ^ j

In the reaction of NHp~ (generated from NEU) with acetanilide two

types of product ions are formed, namely (M-H)~ ions (m/z 134) and

CgH^NH" ions (m/z 92) [15]« In the reaction of OH" (generated from

EUO) with acetanilide only the (M-H)~ ions are formed. Peaks due

to ions m/z 58 (CH^COHH"), m/z 59 (CH^COO") , m/z 109 (CgHcNH'-NHz)

or m/z 110 (CgHcïTET-H^O) are not observed in any of the spectra.

The formation of the (M-H)~ ions is not surprising since acetani-

lide is much more acidic than ammonia and water [5]. The formation

of Cv-HcNH" ions can be explained in three ways (see also reactionscNH

to c):

X-' + "CH3TC-N-C,.H5

SM2

9
CH3-C-X + C6H5NH-

CH3X + CO +

(9a)

(9b)

H
HX + CH2CO + C6H5NH" (9c)

The B.J3 mechanism given in reaction 9a can in principle also re-

sult in other products shown in reactions 10 and 11 for X~ = NHp~

and 0H~, respectively. Thermodynamic data of these reactions are

0"

CH3-C-N-C6H5 CH3-C-NH~

m/z 58

C 6H 5NH 2 (10)

OH

0
— » CH3-C-O-

m/z59

C6H^IH2 (11)
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f:
given in Table 3-

,-1Table 3. Heats of reaction [16] (in kJ mol" ) of some-ion/molecule

reactions of acetanilide.

Reaction0

type

Product

ion

Neutral

product(s)
s

Reactant anion

BAC2

E2

BAC2

p.t.

(9a)
(9b)

(9c)
(10)

d

PhWH

PhNH"

PhHH"

CHjCOKH"

PMTCOCH

, 00

EH

-157-4

- 49-0

- 22.6

c

-208.5

Reactant anion OH"

BAC2

E2

BAC2

p.t.

(9a)
(9b)

(9c)
(11)

d

PhNH u

Phlffi" b

PhTIH" D

GH^GOO" ^

3

CHjCOOH

CHjOH, GO

H 2 0 , CH2CO

PbJH 2

H20

-100.5
+ 22.6
+ 31-0
-178.4

-159-1

The numbers between parentheses refer to the reactions in the

text.

This product ion has not been observed under the present experi-

mental conditions.
c Heat of reaction can not be calculated, because the heat of for-

mation of CH,COHH~ is not known.
d ^
p.t. = proton transfer reaction.

From these data it can be concluded that in the reaction of 0H~

with acetanilide a barrier exists in the potential energy surface

of the BAC2 mechanism [12,17] (reactions 9a and 11), since no

products formed via such a reaction are observed, although the

overall reaction is calculated to be highly exothermic.

Note that reaction 11 is even more exothermic than the observed
proton transfer reaction.

In the reaction of Hlk," with acetanilide, however, no distinction
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can be made between the three mechanisms 9a,

of the thermodynamic data in Table 3.

PHENYL ACETATE (CgHjOCOGHj)

and c on the basis

As stated in the introduction, the major peaks in the spectrum of

water and phenyl acetate taken with our drift cell IGR instrument

originate from the ions m/z 135 ((M-H)~), m/z 111 (C6H50~*H20)

and m/z 93 (C,-Ht-O~). A similar spectrum has been obtained with our

new FT-ICR instrument [7] (Figure 5a). A very small peak at m/z 59

a)

OH"

Impurity

CHjCOO"

m/z 59

m/z 93

CBH50-

m/ziii
HjO

IM-HJ-
m/z135

A

b)

20 50 100 200

Figure 5« a. Spectrum of a 1 :1 mixture of water and phenyl ace-

tate. Total pressure 50 MJ?a. 128 Transients accumula-

ted, 250 ms trapping time.

As 5a, but starting at 5 ms the ions m/z 135 are

ejected from the cell by applying an EF pulse of 250

ms duration, 0.9 V peak to peak, to the excitation

plates to see double resonance from the ions m/z 135-

(The observed peak at m/z 31 is due to an impurity of

methanol, which was used before taking these spectra

to examine the solvend switching reactions (see

text)).
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(CH,COO~) is now present, but this is most probably due to hydrol-
ysis of a small fraction of the molecules at the walls of the in-
le t system.
The cluster ions m/z 111 can be formed in three ways:

OH" +,"H-CH 2
iC rOC 6H 5 C6H50~ H20 + CHjCO (12a|

+ H20 + M C6H5O~ HjO + M (12b)

H20 CeHjO" H20 + CH2CO |12c)

Reaction 12a resembles the base induced carbon monoxide loss from

alkyl formates reported by Riveros et al. [18]- Reaction 12b would

correspond with a three-body collision process. This is not very

likely because of the low total pressure used (about 50 pPa).

Double resonance ejection [9] shows that the (M-H)~ ions (m/z 135)

are the precursors of the m/z 111 ions (see Figure 5b, ejection of

m/z 135 completely removes m/z 111). Increasing the time during

which the ions are trapped in the cell also shows that the (W-H)~

ions react to give the ions m/z 111, this reaction being complete

in approximately one second. Thus, reaction 12c is the correct

one. This indicates that the (M-H)~ ions behave as cluster ions of

phenoxide and ketene.

It can be understood why in acetanilide no cluster ions CL-HE-NET'M

(M = NH,, H~0) are observed (vide supra). In this compound the

proton will not be abstracted from the methyl group, but from the

nitrogen atom [5]« In phenyl acetate, however, the proton will be

abstracted from the methyl group. This is in line with our and

other's observations that the acidities of phenyl acetate and

acetanilide differ by about 85 kJ mol [4,5], whereas the acidi-

ties of acetanilide and phenylacetone (CcHcCHoCOCH,) differ by

only 1.3 kJ mol~1 [5].

The various solvent switching reactions can be seen very nicely in

the system water/methanol/phenyl acetate. The following reaction

scheme accounts for the observations made and has been confirmed

by double resonance ejection:
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C6H5O" CH2CO
m/z 135

+ CH3OH
- CH^O

CH3OH

<CH3OH
- H 2 0

C6HSO" H20
m/z 111

(13)

m/z 125

Returning to the subject of this chapter: what is the mechanism

for the phenoxide formation from phenyl acetate? The three pro-

posed mechanisms 4a, b and c in the introduction are all exother-

mic for the reaction of 0H~ with this compound, but the most exo-

thermic one would be reaction 14a rather than 14b which is similar

to reaction 4a (see Table 4 ) .

0H7 + CH3-C-OC6H5

BAC.2
0"

CH 3-C—OC 6H 5

OH
e

(14)

CH3COO~ +
m/z 59

&H° = -181.7

C6H5OH

kJ/mole

C6H5(T + CH3COOH

m/z 93

AH? = -176.7 kJ/mole

The product ions of reaction 14a (CH,COO ) can hardly be observed.

This raises the question whether the somewhat less exothermic

reaction 14b will occur via the same intermediate. In other words,

the intermediate ion ê  would be expected to dissociate into the

acetate anion and neutral phenol rather than into the phenoxide

anion and neutral acetic acid, since acetic acid is more acidic

than phenol [ 5 ] - The very low abundance of the acetate anions,

therefore, indicates that the phenoxide anions are probably not

formed via a B.^2 mechanism.

At the present no distinction can be made between the S^2 and E2
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Table 4. Heats of reaction [16] (in kJ m o l ) of some ion/molecule

reactions of phenyl

Reactant
anion

OH"

OH"

OH"

OH"

CH,O~

CHjO"

CH^O"

Oti. -y 0 \J Oi l *~\

f**TT f O f TT

Oxi -7 OU Oxi<™i

CH5COCH2~

Reaction a

type

BAC2 (4a,14b)

V (4b)
E2 (4c)

BAC2 (14a)

BAC2 (4a)

SJI 2 (4b)

E2 (4c)
BAC2

BAC2 (4a,16b)

^ 2 (4b ,17)
E2 (4c)
BAC2 (16a)

acetate.

Product

i o n

PhO"

PhO"

PhO"
CH,COO~

PhO"
PhO"
PhO"
CH3OCOCH2"

 b

PhO"
PhO"
PhO"

(CH5CO)2CH-

-

N e u t r a l
product(s)

CH^COOH

CH^OH, CO

H 2 0 , CH2C0

PhOH

CH2OCOCOCH2
OXLTJUOXI—g _ OU

CH,OH, CH2CO

PhOH

(CH5CO)2CH2 •

CH5COC2H5, CO

PhOH

AH0

-176.7
- 53.6
- 45.2
-181.7

-144.4

- 29.3
+ 3-3
- 55-7

- 54.4

- 24.7
+ 45.6
- 80.0

a The numbers between parentheses refer to the reactions in the

text.

This product ion has not been observed under the present experi-

mental conditions.

mechanisms (reactions 4b and c respectively) when OH" is used as

nucleophile. It may be that both are responsible for the phenoxide

formation.

Attempts have been made to show that an S„2 reaction is occurring

under conditions where an E2 reaction can be excluded. Phenyl tri-

fluoroacetate has been the first example (vide supra). Another

example is described in the following section.

Reaction of CH,COCH2~ with phenyl acetate according to the E2

mechanism is too endothermic to be observed (see Table 4). The

BJQ2 and SJJ2 reactions, however, are still exothermic, so that the

reactions of CH,COCH2~ with phenyl acetate were chosen to be stud-

ied in more detail.
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The major product ions of these reactions are phenoxide anions

(m/z 93) and cluster ions m/z 151 (CgHc0~'(CHj)2G0). The latter

must have been formed by reaction 15, because no (M-H)~ ions are

present and double resonance ejection [9] shows that the m/z 151

ions are not formed from a reaction of the m/z 93 ions (compare

reaction 12b). Reaction 15 resembles the base induced carbon mon-

oxide loss from alkyl formates reported by Riveros et al. [18].

CH3CCB C6H5O- (CH^CO +

m/z 151

CH2CO (15)

Reaction of CĤ COCIL, with phenyl acetate also generates ions m/z
reaction99 to a very small extent (~ 1%). This points to a B. „2.

16a:

9-
H3CCH-C

0~

CH3— C - O C 6 H 5

CH2COCH3

Jb)

116)

CH3eCH-CCH3

m/z 99

AH? = -80.0 kJ/mole

0 0
CHJCCHJCCH 3

m/z 93

As discussed above for reaction 14, the low abundance of the prod-

uct ions of reaction 16a indicates that reaction 16b will probably

not occur, since acetylacetone (CH^COCH^COCH,) is more acidic than

phenol [5].

In this case an E2 elimination reaction is not possible (see Table

4), so that it is very likely that the phenoxide anions are now

formed via an £3̂ 2 displacement reaction:
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CHjÜcHJ + CHj-rC-OCeHj «• CHJCC^CHJ + CO + CgH5O" (17)

CONCLUSION

On the basis of the various observations and arguments reported in
this chapter it is plausible that some nucleophiles may react with
phenyl acetate via an SJ2 mechanism to form phenoxide anions, es-
pecially when an E2 elimination reaction can not occur on energet-
ic grounds. The B. C2 mechanism is almost negligible for phenyl
acetate. This is not true for phenoxide anion formation from phe-
nyl trifluoroacetate, urtiere the B^-,2 and SJ2. mechanisms are opera-
tive in the ratio of 5 to 1. From solution chemistry it is known
that halogen substituents retard an BJ2. reaction [ 1 9 ] ,

(18a)

(16b)

CH3Y - ^ — CH3X + Y

k, » k,

whereas they activate displacements at carbonyl groups [20]:

CF3COY k* - CF3COX + Y~ 119b'.

Both effects can account for the observations that the B.G2 mech-
anism dominates in phenyl trifluoroacetate, whereas the EU2 mecha-
nism does in phenyl acetate.
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EXPERIMENTAL

The drift cell ICE instrument has been described elsewhere [11b].

The home-made FT-ICE instrument will also be described elsewhere

[7]-
The amide and hydroxide anions were generated by dissociative

electron attachment from ammonia (~ 5-5 eV) and water (~ 6.5 eV),

respectively. The methoxide and enolate anions were generated by

proton abstraction with 0H~ from methanol and acetone, respective-

ly. False interpretations of the spectra because of interfering

products of reactions of 0H~ itself with phenyl acetate were

avoided by ejection of the hydroxide ions from the cell after 80

ms of reaction time by a radiofrequency pulse of 10 ms duration

and an amplitude of 1.25 V peak to peak. This reaction time was

long enough to form an appropriate amount of methoxide or enolate

anions. Product ions generated in this time by reaction of 0H~

with phenyl acetate were ejected by an EF pulse of 15 ms, 10 V

peak to peak, covering the mass range from m/z 90 to 200 and ap-

plied directly after the ejection of 0H~. Because the signal from

the phenoxide anions was very large, these ions were ejected by an

extra RF pulse of 10 ms, 1.25 V peak to peak, to be sure that none

of these ions were left in the cell. Exciting and listening di-

rectly after these pulses showed that the only ions present in the

cell were the methoxide or enolate anions, respectively, so that

the system was ready to study reactions of these anions with phe-

nyl acetate.

Double resonance ejection was normally done by applying an EF

pulse of 0.5 to 1 V peak to peak at a frequency corresponding with

the mass-to-charge ratio of the ion to be expelled. This pulse

started during the electron beam pulse and finished just before

the excitation pulse.

The conditions of the excitation pulse were varied depending upon

the mass range to be excited (i.e. the mass range to be observed).

Typical parameters were: for the excitation of a large frequency

range, for instance, from 1.85 MHz down to 75 kHz corresponding

with a mass range of m/z 10 to 250 at 1.2 T, a frequency scan rate

of about 1 MHz/ms and an amplitude of 7-1 V peak to peak was used.

For the excitation of a smaller frequency range, for example from

460 to 75 kHz corresponding with a mass range of m/z 40 to 250 at
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1.2 T (see Figure 5), a scan rate of 250 kHz/ms and an amplitude

of 3.5 V peak to peak was used. The scan rate was calculated by

the computer from the range to he excited and the length of the

pulse. This length is normally chosen to be 1.5 us.

The trapping time is defined as the time between the start of the

electron beam pulse and the beginning of the excitation pulse.

For the generation of negative ions the electron beam was switched

on for 20 ms, the emission current being about 600 nA. During and

shortly after the electron beam pulse the electrons were ejected

from the cell to avoid spurious signals. Ions were stored in the

cell by a differential trapping voltage of about 1.2 V.

The partial pressures of the precursors of the reactant ions and

of the substrates were about 15 to 25 l̂ Pa.

Phenyl acetate, acetanilide and parafluorophenyl acetate were syn-

thesized according to standard methods [21]. Phenyl trifluoroace-

tate was synthesized by adding 10 ml of trifluoroacetic acid an-

hydride and a few drops of sulphuric acid to 5 g phenol. The reac-

tion mixture was stirred for about 45 minutes and extracted with

tetrachloromethane. The compound was purified by preparative GC as

were phenyl acetate and para-fluorophenyl acetate. Acetanilide was

purified by recrystallization from toluene.
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CHAPTER 8

THE LONG-LIVED H,O~ ION IN THE GAS PHASE:

ITS FORMATION, STRUCTURE AND REACTIONS*

INTRODUCTION

Interest in the intrinsic properties of negative ions is growing.

This is shown not only by the increasing number of reported experi-

mental studies of anions and their reactions in the gas phase [1],

but also by many advanced theoretical calculations for such ions

[2]. The latter permit the study of ionic species which are ex-

tremely difficult or even impossible to generate in practice. For

example, the theoretician can perform calculations for CH^-C=O

[2c], whereas the experimentalist can be fairly certain that the

observed CpH^O" species has the more stable structure

CH^CH-O"- -~CH2-CH=0.

In this chapter we describe the results of a Fourier-transform ion

cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) [3-5] study, which show that H^O~ is

a stable species in the gas phase. The present work owes its in-

ception to the observation of ions having m/z 55 (OH'-HgO) and 4-7

(ClUOp") during an earlier FT-ICR study of gas-phase hydride

transfer reactions in a system composed of HoO/CD^OD/CHoO [6]. In

that study these ions were ejected from the FT-ICR cell in order

to observe the hydride transfer reactions more clearly [6].

The formation of m/z 4? by reaction of 0H~ with formaldehyde has

been reported recently in a flowing-afterglow (FA) study [7]» and

was explained by collisional stabilization of the adduct formed

between 0H~ and formaldehyde. Cluster ions such as OH^HoO (m/z

55) are also not uncommon in FA studies. These ions are also sta-

bilized in third-body collision processes such as

0H~ + H20 — [0H~«H20]

J.C. Kleingeld and N,M.M. Nibbering, Int. J. Mass Spectrom. Ion

Phys., 49 (1983) 511.
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Such termolecular processes, however, are very unlikely to occur

in an FT-ICR spectrometer where the pressure is typically six or-

ders of magnitude lower than in an PA instrument. Closer examina-

tion of the reaction of 0H~ with formaldehyde has led us to the

conclusion that the ions m/z 35 and 47 observed during our earlier

FT-ICR study [6] are formed via EUO~, as discussed below.

The H^0~ ion has received attention recently in a theoretical

study of electron-rich hydrides, where its heat of formation was

calculated to be +25-82 kj mol [8]- In this chapter, experimen-

tally derived structural and thermochemical data are given for

H-zO~, in addition to the mechanism of its formation.
3 '

EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments described in this chapter were performed using a

home-made FT-ICR spectrometer. Details concerning the essential

hardware [9]» software [10] and main operating procedures [11,12]

have been described elsewhere.

Hydroxide ions were generated in two ways:

(i) by dissociative electron attachment from water (~ 6 eV);

(ii) by reaction of 0~* (generated by dissociative electron at-

tachment from nitrous oxide) with n-hexane (see text).

The D~0 used contained ~ 94 atom% D. The label content of the
yl o C-

H-, 0 used was ~ 90 atom%. Formaldehyde was generated by heating a

small glass tube containing some paraformaldehyde and attached to

the inlet system.

Sample pressures were typically of the order of 25 tvPa, except

that of n-hexane, which was ~ 130 (jJ?a.

Double-resonance ejection [13] was achieved by applying a radio-

-frequency pulse 0.5-1 V peak to peak at a frequency corresponding

to the mass-to-charge ratio of the ion to be expelled. The spectra

with and without the double—resonance pulse were then compared. A

simple part of our computer program is helpful in this respect: it

stores the plot gain of a spectrum and can thus plot the next

spectrum with the same gain, thereby automatically correcting for

a possibly different number of accumulated transients or for the

scale factor used by the fast Fourier-transform program.
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RESULTS

The system

Reaction of*©H~ (generated from H^O) with formaldehyde leads to

four product ions, as shown in Table 1. The ion of interest is

that at m/z 19-

Table 1. Product ions observed in reactions of hydroxide with

formaldehyde

OH" a

m/z 17

H^O"

m/z 19

CHjO"

m/z 51

H5°2~
m/z 55

•

OH" b

m/z 17

HjO"

m/z 19

CHjO-

m/z 51

e

180H- C

m/z 19

H5
180-

m/z 21

CHjO-

m/z 51

H 18O "H5 °2
m/z 59

OD" d

m/z 18

H2DO~

m/z 20

CH^O"

m/z 51

HD202-

m/z 57

D5°2~
m/z 58

_ > I Q

CHjO2 CH5O2 CH,0 0 CH3°2~

m/z 47 m/z 47 m/z 49 m/z 47

a Generated from Ho0.

Generated by reaction of 0~" with n-hexane.
If?y a

c If?
Generated from Eo 0.Generated from D2O.

e Product H:zO2~ not observed in t h i s system.

m/z 51 m/z 48
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Double-resonance ejection shows that this ion is the precursor of

all the other product ions: ejection of m/z. 19 removes all other

signals except m/z 17 (0H~) (see Figure 1).

Q)

b)

15

OH"

OH". HjO

H3O~

I

C H 3 O "

20 30 50 60

Figure 1. a. FT-ICR spectrum of an OH'/KgO/C^O system. Experimen-

tal conditions: p(H2O) = 20 ^Pa, p(CH20) = 20 i»Pa,

magnetic field strength 1.4 T, electron energy 6 eV,

emission current 800 nA. The spectrum is taken at a

trapping time of 700 us, 64 transients accumulated,

b. Same conditions as for a), except for a pulse to

eject the m/z 19 ions during the entire trapping

period.

Although our instrument does not yet have the capability of per-

forming high-resolution experiments, the mass of the m/z 19 ions

can be measured with sufficient accuracy: 19-0188 +_ 0.0041 daltons

(IUO~ = 19-0184 daltons)- All other candidates such as F~ are far

beyond the error limits.

The reaction pathways can now be rationalized as follows:
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CH20 —
2

m/z 19

,0 + CHjCT (2a)

m/z 51

m/z 47

(2b)

H,0~ + ÏÏ2O H2 + 0H~-H20 (3)

m/z 19 m/z 35

OH~.H2O + CH20 - CHjOg" + H20 (4)

m/z 35 m/z 47

Reaction 4 has been confirmed by double-resonance ejection and is

an additional route leading to formation of the ion m/z 47.

The system I^O/C^H^ ̂ /CH^O.

The reactant ion 0H~ was also generated in another way to ensure

that the product ions were not due to any interfering reactions of

formaldehyde and water, such as hydrate formation (H2C(0H)2) in

the inlet lines leading to the cell.

In many negative chemical ionization experiments 0H~ is formed by

reaction of 0~* with methane [14], In our low-pressure experiments

this reaction appeared to be slow, so that 0~* reacted rather with

formaldehyde itself to give m/z 45 ions (HCOO~) [7a]. This problem

might be overcome by using higher mettta - pressures, but this

would decrease the resolution. Therefore, n-hexane was chosen as

the reactant gas. The reaction of 0~" with this substrate is about

six times faster than with methane and meets our requirements. Of

course, also in this case some m/z 45 ions are formed, but they

can easily be ejected together with residual 0~".

As can be seen from Table 1, the same product ions are formed as

in the reaction of 0H~ generated from water, with the exception of

m/z 35 which cannot be formed via reaction 3 in the absence of wa-

ter. Reaction 4 cannot occur either in this case, so that it can

be concluded that reaction 2b is indeed operative. Another conclu-

sion is that H,0~ is formed by oxidation of formaldehyde with 0H~.
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The system &, ' "

Experiments on the reaction of OH (generated from H 2 °) with

formaldehyde clearly show the nature of the oxygen atoms in the

various product ions (see Table "1), thus confirming the reaction

pathways 2-4. Interestingly, at longer trapping times the m/z 49

ions (CH,0 O") react further with Hg 0 to give m/z 51 ions
1 8

The system D^

The greatest insight into the various reactions is obtained using

0D~ (generated from D2O) as the reactant ion.

As can be seen from Table 1 , only one deuterium atom is incorpo-

rated in the HpDO~ ion, showing that the other two hydrogen atoms

are abstracted from formaldehyde. Interestingly, the methoxide

ions do not incorporate any deuterium, that is, no CEUDO" could be

detected.

The ions at m/z 37 (Bl^Og") and 38 (D^C^") -generated by reaction

of HpDO~ with DpO via reaction 3- are formed initially at the same

rate, as shown by their equal abundances at trapping times up to

150 ms. At longer trapping times the abundance of the m/z 38 ions

increases more rapidly, because of the reaction

+DP
OlT-EDO £ = — OD -DpO (5)

-HDO
m/z 3? m/z 33

DISCUSSION

Structure of H-zO~" ion.3

Most of the information concerning the structure of H,0~ can be

obtained from the reactions in the presence of DpO. First consider

a structure in which all the hydrogen atoms are equivalent, as re-

ported from theoretical calculations [8]. That this is not the

case is shown clearly by the observation that H2D0~ transfers only

a hydride to formaldehyde:



+ CH3O~ (6a)

m/z 20 m/z 31

H20 + CH2D0~ (6b)

m/z 32

The same conclusion can be drawn from the equal abundances of the

cluster ions m/z 37 (HD202~) and 38 (D,02~) at short trapping

times (see above): the reaction channels

0

HD (7a)

m/z 37

m/z 20 I .. 0D~-D20 + H2 (?b)

m/z 38

would be expected to lead to a 2:1 abundance ratio of the m/z 37

and 38 ions, respectively, if the hydrogen and deuterium atoms in

H2D0~ were equivalent. However, the observed 1:1 branching ratio

of channels 7a and 7b shows that the deuterium atom of the reac-

tant ion 0D~ becomes equivalent to only one of the hydrogen atoms

in the HpDO~ ion. These observations can best be explained in

terms of a cluster ion formed from hydride and HDO, namely H~*HD0.

The formation of CH^O" ions (m/z 31) is then due to a hydride

transfer from this cluster to formaldehyde:

H~«HD0 + CH20 EDO + CH^O" (8)

m/z 20 m/z 31

The 1:1 branching ratio of channels 7a and 7b is also readily ex-

plicable in terms of the cluster ion H~-EDO. Although it is not

known whether the hydride is bonded either to the hydrogen or the

deuterium atom, or to both in the HDO molecule (the latter case is

shown for convenience in reactions 9a and 9b), approach of a DpO

molecule can activate equal losses of E-, and HD (isotope effects

neglected!) according to
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H

X?

- V

HD 0H~-D20

m/z 57

OD -D20

m/z 38

(9a)

C9b)

The formation of the ions m/z 47 (CHjO2~) and 48 (CH2D02~) can be

explained in a similar way simply by replacing the D20 molecules

in reactions 9a and 9b by formaldehyde molecules.

Mechanism of formation.

Having established that the H^O ion can best be described as a

water-solvated hydride ion, its formation most probably proceeds

in two steps after the formation of a collision complex a:

OH + CH20 [0H~-CH20] [H20-HCCf ]*—»H -H20 + CO (10)

Complex b_ cannot dissociate into water and HCO , since water is

more acidic than formaldehyde in the gas phase [15]- So, either

back reaction will occur, or forward transfer of a hydride leading

to H,0~. In the reaction of 0D~ with formaldehyde, back reaction

can also lead to the formation of 0H~:

OD"

OH" + CHDO

. [HDO-HCO ]*- H -HDO + CO

[OH~*CHDO]

Indeed, the abundance of OH is somewhat higher than would be ex-

pected from the labelling content of the D20 used (in the experi-

ments described above, OH" was ejected in order to exclude false
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interpretations which might result from its presence). This shows '*

that a back reaction is indeed taking place, but from the observa- '•;

tion that HpDO~ transfers only a hydride to formaldehyde it can be '•;

concluded that k2 is much greater than k_,. in reaction 10. •

It follows that not a direct, but a stepwise H2 abstraction from •'.

formaldehyde occurs.

Thermochemical aspects. ...
_ &

It is now possible to set limits on the heat of formation of EUO %

(AH2(H,0~)) on the basis of the observed reactions. An upper limit ;?

of -150 kJ mol can be calculated from reaction 10, and a lower v'.1

limit of -248 kJ mol can be derived from reactions 2a and 3, .•

using heats of formation of neutral molecules as listed in ref. ;

16a, of anions as listed in ref. 16b, and of OH~.HpO from ref. ;

16c. The derived limits are in sharp contrast with the calculated

value of +25.82 kJ mol"1 [8]. f

The experimentally derived upper and lower limits for AH£(EUO~) ;j4

are further supported by the following data: since H~ is observed v;'_

to form a stable cluster with water it must have a positive heat ''.

of hydration (AIL, ), which is defined as the negative value of

the enthalpy change for the reaction

H" + H20 H,0" (12)

In other words, the following equation must be true '$
J

AHj(H,O~) = AH°(H")

mol~1 - Al
hydr.

= -103 kJ mol~1 - AH0 (13)

The value of AH^ d r > is not known precisely, but probably lies

within the range of 40-105 kJ mol [16c], Thus, according to eq

13, AH£(H 5O~) should lie between -143 and -208 kJ mol"
1, close to

the upper and lower limits given above.

The formation of H,0~ and its bond dissociation energy have also

been reported recently by Paulson and Henchman [17].
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CONCLUSIONS

H^O" is a stable species in the gas phase and can be formed by

oxidation of formaldehyde to carbon monoxide with OH~. Deuterium

labelling experiments have shown that the hydrogen atoms in H^O~

are not equivalent. Its structure is best described as corre-

sponding to a cluster ion formed from H~ and HpO, and its heat of

formation lies between -248 and -150 kJ mol~ .
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CHAPTER 9

FORMATION OF THE NH^" ION IN THE GAS PHASE*-

As part of our interest in gas-phase hydride-transfer reactions
[1 ] we recently observed H*0~ formed by oxidation of formaldehyde
by OH" [2]. Deuterium-labelling experiments have shown that the
structure of the H,0~ ion can best be described as a hydride ion
solvated by a water molecule, in agreement with recent ab initio
molecular orbital calculations at the 4-51++G level [3]. Equation
1 rationalizes the formation of this species via a two-step pro-

OH" + CH2O - - [0H~-CH20]* - * [HgQ-HCO"]* •

[H~-H20-C0]* » H"-H20 + CO (1)

cess in the collision complex [2]. The first step is proton trans-
fer from formaldehyde to OH", but the resulting complex zi does not
dissociate, because water is more acidic than formaldehyde [4].
The second step is transfer of a hydride from HCO" to water, re-
sulting in HzO~ and CO.
The observation of H^O" [5] raises the question whether NH^~ can
also be generated as a stable species in the gas phase. The reac-
tion between NH2~ and formaldehyde has been examined earlier by
drift cell ion cyclotron resonance spectrometry [4], but no ion
corresponding to NH^~ has been reported. However, under the im-
proved experimental conditions of our Fourier transform ion cyclo-
tron resonance (FT-ICR) spectrometer [6,7] we have been able to
observe ions at m/z 18. Although our instrument does not yet have
the capability of performing high-resolution experiments, the mass
of these ions can be measured with sufficient accuracy:
18.0350 _+ 0.0057 daltons (exact mass of NH^" is 18.0344 daltons).
Support for the formation of NH^," is derived from the observation
that ions at m/z 19 are formed if ^NH, is used [8]. The mass of

J.C, Kleingeld, S. Ingemann, J.E. Jalonen and N.M.M. Nibbering,
J. Am. Chem. Soc, 105 (1983)
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these ions is measured to be 19-05*16 +_ 0.0041 daltons (exact mass

of ^NEL" is 19-0314 daltons). This clearly shows that WH^" is a

stable species in the gas phase.

The mechanism of formation of KH/," appears to be different from

that of H,0~ (see eq 1) in the following sense: the proton ab-

straction from formaldehyde by NH2~, which is a stronger base than

0H~, is now exothermic and results in the formation of HCO~ ions

(eq 2) [4]. Ejection of these HCO~ ions [9] results in removal of

NH2~ + CH20 - WH3 + HCO" (2)

m/z 16 m/z 29

the NĤ ," ions, which indicates that in a subsequent ion/molecule

reaction a hydride is transferred from HCO" to ammonia [10] (eq

3). This is further supported by the observation that in the

HCO" + NH5 CO + NH4~ (3)

MDp'/FD^/CHpO system mainly NI),H~ is formed (eq 4; see Figure 1).
c.

HCO" + HD, CO + ND5H" (4)

m/z 21

The NDg^" ion observed is due to incomplete labelling of the ND^

used rather than to the occurrence of a reaction analogous to the

one that forms H,0~ (eq 1 ) . In agreement with this, NH^D" is

m/z 18

HCO" (5a)

~ ] *[ND2H-HCO~]*

ih
m/z 29

+ CO (5b)

m/z 20

formed exclusively in the WH2 /NH^/CIUO system [11],
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ND2H2-

ND3H"

. . tl ka. .

m/z 20 m/z21

NDH"

OD" ND;
HCO'

CN"

ND3H-

CH,O-

15 20 30

Figure 1. FT-ICR spectrum of an M ^ /ïïü-z/GKrp system. Experimental
conditions: p(ïTDz) = 70 uPa, p(CH20 ) = 30 |j.Pa, magnetic
field strength 1.4 T, electron energy 4.5 eV, emission
current 800 nA. Tae spectrum is taken at a trapping time
of 150 ms (i.e., 150 ms after the electron beam pulse
started), 2350 transients accumulated. The expanded
graph on top shows the mass region from m/z 19 to 22.
The 0H~ and 0D~ ions observed are due to background wa-
ter but do not interfere with the measurements as can be
seen from the low abundance of the H 2D0~ ions.

Information concerning the structure of the NH^," ion can be de-
rived from its reaction with formaldehyde:

CH20

m/z 18

CHjO"

m/z 31

(6)

The . ion is observed to transfer only a hydride ion, not a
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deuteride ion, to formaldehyde (eq 7)- This is shown by ejection

—•> ND, + CH,O" (7a)

m/z 31

m/z 21 / C 1TD2ÏÏ + CH2D0" (7b)

m/z 52

of the NDJB" ions, which results in a partial decrease of the

abundance of the CH,O~ ions [12] (see Figure 2). Conversely, the

NH,D~ ion only transfers the D~ ion to formaldehyde.

These observations show that the hydrogen and deuterium atoms in

the NDJT" and NEUD" ions do not become equivalent. The observed

ions can therefore best be described as a hydride ion solvated by

an ammonia molecule: K~'WI-,. This is in agreement with recent ab

initio molecular orbital calculations at the 4-31++G level on WĤ ,",

which indicate that the H~'NH^ structure is more stable than the

ILj-NHp" structure [3].

It is possible to bracket the heat of formation of NEK" on the ba-

sis of the observed reactions. An upper limit of about +85

kJ mol can be calculated from eq 3 [13,14] and a lower limit of

-80 kJ mol can be derived from eq 6 [13,15]- The calculated [3]

heat of formation of the H 'NEU structure is about +85 kJ mol ,

in agreement with the present experiments.

The HCO~ ion has been observed to transfer a hydride ion to methyl-

amine and ethylamine as well (eq 8)- Wo hydride transfer to di-

HCO" + ENH2 — CO + ENH," (8)

R = H, CH^, CpHq

methylamine has been observed, probably due to the competition of

a fast proton-transfer reaction leading to (CH,)2N~.
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Q)

NDH'

ON"

ND;

ND3H" HCCT

CH3O"

b) eject m/z 21

15 20 30
Figure 2. FT-ICR spectra of the ïtD2~/ND,/CH20 system. Experimental

conditions are as given for Figure 1. Both, spectra are

time-domain weighted [16] to reduce peak height errors.

a. Spectrum taken at a trapping time of 500 is, 1024

transients accumulated.

b. Same conditions as for a), except for a pulse (ampli-

tude 1.5 V peak to peak) to eject the ions m/z 21

during the whole trapping period. The spectrum is

drawn with the same gain factor as a) to make direct

comparison of the peak heights possible.
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CHAPTER 10

NEGATIVE ION/MOLECULE CYCLOADDITION

REACTIONS OF 2-METHYLPROPENAL IN THE GAS PHASE*

INTRODUCTION

According to the Woodward-Hoffmann rules [1,2] four different

types of [4e+2e] cycloaddition reactions are allowed (eq 1-4).

+ II O
<• o — -o

-o

(2)

(3)

Eq 1 corresponds with the well-known Diels-Alder reaction [3]-

Examples of reactions equivalent to eq 2 and eq 4 are known in

solution phase chemistry as well [4,5]. In this chapter the atten-

tion will be focussed on the reaction according to eq 3, i.e. the

anionic [4e+2e] cycloaddition reaction.

The first example of such a reaction in solution phase chemistry

has been given by Kauffmann et al. [6], They reasoned that the

cycloaddition between an allyl anion ji and an alkene should be

facilitated if the negative charge in the product ion b_ is stabi-

lized (see eq 3). This stabilization has been achieved by using

J.C. Kleingeld and N.M.M. Nibbering, Reel. Trav. Chim. Pays-Bas,
in press.
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2-aza-allyl [6-8] and 1,2-diaza-allyl anions [9] (ions £ and_e,

respectively), so that the negative charge in the product ions (d.

and £, respectively) is stabilized by the electronegative central

nitrogen atom [10].

(5)

d

Anionic cycloaddition reactions involving non-heteroatomic allyl

anions have also been reported [11-13]. In these cases the nega-

tive charge in the product ion was stabilized by an electron with-

drawing substituent (see eq 7)«

0

X * C6H5 . CN. C-N(iPr}2

The present chapter will describe reactions of the 2-formyl allyl

anion (ion g, X = CHO) which has been selected to study anionic

cycloaddition reactions in the gas phase. To this end, the method

of Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICE) mass spec-

trometry, first de\- .loped in 1974 by Comisarow and Marshall

[14-16] and recently reviewed in some articles [17,18], has been

applied.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The conjugate base of 2-mefrhylpropenal.

Various bases abstract readily a proton from 2-methylpropenal.

This enables to estimate its gas phase acidity AH° ^d, defined as

the enthalpy change of the reaction

(8)

Both CF5" (AH°cid(HCF5) = 1572.6 kJ mol"
1 [19]) and n-C^O"

(AH° - ,(n-C,HQOH) = 1568-8 kJ mol""
1 [19]) are observed to abstract

a proton from 2-methylpropenal, whereas its conjugate base is ob-

served to abstract a proton from iso-propyl cyanide

(AH°cid(i-C5Hr,CN) = 1565-0 kJ mol"
1 [19]) and tert-butanol

(AH°cid(t-C4Hg0H) = 1562.9 kJ mol"
1 [19]). Proton abstraction from

n-propanol is also observed, but the determination of an equili-

brium constant is inhibited by the competition of a fast hydride

transfer reaction [20] from n-C^HnO" to 2-methylpropenal resulting

in the formation of ions m/z 71 (either (CH7)pC=CH0~ or

CHp=C(CH;z)CHpO~). Nevertheless, it can be concluded that the gas

phase acidity of 2-methylpropenal is close to that of n-propanol,

in excellent agreement with the results reported by Bartmess and

Burnham [21] and also in reasonable agreement with recent MNDO

calculations [22], which estimated the acidity of the methyl pro-

tons of 2-methylpropenal to be 1583-9 kJ mol

Hydrogen/deuterium exchange [23,24-] with DoO results in incorpora-

tion of up to five deuterium atoms into the conjugate base of 2-

-methylpropenal. This indicates that the gas phase acidities of

the methyl protons and the formyl proton are nearly equal. This is

supported by the observation that C ^ O " (AH°cid(C2H5OH) = 1574-7

kJ mol" [19]) abstracts a proton from 2-trideutero-methylpro-

penal, albeit to a minor extent (~ 20%). The higher amount of

deuteron abstraction shows that the methyl protons are most acid-

ic. Furthermore, CF,~ is observed to abstract only a deuteron from

2-trideutero-methylpropenal. This places the gas phase acidity of

the formyl proton between that of ethanol and trifluoromethane, in

some contrast to recent MNDO calculations [22], which estimated

its acidity to be 1616-9 kJ mol"1.

It can be concluded that two stable structures of the conjugate
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base of 2-methylpropenal exist in the gas phase, which, can be dis-

tinguished on the basis of deuterium labelling.

-80 . - . - ^

CD,
B" • CH^c'

CHO

C H2~<\ (9a)

CHO

h , m/z 71

CD3
(9bJ

m/z 72

The present study has been f ocussed on the reactions of ion h_,

i.e. the 2-formyl 1,1-dn-allyl anion.

Cycloaddition reactions.

Previous studies employing a drift cell ion cyclotron resonance

spectrometer have indicated [25] that the 2-formyl allyl anion

reacts with tetrafluoro-ethene in two ways, which can be dis-

tinguished on the basis of deuterium labelling. About 80% of the

reactions involves a cycloaddition (eq 10), whereas the remaining

20% proceeds via a linear addition (eq 11).

Ueither the initial adducts of ion h and CoF^, nor any product ions

resulting from loss of only one HP or DF molecule are observed as

a peak in the ICE spectrum. It can be seen clearly that the final

delocalized product ions in eq 10 and 11 are much more stable

than the initial adducts or the product ions which would have

arisen from loss of only one hydrogen fluoride molecule. Unfortu-

nately, details of the mechanism of the loss of two hydrogen

fluoride molecules are not known, but probably involve F~ ion/

molecule complexes [26,27].

In order to suppress the linear addition reaction (eq 11a and

11b), hexafluorobenzene has been used as substrate in the present

FT-ICR experiments. The reaction * ion h with this substrate

yields ions m/z 216 which points '. a cycloaddition reaction as
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CHO
I

(10)

m/z 130

CHO

CHO * CHO
r I 1 -2DF I

— I CH^C-Ct^-CFj-CFj- J - CH2=C-CSC-CF2" (Hal

m/z 129

CHO

[ I
CD2=C-C

1 -2HF
2-CF2-CF2-J

CHO

CD2=C-CS=C-CFj~ (11b)

m/z 131

in eq 12),

-HF

-DF
CHO (12)

Hardly any ions m/z 215 ions are detectable [28] which shows that

almost no internal hydrogen atom scrambling takes place, if it

occurs at all, as is also observed for the unsubstituted allyl an-

ion [29]- Also in the present reaction of ion li with Ĉ F,- neither

the initial adduct nor an ion corresponding with the loss of only

one hydrogen fluoride molecule have been observed.

At present it is not known whether the cycloaddition reactions,

shown in eq 10 and 12, proceed in a concerted or stepwise fash-

ion, although the observed competition between the cycloaddition

and linear addition reactions given in eq 10 and 11 is in favour

of a stepwise mechanism.

In this respect it should be noted that recently a cycloaddition

reaction of the allyl anion with methyl pentafluorophenyl ether

has been reported [27]. It has been argued that this reaction pro-
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ceeds via a stepwise mechanism (see Scheme 1, channel B ) , as can

be concluded from the competition of another reaction channel (see

Scheme 1, channel A ) . This other reaction channel is absent and

H
I

OCH

-HF

-CH,

i

Scheme 1

only ions corresponding to ions _i and j_ are formed, if electron

withdrawing substituents, such as CUT and CF,, are attached to the

central carbon atom of the allyl anion [27]. However, a concerted

cycloaddition mechanism, involving the intermediate complex k,

could not he excluded.

OCH,
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Reaction of ion h with methyl pentafluorophenyl ether yields al-

most exclusively ions m/z 213- This observation can be rational-

ized again on the basis of a cycloaddition reaction:

(13)

CHO
m/z 228

Hardly any ions m/z 228 are observed, which is in line with the

previous conclusion [27] that the energy liberated upon ring clo-

sure promotes the loss of a methyl radical eventually resulting in

the formation of a stable, highly delocalized radical anion.

EXPERIMENTAL Hi

The experiments described in this chapter have been performed

using a home-made FT-ICR spectrometer. Details concerning the es-

sential hardware [50], software [51] and main operating procedures -I

[27,32] have been described elsewhere. The drift cell ICR spectro- •

meter has been described previously [29]- ?

The total pressure in the FT-ICR spectrometer was normally kept \

b e l o w 1 00 y-Pa. '•:

CF^"" was generated by dissociative electron attachment from CF^ >J

(~ 6 e V ) . The F~ ions, which are also formed under these condi- y

tions, were ejected from the ICR cell during and shortly after the f.*

electron beam pulse. C2H,-0~ was generated from ethyl nitrite (~ 50 1

e V ) . n-C^HnO" and the 2-f ormyl allyl anion were generated by pro- f,

ton abstraction by OH" (from HoO, ~ 6 eV) from n-propanol and 2- • ?

-methylpropenal, respectively. Residual 0H~ and any of its reac- %

tion products were then ejected by a pulse containing a notch at '•{

the frequency of the reactant anion of interest [53,34]» 1

The 2-formyl 1,1-d2-allyl anion (ion h) -used in the cycloaddition

reactions- could not be formed in this way because of its exchange

with HgO. It was therefore generated by deuteron abstraction from

2-trideutero-methylpropenal using CF,~ as base, except for the

generation of this ion in the drift cell ICR instrument (see text)
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in which case CpHc-0 was used as base.

2-Trideutero-methylpropenal was synthesized from 1,1-diethoxy-

-2,2,2,3,3,-pentadeutero-propane [35]? which on its turn was pro-

duced from iodo-pentadeutero-ethane [36] (99 atom% D). The com-

pound was purified by use of an all glass GC instrument to avoid

pyrolysis on hot metal surfaces.
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CHAPTER 11

A FOURIER TRANSFORM ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE STUDY OF

THE GAS PHASE NEGATIVE ION CHEMISTRY OF BENZALDEHYDE*

INTRODUCTION

The chemistry of negative ions in the gas phase has received con-

sideratie attention in the past few years as it may provide in-

sight in the intrinsic properties of the chemical species involved

[1-3], which for example is of interest from a theoretical point

of view [4-7]- Recently a paper describing molecular orbital cal-

culations on the stability of several carbonyl anions R-C=O has

appeared [7]. One of the examples discussed was the C^Hc-CO ion.

Its proton affinity (PA) was calculated [7] to be 1564.6 kJ mol .

This prompted us to investigate some gas phase reactions of benz-

aldehyde such as proton transfer and hydrogen/deuterium exchange

[8-11] reactions, because these may provide insight in the rela-

tive acidities of the various protons of this molecule. During the

course of this study performed by using Fourier transform ion cy-

clotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometry [12,13], many other

reactions of benzaldehyde and its conjugate, base have been ob-

served. Some of them will be discussed in this chapter.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The gas phase acidity of benzaldehyde.

The reaction of NH2~ (Pa(NH2~) = 1689.8 kJ mol""
1 [14]) with

C6H5CD0 yields (M-H)~ ions (m/z 105) and (M-D)~ ions (m/z 106) in

a ratio of about 88:12 at short trapping times (~ 35 ms), which is

not far from a statistical proton/deuteron abstraction (83:17) in

the absence of an isotope effect. This shows that all protons of

benzaldehyde are nearly equally acidic. This is further supported

by the observation that tp.e conjugate base-of benzaldehyde incor-

porates up to five deuterium atoms in the reaction with D20 [8-11]

(PA(0H~) = 1636.2 kJ mol"1 [14]). -

J.C. Eleirigeld and N.M.M. Nibbering, Tetrahedron, in press.
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GH^O (PA(CH,O~) = 1587.6 kJ mol [14]) is observed not to ab-

stract a proton from benzaldehyde. Instead, it transfers a hydride

to benzaldehyde [15]• These observations place the gas phase aci-

dity of benzaldehyde between that of water and methanol.

Reactions of ML," with benzaldehyde.

In addition to proton transfer (vide supra) the reaction of NHp~

with benzaldehyde yields two product ions: ions m/z 77 and m/z

44.

The ions m/z 77 are probably due to dissociation of some of the

ions formed by exothermic abstraction of the aldehydic proton:

V
CO

m/z 77

This is supported by the reaction of ND^" with benzaldehyde and of

NHo~ with CcH,-CDO which both almost exclusively yield Ĉ Hcr" ions.

The ions m/z 77 are also observed if 0H~ generated from water is

used. They are absent, however, if 0H~ generated by reaction of

0~" with n-hexane [16] is used. This discrepancy is most likely

due to the presence of H~ in the former case. This is in line with

thermodynamic considerations: the reactions of NHO~ and H~ with

benzaldehyde yielding CgHc" ions are calculated [17] to be exo-

thermic by 26 and 1 J kJ mol~ , respectively, whereas the reaction

of 0H~ is calculated [17] to be endothermic by 28 kJ mol .

The formation of ions m/z 44 can be explained by the following

mechanism:

0 0

X2

0

L^-»-n. H-C=NH + CCHC (2)

m/z 44

This is supported by the observation that both reaction of ND2~
with benzaldehyde as well as reaction of OTo~ with CgHj-CDO yields
ions m/z 45, showing that the aldehydic proton and one of the pro-
tons originating from NILJJ"

 a r e retained in the product ion.
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Similar observations have been made for the reaction of NHo~ with "fi

formaldehyde which also yields ions m/z 44, although their abun- ,:

dance is low with respect to that of the other product ions \;'\

formed, i.e. HCO", GH^O" and NH^" [18]. ;

Reactions of Q~* with benzaldehyde. ";

Proton transfer is only a minor pathway in the reactions of 0~" ;•
Hp

with benzaldehyde. The main product ion is observed at m/z 121. 'r.
1 8 •*•'"-•

In addition ions m/z 45 are formed. Deuterium- and O-labelling ;j

serve as an aid in determining the nature of these product ions .'.'•%•

(see Table 1). \
Table 1. Distribution of some of the product ions of the reaction

of 1 80~

Reactant
molecule

C6D5CH0

C6H5CDO

with deuterated benzaldehydes

m/z

47
1 2 8

127

48

123
1 2 4

Product ion

assigned
composition .

HC^OO"
D[-C7

1800"
D 4 H C 7 1 8 ° ° "

DC1800~
H5C7

18OO"
XXiijJwr-i v/U

lL /

Product ion

distribution . •
ratioa

7 ';i
22 ' ï

70 l

8 ;3
21 H
71 i

a Percentage of the total sum of the three product ions given.

On the basis of these observations the following mechanisms can be

put forward to explain the formation of these ions:
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o—

CHO-, CHO
-H'

'O H

O)

o— +

O"

0.

(a)

m/z 121

•5 HCOf Ub)

m/z 45

Similar reactions have been reported in the literature [19-21].

Formation of CgH,-" ions (m/z 77) is observed as well. A mechanism

equivalent to eq 1 can be excluded on the basis of its calculated

[17] endothermicity of approximately 72 kJ mol . Probably these

ions are formed via the reaction shown in eq 4, either by disso-

ciation of the intermediate ion a into Ĉ Hr-~ and HCOn" (calculated

T ?-T)-T -?
[17,22] exothermicity 15 kJ mol ) or by dissociation of the

CgHn-COo" ions into CgH,-~ and CO^ (calculated [17] sxothermicity 40

kJ mol" 1).

Another reaction channel is Ho+" abstraction resulting in the for-

mation of (M-H2)~* ions [5,19,25-26]. Reaction of 0~* with G^R^GDO

shows that the stable (M-Hp)~* ions are formed almost exclusively

by abstraction of Hg*" from the phenyl ring. Abstraction of Hg*"

containing the aldehydic hydrogen atom, however, might take place

as can be concluded from the observed formation of (L-EL"* ions

(m/z 76), probably due to dissociation of the unstable (

ions b:

0 CO (5)
m/z 76

The actual position of the negative charge and the radical in ion
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b_ is not known. Reaction of 0~* with CgH,-CDO yields ions CgH^~'

and not CfiH,D~* which is in agreement with the mechanism shown in

eq 5*

l'

Reactions of the conjugate base of benzaldehyde.

The (M-H)~ ions of benzaldehyde, formed through proton abstraction

by a suitable base (vide supra), are observed to react with neu-

tral benzaldehyde yielding ions m/z 133 and 183 and to a minor ex-

tent ions m/z 209 and 211. The latter can be explained as being

(2M-H)~ ions [27]. The formation of the ions m/z 133 can be ex-

plained by the mechanism shown in Scheme 1 (pathway A), which also

presents a possible mechanism for the formation of the ions m/z

209 (pathway B).

CsH5CH0

- i * 6n6

Scheme 1

Pathway A in Scheme 1 is supported by deuterium labelling: when

using CcHt-CDO mainly ions m/z 134 are formed, showing that only

one of the two aldehydic protons is retained in the product ion.

Moreover, ejection of all ions with the exception of the yG iso-

tope of the (M-H)~ ions shows that the *C isotope is retained in

the formation of the product ion, i.e. almost exclusively ions
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ra/z 154 are formed (see Figure 1 ) . This is in line with the pro-

posed loss of the phenyl substituent originating from the neutral

reactant (see Scheme 1 ) .

13CC8H5O-

m/z 106

m/z 123

m/z 184

m/z 134

100 120 140 160 180 200 m/z 250

Figure 1. FT-ICR spectrum of the OH /HpO/CgH,-CHO system- Experi-

mental conditions: p(H20) = 40 uPa, p^gH^CHO) = 50 uPa,

magnetic field strength = 1.4 T, electron energy « 6

eV, emission current = 250 nA. The spectrum is taken at

a trapping time of 700 ms (i.e. 700 ms after the elec-

tron beam pulse started), 6300 transients accumulated.

At 100 ms a pulse (amplitude 5 V peak to peak, duration

55 ™s) is applied to eject all ions with the exception

of the ions m/z 106: at the resonance frequency of the

ions m/z 106 the phase is shifted by 180°. During the

rest of the trapping period the ions m/z 105 are con-

tinuously ejected to avoid their reformation.

Although the mechanism shown in eq 6 (which bears some resem-

m/z 105

HTC-C6H5
-CO C13H11°

m/z 183

( 6 )

1 6 4



blance with, the base induced carbon monoxide loss from alkyl for-

mates reported by Riveros et al. [28,29]) might appear attractive

to explain the formation of ions m/z 185, it is disproved by the

results of 0-labelling. As will be discussed below, the (M-H)

ions of benzaldehyde incorporate 0 in the presence of Hn 0. It
1R —

is observed that the 0 enriched (M-H)~ ions formed in this way

react to give ions m/z 183 and hardly any ions m/z 185- This indi-

cates that the carbonyl-group originating from the reactant (M-H)~

ions is lost in the formation of the ions m/z 183- Furthermore, it

is observed that mainly ions m/z 185 are formed if CgHi-CDO is

used, indicating that both aldehydic protons are retained in the

product ion. In spite of these observations, no definite mechanism

for the formation of the ions m/z 183 can be given at this stage.

The formation of ions m/z 123-

In addition to the ions discussed above, ions m/z 123 are formed

in systems where water is present. Ejection experiments [30] show

that mainly the (M-H)~ ions are their precursors. However, ejec-
1 3tion of all ions with the exception of the C isotope of the

(M-H)~ ions shows that no ^C isotope is retained in the formation

of the ions m/z 123, i.e. no ions m/z 124- are formed (see Figure

1). This excludes a clustering reaction as shown in eq 7> which

is also not very likely on the basis cf the low pressures used in

the FT-ICR instrument.

C^H^O" + H20 - ^ CyH5O".H2O (7)

m/z 105 m/z 123

The results of labelling studies are listed in Table 2.

Ejection experiments [30] show that the m/z 127 ions in the

'180H~/H2'
180/CgH5CH0 system are formed from the m/z 125 ions. This

resembles a ̂ "(V^O-exchange reaction as has also been reported
A rr A Q si Q

for the CHj 0 °G~ ion generated in the H2 0/CH20 system [16].

The results listed in Table 2 point to the formation of benzalde-

hyde-hydrate molecules (£) in the inlet lines towards the cell.

Proton abstraction from these molecules by the conjugate base of

benzaldehyde then yields the ions m/z 123.
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Table 2 . Results of labe l l ing s tudies on the ions m/z 123,

System studied ion(s) observed assigned
m/z composition

0D"/D20/G6H5CH0 124
0H"/H20/G6H5CD0 124
0H"/H20/G6D5CH0 128 C-^IVO^

180H~/Ho'l80/C(-HI-CH0 125 CoHr,1 V 60
127 C?H7

IÖO2~

OH 0 ;:

+ CgH^-C-H » C6H5-C-H + CgHcCHO (8) ;:

OH OH ]

m/z 105 f g, m/z 123 ¥

Ejection [30] shows that only a small fraction of the ions m/z 123 1j

is formed by a direct reaction of OH~. Apparently, proton abstrac- 'V

tion by 0H~ is so exothermic that most of the formed deprotonated \

benzaldehyde-hydrate ions £ then dissociate. -%

-H2O ?
OH" + C 6H 5CH(0H) 2 &-» C6H5-C-H * 0-^0" + H20 (9)

0 H m/z 105

This also explains the observed incorporation of 0 into the

(M-H)~ ions in the presence of Eo 0. However, an additional route
1R

to the formation of these 0 enriched (M-H)~ ions must be opera-

txve as can be concluded from the reaction of 0H~ -generated by

reaction of 0~* with n-hexane- which yields ions m/z 107

(C7He 0") for approximately 12% of the total (M-H)~ abundance.
+i 1 8 1 R

Because no H 2 0 and hence no O-labelled benzaldehyde-hydrate is

present -indeed, no ions m/z 125 are observed- this exchange must

have taken place in the primary collision complex between ̂ 80H~

and benzaldehyde, probably involving a tetrahedral type of ion as

presented in Scheme 2.
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C6H5CHO i = T Ï ("OH' .CBHSCHOJ • C,HSO~

h m/z 105

II
CsHs-C-H I

L wAH J»0H

I!
OH - , *

C«ft-C-H

II"
• H2O

J< m/z 107

Scheme 2

The actual mechanism of the rearrangement of ion ̂ to ion ĵ  is not

known. It has been tried to probe this by studying the reactions

of IÖOH~ with CgHcCDO and of OD~ -generated by reaction of °O *

with d^p-cyclohexane- with benzaldehyde, but the results are ob-

scured by the competing hydrogen/deuterium exchange in the com-

plexes h and k.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments described in this chapter have been performed

using a home-made FT-ICR spectrometer. Details concerning the es-

sential hardware [31]I software [32] and main operating procedures

[33,34-] have been described elsewhere.

The total pressure was normally kept below 100 jvPa.

NH2~
 and- °~" ions have been generated by dissociative electron

attachment from EEU (~ 6 eV) and FgO (~ 1.2 eV) , respectively.

During KHp~ formation from ammonia H~ was ejected by a radio-fre-

quency pulse of 180 kHz applied to the trapping plates. 0H~ ions

have been generated (i) by dissociative electron attachment from

water (~ 6 eY, 0H~ is formed via H~) or (ii) by reaction of 0~"

with n-hexane, to avoid reactions with H^O or of H~ (to generate
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0D~ d^p-cyelohexane was used).

Ejection of ions was performed in several ways. Ejection of one

ion was achieved by applying a radio-frequency pulse of 0.5-1 V

peak to peak amplitude at a frequency corresponding to the mass-

-to-charge ratio of the ion to be expelled. It is also possible to

eject all ions with the exception of ions of only one specific

mass-to-charge ratio by creation of a notch in the waveform of the

excitation pulse, as has been described previously [35i36].
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SUMMARY

This thesis describes some studies of gas phase reactions of both

positive and negative ions by Fourier transform ion cyclotron res-

onance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometry.

Chapter 1 discusses some aspects of the theoretical and practical

background of the FT-ICR method with emphasis on the use of the

FT-ICR instrument which has been built at the University of Am-

sterdam. This instrument is described briefly and some examples of

its performance are given, such as ion ejection, collision induced

dissociation and rate constant and equilibrium constant measure-

ments. An outline of the appropriate software is presented as

well.

Chapter 2 describes briefly the double-well potential model which

has been developed in the past few years to explain the observed

variation in rate constants of various types of reactions.

In chapter 3 it is shown that ejection of mass selected ions of

high abundance from the cell of an ET-ICR spectrometer permits the

study of ion/molecule reactions of ions of very low abundance.

Methanol is used to illustrate this. Ejection of all ions with the

exception of the O-labelled protonated methanol molecules,

present at natural abundance, shows that the protonated dimethyl

ether molecules in this system are formed mainly by an SJ2. dis-

placement reaction.

A study of the structure of the ions generated by electron impact

from some benzylidene amines through loss of an alkyl radical via

oc-cleavage is presented in chapter 4. It is shown by proton ab-

straction reactions in combination with deuterium labelling that

the initial structure of these ions is indeed that of phenyl-sub-

stituted 2-azaallenium ions. The deprotonated species appear to

have very high gas phase basicities, that is higher than 970

kJ mol

Chapter 5 deals with a drift cell ICR study of the gas phase reac-

tions of some alkyl phenyl ethers. It is shown by O-labelling

that phenoxide anions are formed both by an £LT2 and a nucleophilic

aromatic substitution mechanism in the reaction of 0H~ with methyl

phenyl ether. These mechanisms are of minor importance in the

ethyl phenyl ether system where phenoxide anions are generated al-
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most exclusively by an E2 mechanism.

The next chapter further discusses this subject. It describes the

results of an FT-ICR study of the gas phase reactions of anions

with methyl and ethyl phenyl ether. Deuterium labelling has shown

that in the reaction of hydroxide ions with methyl phenyl ether

extensive inter- and intramolecular hydrogen/deuterium exchange

can precede the eventual formation of phenoxide anions. It is

shown that the hydrogen atoms originating from the methoxy sub-

stituent are involved in this exchange process as well. The deute-

rium labelling experiments have also shown that in some cases hy-

drogen/deuterium exchange takes place prior to the elimination

reaction in ethyl phenyl ether.

Chapter 7'deals with a study of gas phase reactions of phenyl ace-

tate. Earlier literature reports concerning the formation of ace-

tate anions via an ipso substitution reaction could not be repro-

duced. The formation of phenoxide anions is observed instead. The

mechanism of their formation is discussed. Arguments are put for-

ward to show that -in situations where an E2 elimination reaction

has been blocked- these ions are formed via an S^2 mechanism

rather than via a B.„2 mechanism. One of these arguments is based

on the results of ejection of the collision complex between hy-

droxide and phenyl trifluoroacetate. The effect of this ejection

on the abundance of the various product ions is explained in terms

of the potential energy surface of the reactions.

In chapter 8 it is shown that long-lived H^0~ ions can be gener-

ated in an FT-ICR spectrometer by oxidation of formaldehyde with

OH~. The ions structure -as derived from reactions with several

neutral molecules- is best described as corresponding to a water-

-solvated hydride ion. This is also in agreement with the mecha-

nism of its formation, which is summarized in the following equa-

tion:

0H~ + CH20 ̂ == [OH~-CH2O]*S= [HgO-HCCT]* » H~-H20 + 00

The heat of formation of H,0~ is put between -248 and -150
—1 ^

kJ mol

The formation of KH^~ in the reaction of M 2 ~
 w i t n formaldehyde is

described in the subsequent chapter. The mechanism of its forma-

tion appears to be slightly different from that of H,0~ as visual-
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ized in the following equations:

KH2~ + CH20 •- NH, + HCO~ (2a)

HCO~ +" HHj NH4" + CO . (2b)

Its structure can best be described as a hydride ion solvated by

an ammonia molecule., whereas its heat of formation can be placed
—1between -80 and +85 kJ mol

The results of an FT-ICR study of the gas phase negative ion chem-

istry of 2-methylpropenal are presented in chapter 10. Deuterium

labelling has shown that the gas phase acidities of the methyl

protons and the formyl proton are nearly equal. The gas phase

reactions of the 2-formyl allyl anion with several fluorinated

substrates has been shown to proceed mainly via a cycloaddition

mechanism.

In chapter 11 an investigation of some aspects of the gas phase

negative ion chemistry of benzaldehyde is described. It is shown

that all protons are nearly,equal acidic. Exothermic proton ab-

straction from the aldehydic position by HEU" leads to the forma-

tion, of CgH[-~ ions. Reactions of several nucleophiles with benzal-

dehyde are discussed. Some of them proceed via a tetrahedral in-

termediate. Arguments are put forward to show that one of the

reactions of the conjugate base of benzaldehyde involves benSal-

dehyde-hydrate molecules'formed in the inlet lines towards the

cell;
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift worden enige studies van de reakties van zowel

positieve als negatieve ionen in de gasfase beschreven. Deze stu-

dies zijn verricht met behulp van Fourier transformatie ion cyclo-

tron resonantie (FT-ICR) massaspectrometrie.

In hoofdstuk 1 worden enkele aspekten van de theoretische en prak-

tische achtergrond van de FT-ICR methode besproken. De nadruk ligt

hierbij op het gebruik van het ET-ICR instrument, dat aan de Uni-

versiteit van Amsterdam is gebouwd. Dit instrument wordt in be-

knopte vorm beschreven en enkele voorbeelden van zijn werking wor-

den getoond, zoals "ion ejection" (het verwijderen van ionen uit

de reaktiecel), botsingsgeinduceerde ontleding en de meting van

snelheids- en evenwichtskonstanten. Een korte beschrijving van de

relevante gedeelten van het computer besturingsprogramma wordt

eveneens gegeven.

Gedurende de afgelopen jaren is het zogenaamde "double-well po-

tential model" ontwikkeld om de waargenomen variatie in snelheids-

konstanten van diverse typen reakties te verklaren. Dit model

wordt in het kort behandeld in hoofdstuk 2.

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt aangetoond, dat door het selektief verwijde-

ren van ionen uit de cel de ion/molekuul reakties van slechts in

geringe hoeveelheid gevormde ionen bestudeerd kunnen worden. Dit

wordt geillustreerd aan de hand van methanol. Het verwijderen van
1 ft

alle ionen met uitzondering van de O-gelabelde geprotoneerde

methanol molekulen, zoals aanwezig op natuurlijk niveau, toont

aan, dat de geprotoneerde dimethyl ether molekulen in dit systeem

voornamelijk worden gevormd via een SJ2. reaktie.

Een studie van de struktuur van de ionen, die gegenereerd worden

door het verlies van een alkyl radikaal van enige benzylideen ami-

nes,, wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 4. Met behulp van proton over-

drachtsreakties en deuterium labelling wordt aangetoond, dat de

struktuur van deze ionen inderdaad die van fenyl-gesubstitueerde

2-azaallenium ionen is. De gedeprotoneerde deeltjes blijken zeer

hoge gasfase basesterkten te bezitten, dat wil zeggen hoger dan

970 kj mol"1.

Hoofdstuk 5 behandelt een drift cel ICR studie van de gasfase

reakties van enige alkylfenylethers. Labelling met 0 toont aan,
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dat de in de reaktie van 0H~ met methylfenylether gegenereerde

fenoxide anionen zowel via een EL.2 als via een nucleofiele aroma-

tische substitutie reaktie worden gevormd. Deze mechanismen zijn

van ondergeschikt belang in het ethylfenylether systeem, waar de

fenoxide anionen vrijwel uitsluitend worden gevormd via een E2

mechanisme.

Dit onderwerp wordt verder besproken in het volgende hoofdstuk,

dat de resultaten van een FT-ICR studie van de reakties van enige

anionen met methyl- en ethylfenylether beschrijft. Deuterium la-

belling toont aan, dat in de reaktie van 0H~ met methylfenylether

uitgebreide waterstof/deuterium uitwisseling kan optreden v&ór de

uiteindelijke vorming van fenoxide anionen. Er wordt tevens aange-

toond, dat de van de methoxy substituent afkomstige waterstof ato-

men eveneens bij dit proces betrokken zijn. De deuterium labelling

experimenten hebben ook bewezen, dat in enkele gevallen waterstof/

deuterium uitwisseling optreedt vóór de eliminatie reaktie in

ethylfenylether.

Hoofdstuk 7 behandelt een studie van de gasfase reakties van fe-

nylacetaat. Eerdere publikaties omtrent de vorming van acetaat an-

ionen via een ipso substitutie reaktie konden niet worden gerepro-

duceerd. In plaats daarvan wordt de vorming van fenoxide anionen

waargenomen. Het mechanisme van de vorming van deze ionen wordt

besproken. Argumenten worden aangevoerd om aan te tonen, dat -in

gevallen waar een E2 eliminatie reaktie is geblokkeerd- deze ionen

worden gevormd via een £Lj2 mechanisme in plaats van een B. ~2 me-

chanisme. Eén van deze argumenten is gebaseerd op de resultaten

van verwijdering van het botsingscomplex tussen 0H~ en fenyltri-

fluoracetaat. Het effect hiervan op de hoeveelheid van de diverse

gevormde produkt ionen wordt verklaard op basis van het potentiële

energie diagram van de reakties.

In hoofdstuk 8 wordt aangetoond, dat langlevende H^0~ ionen in een .

FT-ICR spectrometer kunnen worden gegenereerd door oxidatie van

formaldehyde met 0H~. De struktuur van het H,0~ ion -zoals afge-

leid uit reakties met diverse neutrale molekulen- kan het beste

worden beschreven als een door een water molekuul gesolvateerd

hydride ion. Dit is ook in overeenstemming met zijn vormingsmecha-

nisme, dat samengevat is in de volgende vergelijking:

0H~ + CH20 ̂ a [0H~-CH20]*5=S [H20rHC0~]*—- H~«H20 + CO (1)
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De vormingswarmte van H^O is geplaatst tussen -248 en -150
—1

kJ mol

De vorming van WH^," in de reaktie van NH~~ met formaldehyde wordt

beschreven in het daaropvolgende hoofdstuk. Het mechanisme van de

vorming van NH^,~ blijkt enigszins te verschillen van dat van H^O",

zoals weergegeven in de volgende vergelijkingen:

NH2~ + CH20 •- NH, + HCO" (2a)

HCO~ + NH 5 * m-if + CO (2b)

De struktuur kan worden beschreven als een hydride ion gesolva-

teerd door een ammoniak molekuul, terwijl de vormingswarmte kan

worden geplaatst tussen -80 en +85 kJ mol

De resultaten van een FT-ICR-studie van de gasfase negatieve ionen

chemie van 2-methylpropenal worden behandeld in hoofdstuk 10. Deu-

terium labelling heeft aangetoond, dat de gasfase zuursterktes van

de methyl protonen en het formyl proton vrijwel gelijk zijn. De

gasfase reakties van het 2-formylallyl anion met diverse geflu-

oreerde substraten verlopen voornamelijk via een cycloadditie me-

chanisme .

In hoofdstuk 11 worden enige aspekten van de gasfase negatieve io-

nen chemie van benzaldehyde gepresenteerd. Er wordt aangetoond,

dat de zuursterkte van alle protonen vrijwel gelijk is. Exotherme

abstraktie van een proton van de aldehyde positie door ÏÏHp~ leidt

tot de vorming van CVHj-" ionen. De reakties van diverse nucleofie-

len met benzaldehyde worden besproken. Enige van deze reakties

verlopen via een tetraëdrisch intermediair. Argumenten worden aan-

gevoerd om aan te tonen, dat in één van de reakties van de gecon-

jugeerde base van benzaldehyde benzaldehyde-hydraat molekulen be-

trokken zijn, die gevormd worden in het inlaatsysteem van de

FT-ICR spectrometer.
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STELLINGEN

1. In hun analyse van de zelfdiffusiecoëf'ficiënt van methaan als

functie van dichtheid en temperatuur identificeren Harris en

CDrappeniers de door hen ingevoerde parameter o ten onrechte met

de harde-bollen diameter.

K.R. Harris en N.J. Trappeniers, Physica, 104A (1980) 262.

2. De waarnemingen van Fukuzumi en Tanaka leveren geen direct be-

wijs voor het optreden van een charge-transfer complex als een

intermediair in de reductie van chlooranil.

S. Fukuzumi en T. Tanaka, Chemistry Letters, (1982) 1513.

3. Oesch e.a. tonen onvoldoende aan, dat tijdens hun synthese van
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